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Abstract

This practicum describes the multiple roles and interventions of a school social worker
usiag an ecologicaVsysternic approach with adolescents from vulnerable inner city

families. These families were experiencing poverty, a b w , problems with child welfare
agencies, and a number of other issues. The main objective of the praaicurn was to
reduce the negative and self destructive behaviours of the adolescents who were part of a

classroorn for students with behavioural and learning difficulties. A secondas, objective

of the practicum was to increase both positive coping skills and the self esteem of the
adolescents and their family memben. As a school social worker, 1 assumed multiple
roles including individual, group and famiIy tfierapist, consultant to the primary and
secondary school staff, and broker of community services. Evaluation attempted to be
ecological in nature and included the Child Behaviour Checklist for the adolescent, the
family and the teacher. Secondary evaluation rneasures included the Self Control Rating
Scale, and the Hare Self Esteem Scale. Two client feedback forms were also

administered, one for the students and one for the families and teachers. The experience
of this practicum suggests that a school based intervention which reduces stressors in
adolescents' environments, can resuit in an improvement in their behaviour.

CHAPTER ONE
Personal Introduction

Throughout my persona1 and professional life, I bave had the oppommity to
experience a wide variety of human experienca. Mer a thorough analysis of these

experiences, 1have k e n disturbed by the effects that exnotional and financial poverty
have on many adolescents and their families. M y personal turmoil is exacerbated

because I live in Canada,a CO-

that is extremely rich in resources.

I grew up in a mal1 t o m in Northwestern Ontario where the majority of the
population was blue couar, with many workiag in the iron ore mines or within the
forestry industry. Withh this smdl town, it was quite apparent that the families which
were deemed as hedthy had an exceptional network of human resources. However, the
families and children that were considered as problematic, were more isolated from the

mainstream of the community.
Within this small t o m envuonment, the mass prejudice and negativity directed
fiom the "haves"to the "have nots"also disturbed me. I arn thankfiil that 1 was fortunate
enough to have a family structure that did not fully partake in this prejudice but instead

taught values of acceptance and compr6mise. One of the key lessons I learned was that

al1 humans have the ability to overcome obstacles if they have appropriate guidance,
knowledge of the situation, and a variety of support Further, most humans want to be
happy, loved, and accepted for whatever they have to offer.

Based on these assumptioas, 1believe that all human beings should be treated

with equal respect, as dI have sornething to offer. 1 also believe that human probiems are
usually systernic and thus cannot be reduced to individual pathology. I M e r believe

that the problems individuals and families experience are not mutually exclusive fiom

environmental stressors.

in our current economic system and system of social control, we are continually
segregating, demeaning, blaming and downgrading a segment of the population, when

we should instead embrace them and provide them with compassion, love, support, and
the necessary howledge to help themselves. We should also provide a wide variety of
resources to aid in the reduction of environmentai stressors.

Ifwe as a society continue to belinle and demean this pomon of the population,
we c m expect to have an increase in violence and withdrawai. This trend has become
the realiw in the inner city of Winnipeg. One of the most noticeable and dishirbing

developments has k e n the fornation of a number of youth, street level gangs. These
gangs are mainly composed of the beaten, withdrawn, distraugk disturbed youth of the

inner city. It is these scared, helpless, ignorant, y o d that are in desperate need of
acceptance, love, resources and mostly, compassion. One must consider the fact that
they are just children.

W e the middie and upper classes are in a position to blame and imprison these
youth for their misdeeds, I believe that we who have the power to lay blame should
instead have the constitution to understand that if we are not part of the solution, we are

part of the problem. By utiiizing the ecological approach, coupled with an optimistic

opinion of human nature throughout the process of uiis practicum, I was detennined to
demonstrate that compassion, understanding and knowledge will always be more

productive than fear, blame, prejudice, anger, control and oppression.

Theoretical Introduction

This practicum report wili descni the theoreticai me&-framework of the
ecologicai approach, as it applies to adolescents within VUlflerabie families fkom the
imer city. As the ecological approach to treaîment encompasses a b r d view of

etiology and treatment, a variety of assessrnent and intervention techniques were
employed and included work with a variety of systerns including, Uidividuals, families,
groups and networks. The practicum was based in a Leamhg Assistance Center
classroom in a middle school in the inner city of Winnipeg, Manitoba
The practicum explored the energies and expertise needed to effectively
implement a variety of rnulti-level interventions in a variety of envkonments and

situations. The main focus of the practicum was to reduce a number ofbehavioural
problems presented by the adolescents. The goal of the practicum was to locate and
either reduce or eliminate stresson that were present in the lives of the families and
adolescents. By reducing these stresson is was theorized that the adolescents would be
stabilized enough to l e m new skills and behaviours.

The four main environments targeted were the home environment, the school
environment, the larger community and the adolescent's interpersonal environment. In
order to attain the practicurn goals, it was necessary to maintain excellent communication

with and between the youth, the family and the school sysiem in order to create
consistent patterns of discipline and expectations. As some of the families and
adolescents were involved with a number of social service agencies, it was at t h e s

necessary to provide liaison and brokering services.

This report is organized imo ten chapters. In chapter one, rny persoaal and
theoreticai introductions are provided dong with a rationale for the practicum. My
profasionai and personal leaming goals are ais0 outlined. in chapten two through four I
present a review of the relevant literature on the ecological perspective and a number of
social work interventions, the ecological perspective in relation to the vulnerable family

and high risk adolescents, and the roles of the school social worker within the contexi of
the school system. Chapter five descnbes the practicum setting, the process of

supervision, and evaluation instruments. Chapter six provides the details of the families
that were studied and the intervention process. Chapter seven presents the results of the

evaluation In Chapter eight a number of central themes which became apparent through
the practicum process are identifieci. Chapter nine concludes with a brief description of

my learning process during the practicum and an overall critique of the ecological
approach.
Rationale of Practicum
By choosing to work withui the Child Guidance Clinic and the school systern, a

large powemil bureaucratie iIlStitution, 1felt that I would have an adequate amount of
authority and respect fiom all parties involved to effectively apply an ecologîcal
approach. The school setting also represents one of the major influences in the
adolescent's Life and may be one of the o d y stable environrnents for these adolescents
and their vulnerable families. The remaining environments that have a major influence

on the adolescent are the community, the family and the youth's interpersonal systems.
It was the respoosibiiity of this phcular Learning Assistance Center classroom

to not only provide academic training,but to also teach the students a varieV of life

skills, work training, and social skills. 1was also fonimate enough to have already
developed a working rapport within the classroom, as 1had completed a field placement
in the setting during the previous year. During this field placement, it was discovered
that the teaching naff were open to a varie@of interventions. Not only was the teaching
staff and administrative staff very approachable and experienced, they were very

knowledgeable and comected to the community and its resources. This particular staff
team was also extremely dedicated to achieving success for its midents.
As was earlier stated, it was my intention to provide a variety of services to the

families, and it was my belief that these services should be provided in a non-threatening
m m e r . I was aiso grappluig with the issue of eliminating the perceived and real power

Mbalances between the empowering social worker and the disempowered client. 1felt it
was important to maintain an intricate balance between professional, fo-

expert

social worker and persona1 informal helper. 1 wanted to be a formal professional social
worker with a variety of theoretical and practical skills while still remahhg informal
and approachable to the disempowered client.

Prior to entering the social work field, my education and professional
interventions had always been theory-driven. 1 was taught, in a reductionistic method,
that in each environment or set of circumstances, the professional should apply a specific
theoretical approach to a specific problem. 1was never cornfortable with this concept of
sirnply fitting the problem to the theory and then intervening.

Through the Masters level of social work training, 1realized that vulnerable
families can have many concurrent dynamic problems. To be effective 1felt that it was
important to undersand one problem, while attempting to treat another. I also felt that a

helper would be dwmed to failure ifshe used the reductionistic rnethod while treating
vulnerable families. 1reasoned that if the problem is very complex in its developmen&
then the treatment or intervention, should at least, be equally complex.
1became very interested in the ecological approach as its basic theoretical

premises provide a hmework for a cornplex set of intementiom. Rodway and Tnite
(1993) explain that the ecological approach encompasses a broad view of etiology and

trament of family and family members problems. Thus, problems are seen to be
embedded in the wider social settings of community, culture and society. Rodway and
Tmte (1993) aiso explain that the main goal of the ecological approach is to improve and

e ~ c social
h support systems, while improvhg the intemal coping patterns of people, so
that a better match can be attained between a person's needs and the ~Kcumstancesof

hidher physical and social environments. The analysis of people's problems is also

deerned to be very complex and because the ecological approach attends to interpersonal
dynamics and coping realties, a compreheasive andysis of a variety of situational factors

is required, and multi-faceted interventions are usually employed.
1was excited by the idea of a comprehensive understanding and analysis of

family and individual problems. The ecological approach is a fmmework which allows

the heiper to intemene with and undentand these problerns in many different ways. The
approach also dows the helper to discard the narrow reductioaistic approaches to

therapy and instead apply many different approaches simultaneously. The ecological
approach's flexibility in assessrnent and intervention M e r dows the helper to
effectively empower the client through both formal expert onented and informal personal

methodologies. Garbarino (1982) explaios that the ecologicd approach requires such an

eclecticism or interdisciplinary focus because it focuses on many different intersystem
relationships. Gaharino (1982) also states that this is a vduable approach because it

generates good imaginative questions about human development in the face of narrow
specialization and narrow policy developmentç.

I now endorse the ecological approach, and its implication for practice. As the
approach is dynamic and multi-faceted, 1 have also had to improve and expand my
lmowledge of social work practices and other social systems to better fit the needs of the

client.
Professional Learning Goals

a) To examine the efncacy of the ecological approach and its effects on adolescents with
identifiexi behaviour problems and their merable family members ( Primary Goal ).

b) To gain knowledge about behaviour management in the school classrmm sening
( Pnmary Goal ).

c) To m e r develop skill in f e l y counseliing and parent training ( Primary Goal ).
d) To develop and implement appropriate group sessions for inner city impoverished

adolescents ( Primary Goal ).
d) To leam how to link families with similar problems in order to provide an infornial
support network ( Primary Goal ).

e) To leam bow to link families with supports and resources that are present in the

environment ( Primary Goal ).
f ) To leam how to evaiuate the practicum using both standardized and non-standardized

methods ( Secondary Goal ).

g) To observe ~lleaguesfkom a v k m of agencies and with a variety of approaches

(Secondary goal).

h) To ffamiiarize myself wiîh the der-ci@ of Winnipeg and the population that resides
there ( Secondary goal ).

CHAPTERTWO:

The Ecotogieal Approach and Intervention
Metahneworks and the Ecological A~proach
Metaframeworks is one method used by practitioners to o r g h specific ideas
whle working with complex human systems (Bruenlin, Schwartz, & Kune-Karrer, 1992).
Metaframeworksprovides the practitioner with a model to perform therapy fiom the
larger contes of the family, the individual and the larger environmental context
(Bruenlin et al., 1992). Metaframeworks are also used to classify a domain of ideas into
meta-patterns and subsequent methods of meta-intervention The metaframework
enables the practitioner to transcend the narrowness of many theories that form the basis

of existing therapeuàc approaches. The b h e p ~for
t the use of a metaûarnework based
therapy is very simple, and it recognizes the following four interrelated processes:

hypothesizing, planning, convershg and feedback (Bruenlin et ai., 1992).
MetdÏameworks ailow the practitioner to create hypotheses while
concephialking people and problems fiom larger, more complex points of reference.

The rnetaframework is developed from this broader concept, which subsequently directs
the planning of an intervention. The process of the intervention, or therapy itself, is the
conversation from which the practitioner draws distinctions by making observations,
asking questions, making statements and providing directives. The practitioner would
then constantly attempt to make sense of, and use this feedback. (Bruenlin et al., 1992).

The ecological approach to therapy is a rnetaframework, as it does not rely soleiy
on existing theoreticai models. Instead, the process of ameliorating psychological
d e r i n g is conceptualized broadly, and broadly based interventions and assessments are

utilized (Bruenlin et al., 1992). The ecological approach includes not only the

immediate family and home environment but also the wider social and cultural world as
it affects the child and family (Garbarino, 1982).

The ecological approach is a

rnetaframework which has a senes of meta-patterns ïncluding a base of theory,
assesment, intervention and evaluation, which cm be used to understand human
functioning and social-psychologicai interventions (Rodway & Tmte, 1993).
Theoreticai Base of the Ecolopjcal Amroach

The ecological approach or eco-systems approach is acnially the combiriation of
two separate components. These components include the stuciy of ecology and the study

of general systems theory. Websten Dictionary (198 1, p. 357) defines ecology as "a
branch of science concemed with the study of organisms and their environments" and
"thetotality or pattern of relationships between orgaaisms and their environment".

According to Von Bertalane (1968), general systems theory specifies the processes of
transactions beîween and amongst systems. He also believed that living organisms are

essentially open systems, maintahhg themselves with continuous inputs h m , and
outputs to, the environment Within systems theory, the individual is seen as part of the

larger whole rather than as a whole itself(Von Bertaiantfy, 1968).
Germain (1973) states that the ecological approach is bas& on taking a holistic
view of people and their envirooments as a unif because one cm only be understood in

the context of its relationship to the other. Germain (1973) also states that this
relationship is characterized by continuous reciprocal exchanges or transactions in *ch

people and environments influence, shape and change each other. Rodway and Tnrte
(1993) explain that the ecological approach attends to interpersonal dynamics and coping

realities of families, thus a comprehemive analysis of a variety of situational factors is
required
The metaframework of the ecological approach could thus be used to explain the
behaviour of the person in relationship to hidher enwonment. As the whole person can
only be understood wiùiin the context of hidher whole environment or "lifespace", any

change in the person's perceptions, affect, boundaries, relationships, power structures,

behaviour, and eovüonment will have a significant effect on both the penon and a11
variabtes related to that person (Nichols, 1984). The ecological approach also
encompasses the generic core of social work laiowledge and provides for the many, and
at tirnes contradictory, purposes and activities of social worken (Allen-Mears & Lane,

1987).

Maior Themes and Concepts
Rodway and Trute (1993) state that there are a number of important themes and

concepts which are consistently recognized in ecologicai practice theory. The foilowing
ecological concepts have k e n derived fiom the science of ecology or fiom its use as a
metaphor adaptedness and adaptation, culture, stress, and copiag (Germain,1991).

EcoloeicaI Concepts

The centrai ecological concept is adaptation, a concept which differs significantiy
fiom the concept of adjustment (Germain,1991). Adjustment connotes a passive
accommodation to the environment or the status quo, while adaptation is action oriented
and the environmental or interpersonal change is directed by the person. Through

adaptation, people strive to m a t e the best person environment fit for their needs, nghts,

capacitia, and aspirations within the limitations of the quaiity of their enviromnent

(Germain, 1991). Hence, by definition, adaptation is a transactional process in which
people shape their physical and social environments, and in tum are shaped by hem
(Germain, 1981).
Cultural contea is another concept of prime importance when working fkom an
ecological approach (Collins & Pancoast, 1976). The concept of culture includes the

following aspects: value orientations and the noms governing behaviour, laiowledge,
technology, belief systems, language, and the meanings attnbuted to objects, events and
processes (Germain, 1991). Vaiues are assumptions about the world, expectations of the
self and others, and attitudes towards life events and processes (Germain, 1991). Values

derive fkom various group affiliations, such as ethnicity, gender, parental families of
on&

social networks, religion, socioeconomic status, and geographic location

(Germain, 1991). Vaiues fonned early in life shape thinking, perceptions, feelings and
behavioun (Germain, 1991). Noms are d e s of behaviour that are derived fiom value
orientations. They are the ideas that people hold about what is proper, customary, and
desirable behaviour. The functionality of a value system and normative structure is
detemiined by how values and n o m s operate to achieve objectives, and facilitate growth,
h d t h and development (Germain, 1991). Ifthe social worker is to provide effective

seMces dhe m u t understand culture on the basis of the person's cultural orientation,

and not on the basis of hisher own values and noms (Germain, 1991).
Although al1 people experience different levels of stress, many people c m
successfully adapt to the demands of their stressors. This type of stress is usually
understood as a challenge which can be overcome and thus does not seriously lower selfesteem or prolong unredistic feus of failure. For many people Life stress can also

express a negative or poor person-environmem relationship when actual or perceived

environmentai demands or hanns exceed the penon's actual capacity for dealing with
them (Germain,1981). It is this type of life stress that is associated with king in
cootinuous jeopardy.

This type of stress arouses negative feelings of anxiety, guilt, rage,

helplessness, despair and lowered selfksteem @amrus& Lamier, 1978). It is these
types of life stressors that may lead to impaired growth, developrnent, health, and social

functioning d e s s it is managed effectively.

The subjective or emotional response to stress is a special adaptation caiied
coping (Gemiain, 1991). When coping meanires are successful, the stressful demand or

harm is eliminated or ameliorated, or its e f f m are masterd Ifcoping activity is not
successfid and extreme stress penists, then physical dysfunction, emotional disturbance,
or dismptions in social functioning may resdt (Germain, 1991). What eventually may

happen is that these conditions create further stress in a downward spiral that becornes
harder and harder to intempt or overwme. Coping capability like adaptation and Me
stress express a person:environment relationship which is both transactional and
perceptual in nature (Gemain, 199 1).

Two major functioas of coping are problem solving (what neeh to be done to
reduce, eliminate or manage the stressor) and regulating the negaiive feelings associated

with the stressor (Germain, 1991). Progress in problem solving leads to the restoration of
self-esteem and to the more effective regdation of the negative feelings which are
generated by the stressfd dernand (Germain, 1991). Progress in managing feelings and
restoring selfesteem fisees the personto work more effectively on problem solving

(Germain, 199 1). Thus the two functions of coping are not mutuaily exclusive and each

supports the other. Roblem solving is therefore quite difficult if the negative feelings
associated with the stressor are not brought under some sort of control (Germain, 1991).
Although they are unique to the individual, the attainment of problem solving

slalls are quite often learned through environmental institutions such as the family, the
school, the church or the hospital (Germain, 1991). Similady, the person's ability to
manage negative feelings are directly associated with social and emotional supports

which are present in the environment (Germain, 199 1). Successful coping relies on

additional persoaality traits such as motivation, which depend on familial or community

incentives and rewards and self direction, which depend on the availability of choices
and opportunities for decision making and action, as well as access to material resources
(Germain, 1991 ).
Ecological Themes

Based upon the theory of social interaction and penon:environment fit the
followîng is a list of ecological themes as summarized by Allen-Meares and Lane (1987):
1) the enviromnent is a complex environment-behaviour-person whole, consisting of a

continuous, interlocking process of relationships;
2) the mutual interdependence among person, behaviour, and environment is
emphasized;
3) systems concepts are used to analyze the complex interrelatiooships within the

ecological whole;
4) behaviour is recognized to be site specific;

5) assessrnent and evaluation should be through natrnalistic and direct observation of the

individuallfamilylcommunityenvironment system;

6) the relationship of the paris within the eco-system are considered to be orderly and
structureci; and

7) behaviour resuits fiom rnediated transactions between the family and the multivariate

environment.
The Ecolo~calAgproach and Families

Pnor to the inception of the ecological approach, the social workefs role was to
enhance the qualit. of transactions between people and their environment (Germain,
1973).

The ecological approach has enhanced this role by providing an advanced

method of thinking about intervention with families. The enhanced role of the social

worker, based on the main goal of the ecological approach, is to e ~ c social
h
support
resources, while uicreasing internai wping patterns of family members so that a better
match is anained between the family members' needs and the circumstances of their

physicd and social environrnents (Germain & Gittennan, 1980). It is through the
achievement of this main goal that family members wùl attain the necessary
interpersonal skills and concrete resources to effectively cope with environmental

stressors.
From the ecoiogicd approach, the family can be seen as k i n g simultaneously in
interaction with its immediate environment while being influenced by its interna1
composition and transactional dynamics (Rodway & Trute, 1993). Although families are
quite often the main focus of social work intervention, they do not live in isolation f?om
their larger environment. Families live within an extemal context made up of many

components they have no conml over. This extemal context can also be referred to as
the family's eco-system (Boss, 1988). This family eco-system consists of the constrakts

of development and genetics, as weil as economics, history and culture (Boss, 1988).
Rodway and Tnde (1993) also state that the ecological perspective encornpasses a broad

view of etiology and treatment of family problems. Thus, family problems are seen to be
embedded in the wider social setîings of community, culture and society.
The EcoIogical Amroach with Adolescents fiom Vuherable Farnilies
As adolescents within vulnerable families present multifaceted problems, it is

assumed that the ecological approach, which is also multifaceted, codd be effectively
employed in intervention The ecological approach is particularly salient when dealing
with adolescents fiom vulnerable families, who characteristically have close ties to the
family but equally close ties to the extemal environment (Tnite & Saulnier, 1984).

Another reason to employ the ecological approach is that adolescents are in a unique
developmental stage Ui which their social linkages and significant relationships are
constantly shifting (Trute & Saulnier, 1984).
The treatment of the vulnerable family (including the adolescents), nom an
ecological perspective, would utilize multiple intenientions across multiple settings and

would involve multiple family members (Milner, 1987). By utilizing an ecological
m e t b e w o r k , interventions could uiclude: systemic family counselling, individual
counselling for the adolescents and their guardians, group counselling for adolescents
and their guardians, and the provision of forma1 and informa1 supports through

community network îherapy. These broadly conceptualized ecologkally based
interventions could be provided within a number of foxmal or Sonnai settings including
the home, the community, the school system, the judicial system, the child welfxe

system and any other social setting.

The Eco-Mm: A Tool For Assesment

The eco-map is one method of visually assessing a fami1y's ecological
composition (Hartman, 1983). The eco-rnap, a pen-and-papa simulation, maps in a
dynamic marner, the ecological system's boundaries which encornpass the penon or
family in their life space. The boundanes encompassed include the major systerns

together with al1 of their relationships that are affected by and affect the perçodfarniiy.

Further, the eco-map portrays the family in its life situation, and it identifies and
characterizes the signifiant nurturant or conflict laden connections between the family
and the world It is also used to demonstrate the flow of energy and resources in and out

of the family system and its extemal systern As the eco-map is developed, the worker
and the client should be able to identifi contlicts to be mediated, bridges to be built, and

resources to be sought and mobilized (Hartman, 1983).
Utilking the Eco-M~P

Once the eco-map has k e n completed and the family's ecological context has

been deterrnined, one can better assess the family-environment interchanges. As a result

of the eco-map assessment, the standard question the practitioner wodd ask is: Are the
needs of the family being met? Further, in order to effectively answer this question, the
practitioner rnust have some knowledge about what ail families need to sustain stability,
growth, enrichment and cornpetence (Hartmen, 1983).

In an economically based society, it is intrinsic that a primary need of families is
sufficient money to buy shelter, food, material goods and oppominities for enrichment.

If insufncient money is assessed as the main problem, then the social worker should
ensure that this is resolved before proceeding. It is true that some needs can clearly be

met without money through exchange and sharing systems, however, in a complex
system such as capitalism, money is needed to buy free time, peace of mind and leisure
(Hartmm, 1983).

The Familv in Relation to the Eco-Mar,
Hartmen (1983)suggests that the famiiy be assessed from three different foci.
The first focus is a holistic view which considers the family in relation to the ecological

environment The second focus considers the boundary between the farnily and the
extemal environment. The third focus concentrates on intra-familial relationships.

By focushg upon and analyzing the family in a holistic manner, one cm begin to
understand whether or not the family's extemal relationships are insuffrcient, suficient or
overloaded For example, the ecctmap may dernonstrate a nurnber of extreme stressors
such as long term hospitalization or strenuous work relatiomhips. It may also

dernomte that a child in the family has insufficient extemai activiaes fiorn which to
attain growth.
General systerns theory suggests thaî a change in one area will Ui turn affect

change in another area, and thus will change the family or system as a whole (Von
Bertala@,

1968). In utilùing the ecu-map h m the holistic focus, the greatest

challenge for the practitioner is to determine whch factor or factors will have the most
dramatic positive impact on the family. For example, if the main breadwinner of the

family has lost hidher job, this factor will have an enormous impact on the stressload and

subsequent functioning of the famity. In this particular situation the factor that could be
deemed by the practitioner as having maximum positive impact, could be to have that

breadwinner atrain some immediate job counseiiing in order to retwn the family to its

normal fiaancial status,
With the second focus of anaiysis the practitioner is analyzhg the construction of

the boundary between the farnily and the extemal environment. One quick way to assess
the f e 1 y ' s relationship with the external environment is to observe the number and

quality of transactions. For example, by analyzing the positive and negative transactions,
the practitioner could detemine if the family is exhauthg itself by expending too much
energy in tenuous situations e x t e d to itself. From this information, the practitioner

rnay ais0 determine that there is a relarively equal exchange from the outside systems.
It is important to m e s s the nature of the system's boundaries as we know that

Families with closed, inflexible, rigid impermeable boudaries are more susceptible to
dysfûnction and breakdown (Fuchs, 1993). The reason for this susceptibility is that these
families do not have adequate resources and contacts to turn to in case of an emergency

or in situations of high stress. Families with closed impermeable boundaries usually do
not have access to ameliorative resources or escape valves in times of stress (Rothery,

1993)

The third point of analysis is the interactions and interpersonal relationships of
the family itself. The eco-map can provide the social worker with a variety of
information about how the family members interact with the external environment. A
waming signal to the social worker may be when one member of the family has minimal

contact with the outside environment while the rest of the family seems to have adequate
access.

Although the eco-map as a visual aid for assesmient provides much needed
information, the social worker must be prudent in m e r assessment of family

interaction. The eco-map may demonstrate inequality of transactions, but to be
completely effective, the social worker must M e r assess and undentand the

contingencies that lead to the transactional phenornenon. Further understanding of the
client's interactions may be obtained through a number of interviews. Although the ecornap as an assessment tool does oot provide detailed inforniaton on the transactional
phenornenon which determines the status of the boundaries, it clearly highlights meas for
social work intervention,
Intervention and the Ecolo~g;icalApproach

Based upon the major themes of ecologicd practice theory, as summarized by
Allen-Meares and Lane (1987), ecologicd interventions involve understanding the person

in hidher environment and should be performed at multiple settings and across multiple
levels. As two of the major assumptions Uiclude a) assessment and evaluation occur
through natudistic and direct observation of the family environment system, and b)

behaviour results from mediated transactions between the family and the multivariate
environment, extensive assessment of the family's systems should be completed prior to
the development of any intervention plan. As families and individual memben are

interdependent with other people, settings and environments, assessment and intervention
at the individual, group and network levels should also be considered.

Svstems Theow and Familv Level Intervention

One important step in developing an intervention stmtegy is to effectively create a
plan for identifymg priorities. This developmental process can become quite challenging

when the social worker has to set redistic treatrnent goals for vulnerable families with
multiple problems. With regards to vuinerable families, intervention plans may have to
be ascertained in an environment filled with overwhelming need, chaos, constant crises,
and disorganizatioa In this type of environment, it is easy for worken themselves to

become overwhelrned, unfocused and in constant crisis. Ifthe worker becomes unclear
and unfocuseci, intervention can often become a series of responses to irnmediate crises
with tittle effective generalization to the core issues that created the crises (Butehom,
1978). One way to begin to ideatify priorities is to focus on the hctioning of the

family.
Svstemic Characteristics of the Family
By utilizing general systems concepts, the social worker can assess the family's

problems and identify redistic points of intervention. In any family, the social worker
must first determine how the family is stnictured to ailow for interaction and the supply
of needs, and secondly,what processes occur to meet these needs. By understanding and
assessing the structure of the famùy system the social worker can prioritize where to
intervene and when Once prioritized, problems can becorne manageable, and realistic
focuses for intervention can be anained (Taplin, 1980). The areas for systemic
assessrnent may include family structure, self concept, roles, des, boundaries, family
processes, communication patterns, parenting, and coping skills (Karpel& Strauss,

1983). These may also be the areas for systemic intervention Karpel and Strauss
(1983) also state that the basic family structure consists of the following four subsections: self concept, roles, des, and systems and boundaries.

Self-concent

The self-concept of the family is the essence of the family and its beliefs, history,
myths, loyaities, legacies. It is the basic reason a f d y stays together (Butehom, 1978;

Karpel& Strauss,1983).
Roles
Roles are the tasks that individuals in families take on or accept and fill in a
relatively predictable or patterned manner. As these roles are dynamic in nature, they are

never identical for each family. However, there are some standard roles which are
widely accepted. Some common roles for the family are: 1) executWe (someone who

makes the decisions that may lead to action); 2) functioaal (someone who carries out the
decisions in a manner that is acceptable to the famity members); 3) affective (someone
who comment5 on the emotional tone of the family unit, as well as individual needs); and
4) socially comecting (someone who secures needed social services for the family;

Butehom, 1976).
As people are more than just members of a family, one must also consider

individual roles. More importantly, in assessing the problems ofa family, the social
worker must differentiate between family role problerns and individual role problems.
Individuai roles cm include the following: 1) personal role (the individual's &es,

dislikes, defenses, boundaries, energy levels, and idiosyncrasies); 2) generation role (the

place of the member by birth and family expectations); 3) process role ( the role in the
intemal family system); and 4) the system role (the role at the interface of family and
society; Butehorn, 1976).

Rules
Rules are the structures, implicit or explicit, that govem the interaction of the

f e l y members either within the family or outside of the family. This govemance limits
the expression of the family and the individual family memben. In order for change to
take place in a family, the d e s must also be changed Accordhg to Lederer and Jackson

(1968). d e s set the guideLines for the definition and operation of a relationship. Rules

defme one's relationship to another and the "quidpro quo"of the relationship. As d e s
and roles are not mutually exclusive, d e s are established from the outset of a
relationship and are often prescn'bed by role expectation. Rules can d s o be set explicitty

and may emerge as products of interaction. If a relationship has functional niles, it will

be able to solve problems. In juxtaposition, in relationshipsthat do not have coordinated
meaning, d e setting is constrauleci [t is constrained because the participants do not
share a co~l~ensus
reality which must form the basis of the d e setting or behavioural
interaction negotiatious (Bruenlin et al., 1992).
One very important factor in successful families is the creation of meta-des or

d e s that are made in order to change d a (Bruenlin et ai., 1992). The need to have
d e s to change d e s is vexy important for the development of the family. As new life

stages or problems emerge, the family must have a set of techniques in which to change
d e s in an appropriate manner. Che example of the need for meta-rules is the change in

parental d e s when the children leave the home. Dlrring this empty nest life stage, the

couple must redefine the niles that redefine their relationship with each other and their
duit children. Without the development of meta-rules many relationships begin to break
d o m due to a lack of methods for the creation ofnew muhial, consensual reality. This

lack of consensual reaiity will negatively affect the quality of communication and
messages wiU no longer be interpreted with accuracy (Bruenlin et al., 1992).
Svstems, Subsvstems and Boundaries

One important consideration in the application of the systems approach is that
each system could be part of a larger system and may dso be divided into smaller subsystems (Heam, 1979). Each of the systems or sub-systems has an invisible boundary
which demarcates what is inside fiom what is outside. In the case of families, these

boundaries may con& of an invisibie set of loyalties, d e s and emotional connections
(Hartman, 1983). There are also a number of relationship sub-qstems within the family
organization, eacb with its own distinct boundaries.

Minuchin (1974) States that one characteristic of systems which has signincant
beariog on the family is that of sub-systems. Although sub-systems can be very cornplex,

many family therapists will usually observe parental and sibhg sub-systems. It is also
common practice to observe sub-systems that operate within these sub-systems. Some
common sub-subsystems are the marital sub-system, the parentchiid sub-system and a
number of sibling sub-systems which may be based on age, sex or generation In addition

to these genenc sub-systems, family members may create their own unique set of subsystems. These sub-systerns, often called alliances or coalitions, are often characterized

by partxularly close bonds between certain members who are likely to feel closer, to do

more together, and to be especiaily protective of each other (Ka@&

Strauss, 1983).

Boundaries are described as the verbal and non-verbal rnechanisms that families
use to allow the entry and exit of persons and information both within the family and
between the family and outside society. Boundaries can be viewed fiom a variety of

perspectives: emneshed/disengaged,random/open/closed, and available/unavailableto

intervention, with the wmmonality k i n g a continuum ranging between polarities

(Butehom, 1976).
At the most concrete level, boundaries can a c W y be walls. For example, the
parents' bedroom represents a bomdary with al1 the d e s that go dong with it.

Boudaries cm aiso be multi-level, abmact and intangible. For example, within a
marital relationship, it may be understood that the wife should nat intemrpt the husband's

boundary of sleeping in the aftemoon.
Notwithstanding, these boundaries and their expectations m u t be dowed to
change with the dynamics of the Life stages of the family. As another example, cornider

the change in boundaries which occurs between parent and child as the child grows into a
teenager. This change in boundanes may play out in a sbuggie over the teenagefs

bedroom privacy. Dirring this stage, it is not uncornmon for a teenager to ask a parent to
knock before entering. Friction between the parent and the teenager may result if the
parent does not respect this newty created boundary. For example, by tidying up the

room in the absence of the teenager, the parent may cause friction by offensively crossing
the teenager's personal and physical boundary. This lack of mutual understanding of

boudaries can also conmbute to coatlict in the parentchild sub-system CKarpel&
Strauss, 1983).

It has been deemed that open systerns include open boundanes and contain

wholeness, feedback and equifinaiity (Watzlawick, BeaMn, & Jackson, 1967). Open
systems are regulated by feedback, and inputs from family memben or the environment

are acted upon and rnodified by the family system.

At the other end of the cotrtinuum, closed systems are characterized by no influx

of energy and therefore no change in the system or family members. Within a closed
system, the family is imable to change its currerrt situation as closed boundaries will not

allow for positive information to be assimilated and acted upon (Nichols, 1984).
Three Essentid Familv Processes

The processes within a family system are concerned with the everyday life of the
family. In general terms, the processes are dominated by what is actually done within the
family and who does it. The following are thRe essential processes: communicating,
parmting, and coping CKarpeI & Strauss. 1983).

Communication
Effective communication, verbal or non-verbal, is the central focus of
intervention and thus, it is extremely important that this process be understood by the

practitioner before any action is taken. How a family communicates indicates much
about its composition and hierarchy. The following characteristicsof communication as
descnbed by Butehom (1978) are usehl for analysis and assessment:
1 ) ownershîp- is each person able to acknowledge and daim an individual percewon?

2) context- is each person able to acknowledge the realities of the situation in which the
communication takes place?
3) differentiation- is each person able to achowledge that the perceptions of various

individuals are not identical?
4) validation- is each person able to hear and acknowledge hearing the perception of the

other?; and

5) process- is each person able to descnbe the Interaction among family members and

make some statement as to its cause and effect?
Karpel and Strauss (1983) also emphasize that communication issues are an
integral factor in the deveiopment of Family problems. According to them, dl messages
have two components. The most obvious component is the content of the message, the

basic information that the sender wishes to transmit The second, less obvious
component, is the message's intended influence on the behaviour of the receiver.
The sender of the message requims a response nom the receiver and there is a
request built into every message. The message is aimed at innuencing the receiver to
respond in a certain maaner. Each message therefore affects and is afkcted by the

relationship between sender and receiver. Communication can be very effective if the
content and the process match and are very clearly expressed Confusion and stress can

be the result when process and content do not match. For example, if a mother telis her
child that she loves him or her while smiling and giving him/her a hug, the content of "1
love you" coupled with a loving process "smiling and giving a hugn, w
ill be effectively
and accurately assimilated by the child The result of this effective communication will

Iikely be a positive loving respoase fiom the child
When the mother tells the chdd that she loves him or her in a sarcastic tone or

even worse, whüe physically abusing the chilcl, there will be confusion over the accurate
meaning of "1 love you". The child will inconectly assimilate the meaning of love with
something negative and instead may respond negatively when asked to express a loving
response.

One cannot stress the importance of the communication virtues of clarity,

consistency, opemess and directness. If family memben rdilize these positive

communication skills, there will be minimai confusion between process and content and
an accwate flow of information will be the r e d t
Parentùig

Another very important process in family development is the direction provided
by the parents. It is important that the parents nurture the c h i l d .in age appropriate

ways. The following are components of effective parenting a) providing what children
need to feel safe and grow, b) letting chïldren h o w they are wanted as part of the family,
c) understanding that children require the interest and the availability of the aduits around

them, and d) imparûng effective living skills nom one generation to another (Butehorn,
1978).

coping

When a family is under stress it will utilize coping skills for either the

management or deviation of this stress. AccordEg to Boss (1988), effective family
coping is the management of a stresshi event or situation by the family as a unit with no
detrimental effects on any individual in that f d y . Family coping is the cognitive,

affective,and behavioural process by which individuais and their family system as a
whole manage rather than eradicate stressful events or situations (Boss,1988). One cm
thus ascertain that once a family h d s a coping behaviour that works for a particular
evenf that behaviour is very Likely to becorne a part ofthat familytsrepertoïre as a
coping, problem solving, or management technique (Boss, 1988). The social work

pracritioner must discem how a @cular f d y copes with unexpected or crisis

situations. Does the family cope in a positive manner by developing a clear staternent of
the problem, dealing with the feelings associated with it, considering the options

available to çolve the situation, and deciding upon a clear course of action to assist family

memben' individuai responses to the situation? Ifthe f d y utilues harmful coping
behaviours as a part of the famiry's stress management repertoire, cbanging this negative
coping behaviour rnay be the focus of family intervention.
SummaIv

General systems theory provides the social work practitioner with an
understanding of the culture of the family, its values, noms and functioning. It also

provides the practitioner with a logical and effective meam to inventory the systerns
influencing both individual and f d y behaviour (Taplin, 1980). It may be possible that
many environmentai systems or sub-systems may be impacthg the resultant behaviour,
thus the practitioner must fist ascertain through detailed assessrnent which system or
sub-system is influential. Once ascertained, the intervention must be directed at the

appropriate system or sub-system and the processes involved.
Individual Level intervention

The individual level is one level of intervention used in the ecological approach.

Social work practitionen intervene at the individual level to aide the individual in
personal growth and development lmplementation and evaluation considerations are
part of direct practice with individuals and may include contingency analysis, modifjmg

clients' behaviouts within their environments, and evaiuating changes (Pinkston, Levitt,

Green, Linsk, & Rzepnicki, 1982). These considerations are pefiormed in face-to-face
contacts with clients and focus on direct intervention on chent's behaviouts and an

analysis of the interaction of those behaviours on the environment (Pinkston et al., 1982).

The individual level of practice is designed for direct remediation, resuîting in the
resoluh'on of problems of concem to the client or others in the environment Strategies
are thus designed to help clients change their behaviour, change the behaviour of othen,
and obtain needed services.

Intervention Stratenies
Akhough there are multiple rnethods, styles and techniques of intervening at the

individual level, two intervention strategies that are implemented with individual clients

are direct influence by the worker or worker-management, and self-rnanagement
(Pinkston et al., 1982). Direct influence by the worker is provided by arra~lgingnew
environmental cues and behavioural consequences. in self-management the ctient is
heavily involved in assessing problems, designing interventions, and amuiging or

discriminating possible consequences for personai behaviour (Pinkston et al., 1982).
According to Pinkston et ai. (1982), in direct practice with individuals, the social worker

can provide intervention based on the following four essential elernents of practice: a)
role of the social worker, b) assessrnent considerations, c) intervention and the
reorganization of coatingencies, and d) evaluation of intervention effectiveness.
Role of the Social Worker
The worker is a consultant who functions as an analyst, teacher, change agent,

and a l i n .between the client and commtmity resources. The extent to which each
function is emphasized depends on the specific probiem the worker is û y b g to address.

The first responsibility of the worker is to detemine which type of intervention to apply,
direct influence or client self management. When employing direct influence, the worker

assumes primary responsibili@ for developing, implementing and evaluating the
program. In contact with the client, the worker intervenes with the client's problems by
rearranging existing contingency relationships in the client's environment The social
worker also increases or decreases specific client behaviours by controlling access to
reinforcers and punishers. The worker's main responsibilities when working at the
individuai level are assessing and deking the problem through observation, developing a

method of recording data and evaluating change, recording baseline data, intervening
directly with the problems, assessing change, and programming generality or
maintenance of the intexvention process and effects (Pinkston et al., 1982).
Assessment Considerations
Assessment is the complex information-gathe~gprocess that provides the data
for case direction and decision making (Pinkston et al., 1982). Through assesment, the
social worker collects information to determine the following: a) who perceives that a
problem exists and why is &ce

king sought at this time, b) what the problem is, c)

who is involved in the problem, d) when and where the problem occurs, and e) what has

previously k e n tried to alleviate the problem (Pinkston et al., 1982). The preliminary
analysis done through the assessment phase gives the worker a g e n e d overview of the
problem that may be the basis for M e r exploration and problem identification.
Through the assessment, the social worker and the client attempt to defme the outcome

desired as a result of the intervention, specify the problem behaviour(s), identify
available resources, and select the change agent and setting.

Intervention and the Reorganization of Continaencies

In this particuiar approach the worker rnust choose either a direct influence or
self-management approach based upon the assesmient of the cohgencies presented by
the client In addition to the analysis of access, control issues, type of client, and client

ski11 level and motivation, the worker must also assess the appropriateness of specific
behaviour change techniques and the probability of generalizability of this specific
intervention (Sheafor, Horejsi, & Horejsi, 1997). In chwsing an appropriate
intervention, the social worker May choose fiom specific techniques, reinforcement
techniques, punidment based techniques, contingency contracts or an intervention
package utilking more than one technique (Pinkston et al., 1982).

Reinforcement techniques may be used to change a wide number of behaviom.
The main facet of any reuiforcement based technique is the ernphasis upon increasing a
client's general level of reinforcement It is through this reinforcement that an increase in
positive behaviour is to be the result (Barkley, 1990; Fisher & Gochros, 1975; Sheafor et
ai., 1997).

Punishment based techniques are used to decrease the frequency, duration,

intensity or latency of a certain behaviour. One main principle of importance while
employing the punishment based techniques is to pair it with reinforcement for a

replacement behaviour (Fisher & Gochros, 1975; Pinkston et al., 1982). For example,
when the client uses profanity, the profknity is punished and reùiforcement is received if

the client uses appropriate laquage.

Contracts, either verbal or written, c m be formulateci in conjmction with the

client to atiain rnutually agreeable behaviour change (Pinkston et al., 1982; Sheafor et al.,

1997). #en

contingency contracts are utilized, they are u s d y done within the client

self-management rnodaiity. Contracts stipulate both the worker's and the client's

responsibilities. The contract also stipulates a clear structure for the presentation o f
reiaforcement or the application of punishment (Pinkston et al., 1982)
Evaluation of the Intervention
It is very important to monitor the effectiveneçs of an intervention through any

number of evaluation methods. Essentially, the evaiuation should inforrn the social
worker 1) whether desired outcornes were achieved, 2) the efficacy of the intervention
technique being used, and 3) the ability of the change agent or social worker to
impiement the technique (PUikston et al., 1982; Sheafor et al., 1997).
The baseline data used for evaluation is initidly collected d u ~ the
g assessrnent
phase. Data may include observational data (from an independent observer, a client's

self-report, or worker collected), or data collected nom instrumentation. These data are
then examined using experimental designs, which enable the worker to assess to varying
degrees what is causing the obtained observed behaviourai changes. If the intervention

technique is the direct influence approach, the social worker could choose fiom a number

of designs including multiple baseline and ABAB styles of evaluation. Other methods of

detennining behavioiiral changes is the pre-test, pst-test method, in which data on the
baseline rneasurement tmls are compared against answers on the same measuement
twls answered at the end of the intervention (Pinkston et al., 1982).
Summq

Although this discussion emphasizes the use of the behaviour modification

mode4 there are many different approaches to individuai level intervention and an

inconclusive list includes: psychoanalytic intervention, ego psychology, psychosocial

therapy, problem solving theory, and solution focused therapy (Turner, 1979).
Notwithstanding, al1 individual level interventions focus on the belief that human
behaviours are lawful phenornenon and therefore can be studied and altered scientifically

(Pinkston et al., 1982). Although the individual level of intervention is focused on

altenng the individuai's interpersonal sub-system, this altering affects the context of
many enviroments. The level of success in individual intervention is dependent upon
the individual's motivation as many of the individual's behaviours are operant, and are

controlled by extemal social and environmental stimuli (Pinkston et al., 1982). lf the
internai motivation of the individual and the social worker's intervention are less

powemil than the extemal stimuli, different interventions using different theories or
different levels, may be necessary to facilitate adaptation (Turner, 1979).
gr ou^ Work

Intervention

Group work is another intervention that can be used in the ecological approach.
Social work practitioners use group work skills to help meet the needs of individual
group members, the group as a whole, and the community (Toseland & Rivas, 1995).

Toseiand and Rivas (1995) dso state that peer groups and classroom groups help

members leam acceptable n o m s of social behaviour, engage in satis-g

relationships,

identify personal goals, and derive a variety of other benefits that result from the
participation in a closely laiit social system. One methoci of achieving these goals is

through the process of a ûeatment or therapy group (Toseland & Rivas, 1995; Zastrow,
1989) . According to Zastrow (1989) therapy groups are generally composed of members

with severe exnotional or personal problems. The therapy group requires considerable

skill, perception, and group counselling ability on the part of the group leader in order to
develop and maintain a constructive atmosphere within the goup (Zastrow, 1989).

Advarrtages of gr ou^ Work
Levine (1979) suggests that group therapy can help with most areas that
individual therapy can providhg an appropriate group is avaïlable, and the individual

will accept the group as the modality of treatment Groups cm also provide the members

with muitiple opportunities to engage in role playing, test new skills, and rehearse new
behaviours in the safe environment of the group (Levine, 1979). These opportunities do

not exkt in individuai treatment (Rose, 1989). It has also k e n suggested that groups
bave the advantage of normaiizing issues while ailowing other members to hear similar
concems (Shulman, 1992; Yalom, 1985).
Group Work and the Ecological Perswtive
Baigopal and Vassil(1983) state that the ecologicd framework, which
emphasizes refationships between and amongst persons and their environment, is a
promising beginning fiom which to focus group work. They also state that the ecological

perspective is simply a way of viewing the following four dimensions of practice with
groups: member, socid worker, the group and the environment. Within these dimensions

there can also be individual ciifferences such as sex, race, ethnicity, economics and so on

(Bal gopal & Vassil, 1983). Group work which employs the ecological perspective and
utilizes these dimensional differences can potentially replicate the habitat of each and
every member. Ecological group work can thus provide a realistic microcosm of each
membeh fieid (Baigopal & Vassii, 1983).

Gram Work Exchanae and Adaptation

The major task of the worker in the group is to articulate and comect the three
realities of person-groupenWomnent as they are expressed in the group fiom a shared
frame of reference (Balgopal & Vassil, 1983). From the ecological perspective, this
shared fmme of reference is determined by the differences and similarities among and
between the group rnemben and îheir environment. For progress to be attained within
the group, the moving dynamic is conflict, and the nutrient is similarity and support

(Balgopal & Vassil, 1983). It is through this moving dynamic of conflict and the nutrient

of similarity and support that the group participants adapt to both intemal and exteml
demands (Balgopal & Vassil, 1983).

To attain adaptation through a group reference and group dynamic, the group
worker m u t create a balance in the following four relationships: group member-group

member, group mernber-group, group rnernber-worker, and group mernber-environment.
Balgopal and Vassil(1983) m e r state that the worker should pay attention to process
and content as a guideline for action. Legitimization and authority for change and

adaptation will emerge through authentic encounten between the social worker and the
group memben. Thus, to atiak change, the social worker should encourage the conflict
which is rooted in inter group or societal levels (Balgopal & Vassil 1983). This conflict
or fiction and discornfort will be experienced by individual group members because of

significant and noticeable differences among them such as physical, psychological,
racial, economic or social (Balgopal & Vassil, 1983).

gr ou^ Conc-

and Commnents

The primary purposes of group intemention are the enhancement of social
functionuig, restoration to former states of social functioning, achievement of unreached

levels of social functioning and the correction of problematic interpemnal and social
relationships (Henry, 1981). In an effort to attain these prrrposes a number of processes
and methods must be considered The following is a List of these considerations:

rnembership seleciion and group composition; the goals of the group; the extemal
smictures of time, space and size; cohesion; and noms, values, and group culture (Henry,
1981).

There is no simple formula for the successful selection ofgroup members, but
there are some general considerations. One key consideration is the relative homogeneity

of the group. The group should be composed of members who have a tolerable range of
behaviows (Henry, 1981). One way of ascertaining the tolerance of behaviours is to
assess the range ofacceptable behaviours of the first two or three memben. By assessing
this range of behaviours, it is possible to develop an acceptable range of behaviours that

may be exhibited by the other group members (Henry, 1981). When assessing the
acceptable range, the group worker must also consider that there should be both enough
difference to stimulate the group but also enough similarity to maintain group cohesion

(Henry, 1981).
Group Goals

Group goals provide the mobilizing and momentum for what the group does and
is supposed to accomplish. Henry (1981) states that group goals are usually the product

of three elements. First there are the individual members' understanding of the purpose

of the group, their expectations of the group, and their undentandhg of what needs will

be met within the panuneters of the group setîing . Second there is the group worker's
expectations for the group as a whole and the worker's own expectatiom for what will be

attended to and how the interventions will be directed. Finally thme is the goals of the
agency or organization which has decided to operate within a group setting. It is the

responsibility of the worker to facilitate the goal definition process in an effort to attain
muhially agreeable goals for ail parties (Toseland & Rivas, 1995).
Extemal Structures of Time, Smce and Size
Time enters as a determinant of the group process as the decisions about group

meetings, number of sessions, otequency of meetings, and the time set aside for group
meetings al1 have an effect on the goals which can be attained (Henry, 198 1). The space,

size and resources available to the group can also influence the motivation of the group
members. The worker must be copizant of the physical setting for the group work, and

must be able to anticipate some obstacles îbat may result (Toseland & Rivas, 1995). It
may be wise for the worker to identiQ potential obstacles prior to the group intemention.

Cohesion
Cohesion is an important variable in group work It denotes sarneness and can be
dehed as the attraction of members for one another and for what the group
accomplishes. Group whesion arises out of the members' interactions with each other,

feelings for each other, idenacation with each other, and the meaning of the shared
group expenence (Henry, 1981).

Noms, Values, and Culture
'Ihrough the process of group work, the social worker attempts to aîtain a concept

of group noms, values, and culture. These variables then define the group's own
particular style and specialness (Henry, 1981; Toseland & Rivas, 1995). It is through this

nom s d g that group members develop a sense of how they are supposed to behave
and interact within the context of the group setting (Henry, 198 1). Both the worker and
the group participants c m use a number of methods to reduce non-conforming group
behaviour. Memben and workee may praise or reward each other or they may ignore or
shun negative behaviour. Members rnay also ostracize and exclude other members for

failure to comply with the group nom (Henry, 1981).
Grou Work Proces2

Group process penaios to the dynamics, emotional developments and unfolding

affective patterns of the group (Balagopal &Vasil, 1983). Human groups are organisrnic

in nature and they are constantly undergoing change. Through the manipulation of the
aforementioned concepts and conditions. the group worker is tu successfidly guide and

direct the group through the proceçs of change (Balagopal &Vasil, 1983). To be

effective, the group worker must be cognizant of putential sub-groups and potential group
hostility (Balagopal &Vassil, 1983; Konopka & Fnedlander, 1976).
Sub-Groups
Within the group process there are always sub-groups as no group does al1 things

together and digerent memben of the group feel varying attractions for one another
(Konopka & Friedlander, 1976). Aithough the group worker wants to promote group

whesion and culture s/he wmts to avoid the possibility of negative and hostile sub-

groups which rnay internpt the direction and the goals of the larger group. The group
worker rnay &O encounter the effects that sub-groups can have on particular members of
the group. For exampIe, a group member which is usually quiet may act in a hostile

rnanner in an effort to join a sub-group. This is a sub-group phenomenon known as
contagion (Konopka& Friedlander, 1976). The dynamics of ths phenomenon are not
fully undentood but most students can remember being totaily confident about writing a

test only to have that confidence quashed by a pool of urieasiness created by the anxiety
of the rest of the group that is writing the same exam (Konopka& Friedlander, 1976).

The group worker must be able to contrd and manipulate hostile group members
and the effects of contagion to effectively maintain and control group confiict and to

continue the development of group cohesion. The foUowing are possible intemal group
driven methods of resoiving group conflict: a) group members rnay withdraw and form

their own group, b) there rnay also be a very powerful individual in the group who

influences others to do what d e wants, c) there rnay be a process of majority d e and
rninority consent d) there rnay be a process of compromise in which confticting sub-

groups meet halfway, and e) there may be a process of integration in wtuch the
conflicting groups opinions are discussed, weighed, and reworked until the group cornes
to a mutual satisfactory decision (Konopka & Friedlander, 1976).

Although the group worker may productively solve natural group conflict in many
different ways, integration is the ultimate goal of the group worker. [t is through the
process of integration that the group members leam how to assixnilate other people's
opinions and concems sonopka & Friedlander, 1976). Codict within the group is the

moving dynamic and the group's integration of similar ideas and problem solving skills

through this conflict is the ultimate goal of the group worker @dagopal& Vassil, 1983).

Summarv
Group work c m be a powemil level of intervention when utilking the ecologîcal
approach- Group work can provide a venue to control and use conflict to develop a

cohesive group culture. It is through the group's dynamics that the participants leam to
understand, integrate, assimilate and adapt their behaviour through a process of group
goal setting and normalizationNetwork Intemention

The development of social support networks is another intervention that cm be

used in the ecological approach. Social support networks have been demonstrated to
have both direct and buffering effects on h d t h and well being. Direct effects generally

occur when the support measure assesses the degree to which a person is integrated
within a social network whiie the buffering effets uccur d e n the support measure
assesses the availability of resources that help one respond to stressful events (Cohen &
Syme, 1985). These direct and buffering effects can also occur at both the formal and
informa1 level.

Social Supmrt Networks and Health

Hammer (1983) presents four models based on how social support networks
relate to health. The first question is, what is the relationship between social support
networks and health. Ifone assumes that social support networks plays an integral role in

health, then one m u t assume that the two are not mutually exclusive. Hammer (1983)

dso suggests that the models present a hierarchy of altemîtives based on the effect of the

social support.
Model one hypothesizes that iILness, either physical or psychological, leads to a
reduction of social support. It was found that people witb very poor h d t h were Iess
likely to have sociai contacts suggesting that poor health may reduce sociai contacts.
Model two hypothesizes that social support networks affect health by mediating health
related activities. Model three postdates that the social support network acts as a buffer

which aides in coping with stress.
Hammer (1983) found that a combination of these three models led to the
developrnent of a more encompassing mode1 which hypothesizes that social feedback

maintains or distorts social behaviour with resultant physiological consequences.

This fourth mode1 assumes that when people do not receive social confirmation that their
actions are leading to anticipated consequences,stress levels will increase and a
physiological response will occur. Evidence is provided by rats that placed in

"unnatural"circumstances over a prolonged p e n d experienced uncontrollable
anticipated b e h a v i o d disordering and a large amount of stress. As a result of this

disordered social environment, the rats became more susceptible to disease as the
disordering of behaviour caused severe physiological changes (Hanmer, 1983).
The Direct Effects of Social S u ~ m rNetworks
t

The direzt effect argues that supportive networks enhance health regardless of
stress levels (Cohen & Syme, 1985).

The benefits may occur because one perceives that

others will provide aide in the event of stressfûl occurrences. This perception that othee
are wilhg to help wiil increase self-esteem and will have a positive effect on the

individual. If the social support network bas a positive effect on the person and higher
selfesteem is the result, then one is more likely to feel in control of hidùer enviromnent
(Cohen & Syme, 1985). Self esteem and confidence aid people in their ability to make
positive life changes. Positive consistent social support networks dso provide the
individual with an increased sense of predictability and stability. It is within this positive
supportive environment that one aîîains regularized social interaction and the

concomitant feedback that allows for the adaptation and the normalization of appropriate
roles and behaviours (Cohen & Syme, 1985).
Cohen and Syme (1985) fiather hypothesize that the supportive social network
has an influence on behaviour and an influence on the physiological responses to stress.

Health is enhanced because role involvement in the larger network gives purpose and
meaning to one's life and hence reduces the fikelihood that profound amiety and despair

will be experienced (Bolger, DeLongis, Kessler, & Schilling, 1989).
The BufTerinp: Effect o f Social Supwrt Networks

In contrast to the direct effecf the bufferuig effect hypothesis argues that extemal
support provides beneficial effects in the presence of stress by protecting people fiom the
detrimentai effects of stress (Cohen & Syme, 1985). First of dl, a supportive social

network may intervene in a situation and rnay prevent the situation fiom becoming a
crisis (Andrews & Brown, 1984). A supportive social network may both reduce and
redefine the potential for bami posed by the messful event Secondly, a supportive

social network may intervene and act as a coping rnechanism between the event and the
omet of destructive responses to stress (Folhan, Chesney, McKusick, Ironson, Johnson
& Coates, 199 1).

Boyce (1985) States that varied social supports have been shown to have

b d k i n g effects in the presence of major stresson. With reference to intervention, it is
signtficant that a very wide range of resources within the social support network can
demonstrate the desired effect of stress reduction. Boyce (1985) also postdates that this
ability to reduce stress via many buffenng variables demonstrates an elementai and
fundamental human need for stability and homeostasis. In the social support network,
any attachrnent to the social environment (extemal to the Unmediate family) could thus
be viewed as a critical element in Nfilling the need for stability.

Developine; Social Su~mrtNetworks

How does the practitioner expand the social support network of clients if their
network is insufticient? To be effective, the practitioner must MIy undentand the

population Wshe is developing the network for, and he/she mut assess whether to

intervene withùi the formal or uiforrnal social support systems or both (Cooke,
Rossmann, McCubbin, & Patterson, 1988).
The Informa1 Comrnunity Caregiver
Help h m non-professiomls wodd be considered as informa1 help (Rothery,
1993). Idormal help can provide a variety of assistance which may include caretaking,
friendship and problem solving. Caretakmg includes such activities as providing
matenal assistance as well as helping out with household chores. Friendship includes a
range of support fkom simply having someone to talk to, to providing emotional support

to someone with a problem. Emotional support includes obtaining direct advice or link
ups to other individuals in the informal network to provide advice or support. Six types

of informal helpers have k e n identified and they include: family, f+iends, neighbors,

n a d helpers, role-related helpers, individuals witb similar problems and volunteers
(Froland, Pancoast, Bi Chaprnan, 198 1).
Froland et al. (1981) state that there are three considerations necessaiy for the
provision of effective and adequate informai support. The practitioner must fmt
determine who is providing the support. This is important because support rnay be
accepted by one informal provider but not another. For example, a person that is a f k t e d

by avenvhelming job demands rnay respond to support fiom a CO-workeror supervisor
but rnay not respond as well to another famity member or niend
Secondly, the practitioner must understand what type of support is being
provided Ifthe type of support is irrelevant it will not have the desired effect For
example, a monetary gift rnay be appropriately helpfùl when the stress is due to

unemployrnent but it is inappropriate in the face of bereavement

Thirdy, the practitioner must tune the intervention of support correctly. Some
informa1 support rnay be very effective at one time but ineffective at other times. For

example, support fkom fnends rnay not be deemed as necessary immediately following

the death of a f e l y member, but it rnay be extremely important in the long term
grieving process.
It is also important for the practitioner to understand that the type of Uiformal

support rnay need to change over a period of time to be effective. If the informa1 support
network has had demands placed on it for an extraordinary îength of time, the support

system rnay become exhausted To be effective, the infornial support may need periodic
heip from an extemal formal agency.

Formalized Social Supwrt Networks
Another fom of social support networking is to connect a penon with formal
help. Formal supports rnay include any variety of paid supportive services. These formai
networks rnay include agencies such as Child and Family Services, &op in centres, Child

Guidance Clinics, hospitais, schools, &y cares or any other paid social senice (Rothery,
1993). This type of support may be necessary to provide structured and safe extra-

c ~ c u l aactivities
r
for people to participate in. Some of these extra-ctmicular activities
rnay include going to a movie with an agency worker or jouiing an athietic team. Other
seMces that rnay be provided foxmally are problem specific professional counselling
seMces or educational seminars. These types of stnictured forma1 planned activities can
provide the stressed parent with a rnomentary care provider, and rnay provide a venue in
which youth rnay develop selfksteem (HeMeld & Powell, 1986).

The Utilization of Formalized Services
Perfonning research on the effects of the Iarger community would be incomplete
without an analysis of what population utilizes the formal support services which are
provided and why. Birkel and Reppucci (1983) hypothesize that voluntmy participation

by low-incorne a d o r high risk populations in prevention-oriented human service
programs is minimal and dropout rates are high. Another study by Fuchs (1993) reveals
more information conceming the demographics of participation in formal support
senrices.

The results of both s W e s demonstrate the effect that density of the network, and
relationship with kin, have on the dization of services. The study by Birkel and
Reppucci (1983) demomtrated that high nsk woman with denser networks attended

fewer parent group sessions than did those whose networks were less dense. The more

contact the women had with their kh, the less they utilized services. The saidy by Fuchs
(1993) demonstrated that low-income women participating in a supplementaxy food

program belonged to networks characterized by lower density and minimal kin contact.
These women were also more likely to pursue professional child-rearing information and

advice than women in more dense kin-involved networks-

Birkel and Reppucci (1983) proposeci three explanations for this phenornenon.
First of dl, open nebvorks are more likely than dense networks to provide connections to

other social systems such as professional helping systems. Studies have shown that open,

less dense uetworks facilitate entrance into psychiatrie facilities. Dense networks can
also exert wusiderable pressure on the individual or family to follow normative patterns
of problem solving and help seeking. Another aspect relating to the density of the
network is that close kin relations are often more desirable and effective providen of

iostnimental aide and moral support, than are professional agency supports. For
example, parents in closely knit families may be more able to anange to have their child
looked afler by another member of the family, as opposeci to a formai day-care center. It
rnay also be likely that the use of formal supports is directly related to need
Corn~limentarvInforma1 and Format Social Supmrt Networks

Leutz (1976) set up a midy which employed the help of the informal natural
community support system to provide both support and formai agency referrals. The
purpose of the study was to improve communicationbetween the natural infomal
communiîy caregivers and the formal agencies. It was the purpose of the agency to

provide the naturai informal caregivers with the information to provide r e f d s or

problem solWig skills in a community. The study was limited to community members
seeking assistance with dmg and alcohol related problems.
Word of mouth was used to identify the infornial caregivers within the
community. Informai wegiven were aware of other fornial caregivers and this is how
the process took place. The informal caregiven included seven clergy, four natuml

spuihdists, six social club owners, and twetve local merchants.
The design of the program was to split up the located informal caregivers equally
and to have one established as a control group and one as an experimental group. The
controi group merely recorded the type of problem, whom the problem was related to and
the approximate age of the person or persoos presenting the problem The experimental

group was provided with information about referral agencies and also some training on
how to provide problem support The experimental group was also provided with

information pertaining to the senousness of a variety of patterns of dmg and alcohol

abuse. Ka refenal was made the informal caregiver was asked to direcî the penon
presenting the problem to make the refend 4 1 , as an informat approach was key to the
experiment.
The fiudings in the experiment were quite remarkable. First of all, the

experimemal group made refemls in 77% of the cases and provided advice in 23% of the
cases.

This is in contrast to the control group in which only 22% of the clients were

referred to extemal agencies and 78% of the clients were provided informal advice. The

findings also apport the fiudings of Cohen and Syme (1985), as the type of support each
client sought was directly related to the type of support that was available. The clergy
were approached with problems mainly relating to alcohol abuse, and the merchants and

social club ownen reprted more problems related to dnigs. First of all, dmg use is
perceived a s more deviant than the use of alcohol. People may have difficulty presenting
a problem such as d m g abuse to the members of the clergy. Further, the merchants and
social club ownes were d i r d y involved in the sale ofaicohol.

Also, the clergy were only asked to assist in a mail number of family related
problems, while the spiritualists were asked to help with a larger number of family
related problems. It is assumed that the family does not want to have the entire

involvernent of the chuch when dealing with an issue of a non-individualnature. The
çpiritualists work aione, and in an informal nature, and provide help to families in a more
confidentid forum. As was expected, the merchants and the club-ownen were the Least
active in al1 requests for help. Once again this is probably due to the nature of the work

of dl concernai. By tradition, family assistance and assistance in general is the work of
the spintualist.

The study demoostrated that an informal community based social support
network does exist It M e r supports the hypothesis that a number of informal networks

provide a variety of assistance. These infornial networks can also perform the role of a

communication link between the fomal and informal systems. Information about forma1
agencies was provided by the informal helping network In this parbcular shidy, the
infoimal network not only received information and support but it also provided
information and support
The Social S u ~ w rNetworks
t
of Vuinerable Families
A stuc@ perfonned by Fuchs (1993) M e r supports the position that an informal

community network does ex&. The Neighborhood Parenting support program was an

innovative researcb and demonstration project that was aimed at using socid network
intervention strate@ to prevent the maltreatment of children The underlying

assurnption of the project was that effective parenting requires social support to offset the
demands of parenting and other stressors. It was also assumed that without this support,
child maltreatment risk is increased. This study found that abusing parents tended to be

more isolated than non-abusing parents in hi& risk areas.

The program f o n d that high-risk mothers seemed to experience less support from
outside the family than did mot&

from low risk families. The hi& N k mothen also

reported having fewer relationships with, and received less support nom parents, fnends
and CO-worken. They were also less likely to engage in a variety of outside activities
which allowed for cornmunit, contact and reported less satisfaction with the support that

was provided to thern as parents.
Summarv

Both Cohen and Syme (1983) and Hammer (1983) hypothesize that an effective

social support network is integral in maintaining good physical and psychological health.
An effective extemal social support network, made up of both formal and informal

services, can provide both direct and buffering benefits for a person. Sufficient
interaction with the larger extemal environmental systems provides a forum in which
people cm receive adequate social feedback It is through this feedback that people's
expenences are normalized and it is through the association with the larger community

systems that the person receives information on how to esectively reduce the stress
helshe encounters. The externat environment can also provide an arena in which various

family rnembers can enrich their own personal lives to artain higher selfcontrol and seK

esteem.
Conclusion
The ecological approach is a metafiamework which utilizes a broad view of
etiology aud treatment of human problems. With consideration to this broad view to
mess the person's eco-system, the social worker must use a systemic approach to gain a
complete understanding of the person in environment. If a social worker is to effectively
utilize the ecological perspective, ske must first be able to understandand assess human

interaction from many different perspectives and be able to intervene at many different
levels. Based upon the ecological assessrnent of the family, the social worker in direct
practice must choose which interventions to utilize at the family, individual, group or

social network levels. As human behaviour is recognized to be site and level specific, the
social worker will aiso have to create an intervention package which utilizes any
combination of levels of intervention at many different locations.

CHAPTER THREE
Vulnerable Families and High Risk Youth

The Vulnerable Familv
Families that are poor, deprived of social and concrete resources, ofken involved
with a number of social seMce agencies, prone to crises and frequently identified as
impossible to help, cm be reierred to as multiprobiem or preferably, as vulnerable
families (Rothery, 1993). It is more correct to identifjr these families as vulnerable as a
large number of h i l i e s have multiple problems and are involved with a variety of

government supports, but not al1 families expect to have hadequate resources for their
needs. It is this overwhelrning feeling of inadequacy that makes these families perceive
problems as unsolvable, thus makùig them vulnerable to constant crises (Rothery, 1993).
VdnerabIe fimilies often have more stresses than resources and when these stresses
outweigh the resources, a family wiil show signs of strain, and when the irnbalance

becornes severe, family breakdown wili result (Rothery, 1993).
Systemic Factors in the Develo~mentof the Vulnerable Family

Within vulnerable families, it is possible to identiQ a number of systemic

problems. A Milnerable family may have problems with economic stability, social
structures and authority, communication and role confusion, farnily d e systems and

bomdaries, and family loyalties and intergenerational beliefs ~~,

1983). These

factors may defuie the culturai context, value system and normative structure of the
vulnerable f d y . The la& of fiuictionality caused by many of these problems, tends to
discourage members' growth, heaith, and development (Germaine, 199 1).

Economic Factors
Vulnerable families may have inadequate financial and material resources
(Hartrnan, 1983). The material belonging of the vulnerable family are quite ofien
inadequate for them to attain stability, growth e ~ c h m e nand
t cornpetence (Hartman,
1983). The majority of these families live in poverty and their main income is provided

by social assistance. Deccio and Horner (1994) state that several defining characteristics

of a high risk family are: a) the fmily's income is below the poverty level, b) the family

has a history of unstable residences, c) the family is unconnected to Friends and relatives,
and d) the family lacks the economic resource to possess a telephone for communication.
Social Stnictures and Authority

Vulnerable families are ofien fearful, angry, and untnisting of authority structures

as they expect to be blamed (Kagan & Schlosberg, 1989). They often have a long history

of involvement with multiple agencies, courts, hospitais, schools, and child protective
services. ui many siniaîioas, vulnerable families perceive professionals as intimidating,
uncaring figures who threaten the integrity and stability of the family (Kagan&
Schlosberg, 1989). This perception of the professional in most cases is justified as many
social workers are within d e s that require that they remove children fiom families that

are "neglectful".
This particular adversarial relationship between the social worker and the h i l y

is perhaps the reason these families have k e n perceived as unresponsive to traditional
therapy (Weitmian, 1985). Kagan and Schlosberg (1989) state that the most stnking

characteristic about these families is their levet of resistance ta change despite the orders,
pleas, exhortations and the combined efforts of multiple comrnunity agencies. This

extreme resistance to change emphasizes the need for new methods of assesment and
întervention.
Power Imbalances and Rote Confision

In many vuinerable fmilies, there are problems with power irnbalances,
ineffective patterns of communication, and role confusion. One cornmon pattern of
power imbalance apparent in Milnerable families is that of a stable coalition (Minuchin,
1974). A stable coalition is formed when a child and a parent form a rigidly bond

alliance against another parent or family member. In this situation, the child is in a
constant stniggle between loyalty to one parent or the other (Minuchin, 1974). This

pattern of behaviour becornes quite apparent when the practitioner is meeting with one

parent and the child, and then when the other parera arrives, the pattems of

cummlmication immediately change.

Three other areas of role problems may also be predominant in VUlIlerable
families. Roblems may develop in adolescents fkom vulnerable families because the
confusing roles that are determined for them create their sense of identity and how they

feel (Karpel& Strauss, 1983). The d e s these adolescents assimilate are quite often
problematic, as many times tbey are aot synchronized with k i r current life stage (Karpel
& Strauss, 1983). The infantilized child, the parentified child, and the scapegoat are
three roles than can help to presewe the vuherable farnily's stressful patterns of

behaviour and communication CKarpel& Strauss, 1983).

The infantilized child is one whose psychological growth is stunted in the family.
They are quite oftea "babified? Dependency and irnmaturity are encouraged and steps
toward autonomy are discouraged It is hypothesized that the parents do not want to lose

the role of care provider and thus cominue to act as though the child would be helpless
without them. One example is the family that continues to wipe their nine year old son

on the toilet because he supposedly couid not do it for himself
As many vuluerable families are characterized by a single parent, the child rnay

become more of a cohort to the parent than is usual. This child is labeled as the
parentified child The parentified child as opposed to the infantilized child, is
encouraged to grow up too quickly. The child may be required to assume the role of care
provider or confidant for the single parent. The child may also be required to act as a
care giver for other children or family members. The parentified child is ofien required
to devote hiderself to impossible addt tasks and thus is doomed to constant failure.

One of the moa familiar labels is the scapegoat. The scapegoat of the family
provides a focus for blame and accusation which in tum takes responsibility off the
family. In this role, the parents of the child tend to blame the problems of the f m i l y on
the child. When this occurs, the parents are considering themselves blameless and thus
do not have to change their patterns of behaviour.

Family Sub-Svstems and Boundaries
Most schools of family therapy share a belief that firm but flexible boundaries
develop healthy and fiinctioning family members (Karpelgt Strauss, 1983). These

boundaries need to be clear and firm enough to allow al1 family members to carry out
their functions without undue interference but flexible enough to permit contact with
other members of other systems or sub-systems (Minuchin, 1974).

The boundaries of vulnerable families are ofien unclear and diffuse. This lack of
stnictured boundaries may cause memben to become over responsive to one another

(Karpelgt Strauss, 1983). As wlnerable families are often isolated from information
exîernal to the Family unit,they are often extremely dependent upon each other. As they
are dependent upon each other for social interaction, they may feel they cannot disagree

with other memben. Disagreements within socially isolated families rnay also

empbasize intolerable differences (Karpel& Strauss, 1983). Any reflection of
diReremes rnay also lead to hostility and a good ded of anger or quarreling. When
boundaries are unclear, any comment or move by one member rnay trigger strong and
immediate reactions from another CKarpel& S t r a w , 1983). These confrontational

relationships may exin between two or more famiy rnembers or they rnay encompass the
family as a whole.

In contrast to unclear boundaries, when the boundaries of family members are
overly ri@& members may become unrespoosive to each another CKarpel& Strauss,
1983). Rigid boundaries are mfiexible and do not allow for flexible individual
relationship building. With ngid boundaries, there rnay be linle intimate contact between

members and many social work practitioners have been amazed by family members'
tolerance of wild deviant behaviour, or lack of concem, or need to intervene during

periods of extreme family pain (Karpel & Strauss, 1983).
Farniiy Legacies and Lovdties

Legacies imply inherited obligations which derive fiom the facts and patterns of
one' s ongin, wbile loydties are a faithfulness and a duty to do what is perceived as nght

or appropriate (Karpel& Strauss, 1983). Vulnerable families rnay have many loyaities
and legacies which promote detrimental behaviour.

Specifically, wherable families may have legacies that stem from parental
abandoment or parental abuse. Many vulnerable hinilies have negative legacies of
shame and disgrace, a legacy which can continue to affect the family for generations

(Karpel& Strauss, 1983). Legacies have a tendency to shape the lives of individuals and
the destinies of families. For example the fact that a child's father was a criminal rnay

present a legacy that must be Nflled and repeated by future generations. Although the
legacy presents a demand or a claim to be fullilleci, it may not spenfically dictate the
ternis, the timing, or the exact form of attaining the demands. The degree to which the

legacy is W e d is directly related to the power tbat the legacy has on the family
member's need to be loyal (Karpel& Strauss, 1983).
The term loyalty has a double meanùig and refers to both the extemal
expectations of others, and the iriternalizedobligations of the individual (Karpel&

Strauss, 1983). The concept ofloyaity dso reflects the belief that the family member is
greatly indebted to the family. A key example is children who forgive their parents for
being abusive to them because they owe their parents for providing them with a house

and a home. As loyalties are intemalized, a betrayal of loyalty is considered as both a
betrayd of trust. and is ultimately expressed as guilt (Karpel& Strauss, 1983).

Problems with loyalty offen begins when a f d l y member is exposed to other
extemal sociai systems. It is the confusion between sociai noms and family loyalties

which may eventually lead Milnerable families to discount the intervention of extemal

social work practitioners. If the fmily member has to be loyal to the family legacy, and
the behaviour associated with this loyaîty is in contradictionto societai n o m and mores,
dhe will often feel guilty, and will reject the intenrention. The guilt associated with the

rejection of the legacy, is a powerfùl force that facilitates the ongoing destructive
legacies of vulnerable fardies (Karpel& Strauss, 1983).

Hi@ Risk Children From Vulneiable Families
Sociwdturai risk refers to the irnplwerishing of the child's world so that the
child lacks the basic social and psychological necessities to lead a healthy and productive

life (Garbarino, 1982). Children that grow up wanting for food, for affection, for caring
teachers, for good medical attention, and for values consistent with inteIlectua1progress

and social cornpetence, grow up less well than children who do not lack these things.
The absence of a heaithy social environment places the child at risk for impaired
development (Garbarino, 1982). The simpIe tnith is that children need appropriate

loving care if they are to develop normally. If the family is highly vulnerable and
constantty under stress to meet basic needs, the children wili stniggle both
psychologically and socio-economicaily. Perhaps the greatest contn'butor ?O these
stmggles and risk factors are relaîed to family abuse and other family pmblems (Freeman
& Dyer, 1993).

Psvchological Factors ERecting High Risk Children

Many high risk children corne f?om vulnerable families which have had histories
and legacies of violence and child abuse. Many of these families utilize violent and
abusive behaviours as methods of coping with the stress in their lives (Boss, 1988). As
vulnerable families are constantly faced with unrnsumgeable stress, children within these

families are often exposed to abuse and violence. The effects this exposure to violence
and abuse has on children is also exaggerated because the acts are contained within the
family structure (Boss, 1988).

The f d l y patterns of violence and abuse have two negafive effects on the
children. Firstly, these patterns impair the parents' abiiity to meet the developmental and

emotional needs of their children, and secondly, children become co~l~tantly
anxious,
fearfiû, and guilt ridden as they experience the violence and abuse (Elbow, 1982).
Children are quite often blamed or made to believe that they are responsible for the
abusive and violent pattern of behaviour within the family. As a resuit many children

begin to intemalize the notion that they cause the behaviour of othen. As the children
have internalized the belief that they may be responsible for much of the abuse, they feel

guilty and inadequate because they have not been able to prevent the violence (Elbow,
1982). This ovenvhelming sense of inadequacy and guilt tends to destroy the self-esteem

of the child and eventually leads to the chiid's extreme sense of vuinerability (Elbow,
1982).

The family's patterns of violence and abuse, and the child's internalked
understanding of the family situation, quite often leads the child to exhibit coping

behaviours ranging 6om extrerne inhibition and passivity, to impulsivity and aggression
(Hurley & J a e , 1990). It has been assessed that children who behave with such

extremes quite often sufEer peer isolation and are feared by other children (Hurley &
JBe, 1990). In extreme cases they rnay become completely isolated by peers and
intensely disiiked by both peers and teachers (Hurley & JaBe, 1990).
Socio-economic Facton Anecting Hi& Risk Children

Although it c m o t be claimed that economic factors create child abuse and
neglect, it cm be argued that a family's access to material resources affects their range of

possible responses to any given situation (Kinh & Maidman, 1989). Lack of money in

vulnerable families makes it difficult to provide the necessities of food, ciothing, and
adequate howing. Lack of money also means an inability to buy formai daycare or to

hue baby-sitters. As a result many younger children are lefi alone for extended periods of
time Wrsh & Maidman, 1989). Lack of money also means an iuability to provide

organized recreational and leisure opportunities. The stresses of inadequate economic
stability is exacerbated as many vulnemble families are headed by a single parent who
carries the full burden of breadwimer, housekeeper and parent (Kinh & Maidman,

1989).

Biller and Soloman (1986) determined that unemployment rates for the parent. of

high risk and maltreated children are exceediogly high and most of the jobs that are
obtained are in the low salary range. During harsh econornic times when there are
relatively few employment opportrmiu'es, geographic mobility for the purpose of
attaining employment is common (Kinh & Maidman, 1989). This transiency, in an

effort to locate employment, inhi'bits the family's ability to develop roots to a
community, and to utilize the benefits that a cohesive comrnunity can offer. These

benefits include access to recreational activities and the chance for children to develop
close fnendships with other similar age children. The family that does not have access to
economic stability, and lacks material resources, often becomes quite stressed. This
stress may translate into child maltreatrnent (Fuchs,1993; Kirsh & Maidmaq 1989).

Pmchiatric Diamoses: The Forxnal Labelinn of H i ~ Risk
h Adolescents
Adolescents that are constantly forced to struggle with the extreme stress of living
in Milnerable families tend to cope and adjust via a mixhire of asocial, depressive and
anti-social aggressive tactics. This is in con-

to coping and adapting pro-sociaily in

ways that benefit self without hamiing othen. These youth are also prone to extemalize

and intemalize behaviour problems through school drop out, teen pregnancy, substance
abuse and delinquency (Blechman et al., 1994). The adolescent problems of Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), conduct disorder, and fetal alcohol syndrome
PAS) are quite prevalent in high nsk adolescents from vulnerable families (Barkley,

1990; Ban, Sampson & Striessguth, 1992; Kazden, 1987).
Although the causation may be different for the adolescent diagmsed with

ADHD, conduct disorder, or FAS, there are a nurnber of common behaviours. These
behaviours include: distractiibility, imputsivity, poor cooperation, poor organization, poor

recall of information, a rigid approach to problem solving, and, potential for aggression
due to low fiutration tolerance (Barkley, 1990; Barr et al., 1992;Kazden, 1987). These

associated behaviours may also increase in number and severity when the adolescents are
constantly vulnerable. In f a a the causation of these problems may be the direct result of

membership in extremely vulnerable families (Barkley, 1990;Barr et al., 1992;Kazden,
1987). As a result of their behaviour, many of these high risk adolescents are placed in

special education, or behavioural treatment classes (Hancock, 1982).
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
The essential feature of Attention Deficit/Hyperacfivity Disorder is a persistent
pattern of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity that is more fiequent and severe

than is typically observeci in individuals at a comparable level of developrnent
(Amencan Psychiatrie Association, 1994). Inattentiveness, one of the central symptoms

associateci with ADHD, can occur in a variety of forms. The youth may have trouble
orienthg to stimuli or hdshe rnay altogether fail to detect the stimuli to which they are to

respond Many ADHD yolrths have difficulty suçtaining attention to task relevant stimuli

a l e inhibiting their respunse to stimuli that art not relagnt to the task In other words,
they have a diffidty controllhg impulses (Barkley, 1981).

Develo~mentalConsiderations
The etiology of ADHD is not a simple one and has not yet been narrowed d o m to

one causal factor. The lite-e

identifies many factors including the following genetic

factors, congenital factors: toxim and environmentai agents, and familial risk factors or

causal agents (Hinshaw, 1994). Although the first three f-on

identified are important,

the changes in family nsk factors and causal agents as elernents of the etioloa, will be

the emphasis of this section. Hinshaw (1994) states that current trends support
interactive and transactional models uiat examine interrelations between the child's

psychobiolo@ctendencies and the f e , school and neighborhood environment. In
support of a holistic approach to treatment of ADKD, the most prevalent viewpoint in the

field is that of "goodness of fitn(Chess & Thomas, 1984).
Homeostasis, or the individual's ability to retum to a nomal healtby level of
fûnctioniog, occun when there is a g d fit between the individuai and the environment.

If stresson are prevalent in the environment, the adolescent will become stressed and
homeostasis will be intemipted The individual's reaction to chronic environmental

stress may be impaired cognitive and physical performaoce. In certain situations,the
physiological response to the stress may make it dificuit for the individual to behave or

interact appropriately with his/her environment (Hedeld & Powell, 1986). In certain
chronic stressful situations7problerns anse when individuais operate at hie*

elevated

levels of stress for prolonged periods of time. Durhg this prolonged period of t h e , the

body may react to the stressors, but may not have the ability to turn off the reaction, and

the body may ovemde the natural homeostatic mechanism. When the body cannot

r e m to a homeostatic balance, various syrnptoms can manifest themselves such as
attention deficits and hyperactivity in youths (Hedeld & Poweli, 1986).
Conduct Disorder

The essential feature of conduct disorder (also referred to as anti-social
personality) is a repetitive and persistent pattern of anti-social behaviour in which the
basic rights of others or major age-appropriate societal noms or rules are violated
(American Psychiamc Association, 1994). Conduct disorder is diagnosed only if the

conduct problerns represent a repetitive and persistent pattern that is associated with
impairment in social, academic or occupational impairment-

Develo~mentalConsiderations

According to Love (1970)-there are two prevailing parental patterns in the
backgrounds of children with ad-social behaviour. The first of these two parental
patterns is parental rejection and various types of deprivation. The second of these
parental patterns is parental indulgence, which allows the child to nui fke without
ceriain restraints king placed upon h i d e r by the parents. It has also been stated that

criminal activity and alcoholism, parhcularly of the M e r , are two of the stronger and
more consistently demonstrated parental factors, arnong the many environmental factors,
that inmese the risk for conduct disorder (Robuis, 1966; Rutter & Giller, 1983; West,
1982).

There are many ambiguities in both diagnoses and assessrnent of conduct

disorder. The current overlap of diagnoses such as conduct disorder and hyperactivity

and the lack of operational critena are especiaily important to bear in mind when
reference is made to conduct disorder. Aiîhough there are rnuitiple assessrnent methods

that can be performed by a variety of sources (child, tacher, parent), there is at present,
no tnily objective measure of conduct disorder (Kazdin, 1987). The psychiaîric
diagnoses of the disorder, is also quite often wrought with bias, artifact and judgment
(Kazdh, 1987).

Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) afflicts individuais who are bom to mothers who
co~lsumedalcohol heavily during pregnancy. Children with FAS have a characteristic
pattern of malformations, growth deficiencies, and central nervous system manifestations

(Clarren & Smith, 1978). Conger and Peterson (1 984) cmently estimate that FAS may
result fiom m a t e d consumption of as linle as three ounces of alcohol per day. It has
also been noticed that mialler doses such as one ounce or more per day increases the
likelihood of low birth weight, developrnental delays, physical difficulties and
spontaneous abortion.
A child that has k e n exposed to prenatal alcohol exposure but does not have al1

the physical or behavioural symptoms of FAS may be categorized with Fetal Alcohol
Effect (FAE). It should be noted that FAE is not the less severe form of FAS; rather, a
child with FAE may not present all of the physical abnomalities of FAS. The cognitive
and behavioural characteristics of FAS and FAE are sirnilar (Burgess & Streissguth,
1992).

Develo~mentaiConsiderations

The determination of FAS depends on signs of abnonnality in each of the
following three categories (Sokol & Claren, 1989, p. 598):
1) prenatal and or postnatal growth retardation (weight andor Iength or height below the
tenth percentile when correct& for gestational age);

2) central nervous systern involvemen&including neurological abnorrnality,
developmental delay, behavioural dysfunction or deficit, intellechial impairment, and/or
structural abnormalities such as microcepMy (head circumference below the third
percentile) or brain malformations (found on imaging studies or autopsy); and,

3) a characteristic &ce, currentiy qualitatively described as including short pal pebral

fissures, and elongated midface, a long and flattened philtnun, thin upper lip, and
flattened maxilla,

Aithough matemal alcohol consumption during pregnancy is deemed as the main
factor contributing to the etiology of FAS, sorne genetic and parental factors c m

contriiute. Russell (1990) States that there may be a patemal influence in etiology as
there is a well established tendency for dating amongst heavy dnnken, aicoholics and

children of alcoholics. This tendency maka it likely that many children who are heavily
exposed to dcohol in the womb, will aiso have fathen that dnnk excessively and whose

spem have been exposed to high levels of alcohol concentration It is possible, under
these circurnstances, that such children may also inherit fiom their father, mother or both

parents, genotypes that predispose them to adverse consequences if exposai to alcohol.

The offspring characteristics associated with both FAS and patemal alcoholism
that have k e n studied most extensively are hyperactivity, with and without conduct

disorder, and cognitive defects (Russell, 1990). Studies on children of alcoholics have
also demonstrateci that the ofipring of alcoholics are at a six fotd greater risk of
developing alcoholism than are children of nonalcoholics (Tarter, Laird, & Moss, 1990).
The question of nature venus nurture arises at this point in the discussion.
Related to the nurture position, it is essential to recognize the importance of different
variables of paternal and matemal alcoholism on the psychological development of the
offspring The father's alcoholism is commoniy associated with violent physical abuse

resulting in neurologie trauma, absenteeism n o m the home and role modeling
representing anti-social behaviour (Tarter, Hegedus, & Alteman, 1984). This is
differentiated fiom materna1 alcoholism, as maternai alcoholism is more likely to
transmit psychological disorder to the offspring via the consumption of alcohol during
the pregnancy, neglect of health care, nutritional and affectional deprivation, and role

modeling of negative coping shlls, such as withdrawal and depression (Tarter et al.,
1990).

smw
Vulnerable families and the environments they live in may aid in the development

of hi& risk youth. These high risk youth having inadequate resources, social skills, and
role models may eventually repeat the perpehial cycle of vulnerability. Socio-economic
factors, poorly structured boundanes, destructive legacies and loyalties, physical and

sexual abuse, and chronic neglect often fuel this cycle. These high nsk environments
may result in psychological and social conditions which may increase an adolescent's
chance of having problems such as ADMI, conduct disorder and FAS.

Identifking and Assessine Vulnerable Families
According to Kagan and Schlosberg (1989), assessrnent ofvulnerable families is

cornplex and must begin at the stage where the clients are presenting problems. As
vdnerable families are usiialiy in perpetual crisis, the h

t step usually

involves açsessing

their m e n t crisis. The family social worker must assess, validate and respond to family

concem about the crises such as losing their present home, fights with neighbors or
family members, hassles from child protective seMces or fears that their child may corne
into trouble with the law (Kagan & Schlosberg, 1989). It is often an ongoing

combination of the aforementioned problems which ause the onset of another crisis, but
until the crisis passes, it wilt be difficult if not impossible to systemically assess the

problems that have been affecting the family.

Home Based Assessrnent

Although it may be difficult to accurately mess and understand the complexities
of vulnerable families, the s i a l worker should be able to gather very important

infomtion from initial contact (Kagan & Schlosberg, 1989). One of the most
edightening and M i e efficient metiiods of obtaining pertinent information is through the

home visit. In addition to obtaining information, the home based assessment can be
utilized by the social worker to develop initial positive contact According to Kagan and

Schlosberg (1989),the assessment process is designed to begin to engage vulnerable
families, while simultaneously assisting the practitioner to develop an initial hypothesis

and contract for working with the family. Home basedassessment and intervention
seMces also demonstrate the practitioner's willingness to extend hedhimself beyond the

usual setting practices, and to reach out to these families (Hodges & Blythe, 1992;

Kaplin, 1986).

Entrance into the home provides the socid worker with critical information. The

information which is accumulated fiom the home environment can be integral in creating
a point of enûy for assessrnent and intervention. To be effective, the social worker must
always respect the privacy of the fmily and ask permission for rnovement within the
home. This method of practice demonstrates muhial respect for the family and often
creates the basis of a tnistuig relationship. Being within the family's home, as opposed to

an office, can also be empowering to the vulnerable family (Kagan & Schlosberg, 1989)
Information Attained Throuh Home Visits
The organization, condition and contents of the home provide the social worker
with valuable infionnation For example, upon entry to the house key indicators could

inchde: are al1 the blinds closed tight in order to prevent outside interruption; are there
bottles of alcohol scattered around; is the house overly tidy or overly messy; is it
apparent that physical upkeep is important; are there any family pictures around and if so,
of whom; are there any sentimental omaments aroimd; are the bedroom doors able to be
locked in such a marner as to insure individual privacy and security; are the outside

doors iocked; is the music or television on a level too high for effective communication;
and, are there sufficient material belongings. It is this direct observational information
that provides the worker with valuable insight into the family's boundaries, roles, d e s ,

self<oncepts, communication pattern, parenting patterns, and coping skills (Kagan &

Schlosberg, 1989). Quite often, the vulnerable family's environment is characterized by
problems with many of these variables (Kagan & Schlosberg, 1989). Although there may

be rnany indicators of problems within the home setting, the assesment of the severity of
these problems must be judged w i t h the context ofthe client's cultural and economic
statu. The social work practitioner must make judgments with respect to the family's

ability to provide a number of material and personal belongings. These judgments must

be based not only on professional knowledge and practice skills, but also with common
sease, insight and street smarts (Klein & Cnaan, 1995).

Home Based Communication
Within the home enviromen< family members are more likely to communicate

their roles and rules with natural patterns of behaviour (Kagan & Schlosberg, 1989). The
family's natural communication patterns and resistance to change can relay signals to the

social worker the family's need to maintain its system at its curent stage of development

(Kagan & Schlosberg, 1989). The social worker that enters into the home shouid also
understand that resistance may be a tool used by vulnerable families to screen out the
ability of the worker to build a safe and ûustworthy relationship (Kagan & Schiosberg,
1989). Notwithnanding, ifthe initial home visit with the family is effective, the farnily's

communication patterns rnay be different than those displayed to placate "threatening"
social workers.
Community Assessrnent
Through the home visif the social worker will have the opportunity to assess the

name of the vulnerable family's community boundaries. This assessrnent of the
cornmunity in which the vuinerable Family lives is crucial to the development of the
ecologically based intervention plan. The interpersonal boundaries of the vulnerable

family may be directly afFected by the comrnunity and its composition. Many vulnerable

families close off their boundaries to the community for reasons of safety. It is important
to acknowledge this comrnunity composition, as it is hown that families with semiclosed, inflexible, imperneable boimdaries are at risk and are particularly susceptible to

a variety of problems (Hartman, 1983). If the community cannot be accessed, the family
will not be able to a-

needed concrete resources and informational input.

In high risk, i ~ ecity
r communities, there may also be limited access to social
support This lack of social support or access to outside influence, c m iimit information

flow to imrnediate family members or close neighbors. Increasing social support and
opening the community boundaries may be one area of intense intervention (Fuchs,
1993). Assessrnent ofa family's situation would be incomplete if the socid context of

mernben' behaviour is not considerd (Freemen & Dyer, 1993).

Current Intervention Aproaches With Vulnerable Farnilies

The family is utilized as a source of major change, as it is withm the f d l y that
the child usually receives and has received his or her primary developmentd values,
numirance, security and patterns of behaviour (Nichols, 1984). Numerous approaches

and theories of family problems have been irnplemented and developed since the
inception and widespread use of family therapy. Notwithstanding that various
approaches to work with families may produce desired results, the moa effective
approach may be one advocated by Bowen (1972) in which he States that a variety of
methods could be useci, providing they are aimed towards the sarne goal. For the most

part, vulnerable families operate on a concrete level, are action oriented, and have littie
desire to verbdize. Based on this general assumption Kaplan (1986) suggests the

following general strategies for any type or level of intervention: empowering the family;

using action oriente& concrete, problem solving strategies; and an ecologicai approach

using community resources with the worker as a broker and advocate.
Ernwwe~p
the Family
The main goal of the practitioner is to empower the facnily to becurne
autonomous, independent and able to meet its own needs (Kaplin, 1986). It is important
that the relationship with the family is built on mutual respect and collaboration mgan
& Schlosberg, 1989). With wlnerable families it is unproductive to have the worker

dictate the treatrnent goals. Many vuinerable families had interventions done by worken
that daim to h o w what is right for the f d y (Kagan & Schlosberg, 1989). To be
successful the social work practitioner must base the intervention on the goals of the

f d l y . This only rnakes sense as the family has the ability to undentand its problerns

better than the social worker. Ernpowerment of the famiIy must happen at al1 levels of
the intervention as it is very important that the family has no doubt that the social worker
believes that the family is capable of soiving its o s . . probiems (Kaplin, 1986).

It is tantamunt to the r e l a t i d p that the social worker is accepthg, accessible,
reliable and consistent while comrnunicatinga. sense of caring iiboct the f i d y (r(36;ui 8:
Schiosberg7 1989; Klein & Cnaan, 1995). The social worker must also be very patient

and persistent while overcomuig the family's mistrust, anger and resistance.
The key to a successful intervention is the development of the relationship with
the parents. The social worker empowen the parents to believe that they have the ability
to take charge of their child's life. The parents must also undentand that they have the
ability to numire and provide for their child wfüle sening b i t s and d e s (Kaplin, 1986).

To be able to do thkWthe social work practitioner must look for curent areas of strength

within the parental structure of the family. By building on the strengths and coping
abilities of the family, the practitioner facilitates intervention fkom a positive (healthy)
rather that nom a negative (pathological) kmework in an effort to produce new adaptive
coping skills and problern solving options (Kaph, 1986).

To be effective with vulnerable families, the social work praaitioner should be on
call twenty-four hours per day (Kaplin, 1986). This demonstrates to the fmily that the
worker is accessible and that assistance is not Limited to a one-hour-per-week therapy
session. Constant availability, fiequent telephone contact and home visits by the social
worker help to soli*

the relationship with the f d y members (Kagan & Schlosberg,

1989). This accessibility is quite different &orn the traditional interventious that

vulnerable f d i e s have becorne accustomed to. Although this accessibiiity may be veq
time consuming at the beginning of the intervention, the families begin to lessen their

demands as they develop new coping rnechanisms (Kaplin, 1986).

Usina Action Oriented, Concrete Problem-Solving Strategies
Intervention with vulnerable families does w t simply employ g"

therapy7'

but instead should use a style that involves action. Since vulnerable families operate
more on a concrete level than a process level, action must be taken to demonstrate the

purpose for the discussion (Kaplin, 1986). For example, to demonstrate a problem in
close communication between farnily members, the practitioner may physicaiiy move the
members closer together. After moving the family memben doser together, the
practitioner rnay use the individual negative responses about this closeness for M e r

exploration of the issue.

The intervention should emphasize the present the here and now. As the

vulnerable family is often in need of basic needs such a food, clothing, housing and
health care, achievement of these needs would be an excellent area for intervention
(Kaplin, 1986). It is also important for the practitioner to direct individuals to speak
directly to each other and to express their needs immediately. It is also important for the

practitioner to point out to the family members when they are being successful at
utilizing their new communication methods (Kaplin, 1986). It is through the consistency
of providing new coping skills and the consistency of explaining exactly what these
mechanisms should look like that the practitioner encourages and the family understands
behavioural change (Kaplin, 1986). Issues should be addressed on a conscious Ievel, and
the goal of intervention is a stmctural change that wiii extinguish problems (Kaplin,
1986).
An Ecolonical A~proach:Usina Community Resources with the Worker as Advocate

Through building a relationship with the family, the social work practitioner
demonstrates that s/he appreciates the importance of the farnily's social environment, and
the relationships that the family has with other sigolficant people (Kagan & Schlosberg,
1989). The practitioner would aiso contact any other agencies or professionals that are

involved with the family to ensure a coordinated intervention (Jones & Jones, 1974).
Throughout the process of the intervention, the practitioner must remain in contact with
other people who are involved with the family.

Wheo brokering community resources, the practitioner considers the process of
referral that will be most empowering to the family. The intervention occurs in such a
way that the practitioner teaches the family how to use community resources. Before a

famiy uses a community rmwce the social worker must infonn the family of what the

resource entails. The worker must also advocate for the family and prepare the service to

receive the famiy (Klein & Cnaan, 1995). Through the role of broker, the primary role
of the social work practitioner is to continue to develop a trustùig relationship, but this

time the relationship is with community sexvices (Kaplin, 1986; Klein & Cnaan, 1995).
Conclusion

The level of demand and the complexity of working with the vulnerable family
can be very stressful and difEcult for the social work practitioner. Issues of poverty,
extreme stress, poor communication skills, resource poor environments, lack of effective

coping skills, and children with behavioural problems, seem to iden*

the vulnerable

farnily as perpetually in crisis and resistant to change. Vulnerable families and the
complexity of their issues suggest that a broad intervention model, such as the ecologicd
approach, is indicated.

CEAPTER FOUR
The School Svstem: A Context for the Ecologjcal Aoproach
The school system is one of the most important systems for f d y and child
development. It is through the school system that children receive their formal education
and it is through the school systern that many children leam how to develop relationships

with other children and other members of society (Garbarino, 1982).
From the beginning, the social work ideology has k e n identified as resting on the

dual focus of the penon in the situation (Monkman, 1982). School social workers are in
a position to demonstrate this ideology through a professional focus which is both broad
and unique, as their services are provided through a large powerful bureaucratic
institution (Rose & Marshall, 1974). In many education systems, the school social
worker is required to provide a diverse number of services, in a diverse number of
situations. These senrices may include a number of clinical seMces for the student and
the student's family, training for the teaching staff, and bureaucratic administrative.diities

as required (Rose & Marshall, 1974).
The School Context and the School Social Worker
n i e school system, a large bureaucratic institution, can s a e r fiom the usual
systemic diniculties of king rigid, Unpersonal and having overly cautious personnel

(Hancock, 1982). School social workers, parents, and teachers can attest to the fact that
affecting change within the school system is difficdt because of the rigidity of the system

(Hancock, 1982). Working within the bureaucratic educational system cm be both
challenging and frustrating to school social workea. It can be a challenge because
school social workers have the knowledge and skills to work as facilitaton of dynamic

human change, but to accurnplish change within a rigid bureaucratie context can be quite
fiustrating. Notwithstanding, school social workers' understanding of the bureaucracy,
places them in a unique position to aide in the h u m e g of the school by providing a
wanner, more persouai climate for the students and theu families (Hancock, 1982).

Policv and 0rg;ani;riltional Issues
To be effective, the htst tactic a school social worker m u t learn is the acquisition

and understanding of iegitimate and organizationai authonty (PNger, 1978). The school
is a forma1 organizatioq established to perform certain functions and to achieve specific

objectives and thus authority is usually in the form of written laws, work scheduies and
d e s (Pruger, 1978).

The schooi system has purposely been designed and

conceptualized as an agent of social control and integmtioo (Brown & Swanson, 1988).
As a result of this objective, the school can be seen as an agency which seeks conformity

of behaviour and fkowns on nonconfonnity (Powers, 1985).

This objective of seelang conformity codd be considered as the schooi's hidden
agenda of appropriate socialization. Powers (1 985) States that such behaviour may be
identified by the ways Ui which schools and classrooms are organized and how decisions

are made, how discipline is administered, and the extent to which students with dserent
backgrounds are segregated into various tracks, clubs and cliques. Through policies,
structures and expectations, schools can create enomous stress for students. It has also

been suggested that schools should prepare -dents

to not only accommodate to

economic institutions, but to reform those institutions to better fit the human condition
(Brown & Swarison, 1988). Ironically, while the school should be an institution of

empowennenc it is quite ofien an institution of disempowment for students wbo do not
fit the middle class mold (Brown & Swanson, 1988).

The Evolving Roles of the School Social Worker
The problems school social workers may encounter are as varied as those that

may be encountered in any comprehensive social s e ~ c agency
e
(Hancock, 1982). In
viewing the school as an ecological unit, school social workers target not only the
psychosocid deficits of sudents but also work with transactions between sub-systems of
students and teachers, home and school, teachers and administrators, and transactions
with the extemal environment (Early, 1992). This trend bas changed the role of the

school social worker fiorn perfonniog only direct individual and family casework to

performing group work, teacher and administrative consulting, and community
development (Hancock, 1982).
Role Development
The term role refers to the expected behaviour prescribed for a peson occupying

a particular social status or position within a social system (Streeaq 1974). Formal roles
are developed to meet the institution's need for maintenance and growth, and for

linkages to other systems with which the institution must interact (Compton & Galaway,
1984). Poole (1949) defined the school social worker as one who to assists children in

benefiting nom their opportunity to leam. Poole (1949) wanted to change this role

definition as she had an understanding of the dynamics of the educatiod institution.

Because of this understanding, she stressed the importance of having the school social
worker work with the administration and other staff to develop school programs and to
help formulate policies and procedures. Poole (1949) was certain thaï the role of the

school social worker was diverse and could encompass the realms of a guidance c h i c
worker, an attendance officer and a guidance and vocationai counsellor.
The bureaucratie educational system is slow to respond to the school population's
dynamic demands, and still proposes that the schwl social worker primarily attend to the

child's performance in the classroom (Levine & MeUor, 1988). However, since the
1970's schools and school social worken faced new imperatives that were genemted by

new social forces. The numben of alienated pupils and high school drop outs increased
and the school's ability to teach fiuidamental skills to many children deched (Germain,
1982). As the demands of the population changea the school social worker's efforts had

to shift to include the school-home-community linkage.
This difference of role identity, between the school social worker and the
administration, often caused conflia but is now often resolved through teacher centered
consultation (Levine & MeIlor, 1988). The teacher centered consultation process, which
includes school administraton, is changing the role identification of school social
workers. The teacher centered consultation process includes input fiom the teaching

staff, the school administration and other community agencies (Levine & Mellor, 1988).
It is through this collaborative consultation process that school administraton are

formulating policies which redefine the school social worker's role in an effort to provide
seMces for at risk children when the current school structure is unable to. Through this
coosultaave process the defined role of the school social worker is changing to include

work extemal to the classroom (Levine & Mellor, 1988).
The current and progressive roles of the school social worker as descnbed by

LeWie and Mellor (1988) may include: a liaison for families living in poverty; group

work; the development of a community organization to assist in the location and
securement of adequate housing; assisting families to gain access to community
resources and community agencies, and assisting individuals to develop their own
community centre. The school social worker may act as a community organizer, an

enabler, a broker of services and a dinician.
The new interdisciplinary, collaborative and team resourcing roles of the school
social worker require a comphentary, complex interplay of talents and knowledge that
corne together at appropriate times to produce a common valued end result By having
the school social worker participate in collaborative ventures, the education system
anains solutions to problems thaï no single party codd have accomplished (Lanier,

1980). Bridge (1989)States that the coliaborative and team resourcing role of the school

social worker:
makes available multiple professional resources in the problem solving process;

enables a greater impact to be brought to bear upon the problem through the
collective judgment of the professional staff;
through direct and indirect strategies can reach a larger number of students or can
employ a greater number of intervention techniques;
provides more opportunity for the early identification of problems and for the use of
preventative seMces before crises arise;
provides better opportunities to resolve problems related to the various systems of the
school; and

is able to develop supportive s5~lctioos,both within the school and the comrnunity.

The Ecological Amroach and the School Social Worker
The metafiramework of the ecologicai approach cm be used to €&ne the
significance of the relationship between the different levels of tasks included in the

school social workel's multiple roles (Levine & Mellor, 1988). The distinct function of
the social worker being to work at the interface where people's coping patterns interact

with the environmen&provides the b a i s for the ecological role of the school social
worker. With reference to the ecological approach, the school social worker provides

prirnary preventative service at the interface between pupil, parent, school and
comunity (Gemain, 1982).

The school social worker is required to 11fi11 a number of d e s both within the
bureaucracy of the school system and the larger community. The çchool social worker

has the ability to provide a variety of seMces to students and families. The policies of the
National Association of School Social Workers state that the school socid worker shall

acquire and extend skills that are appropriate to the ecological needs of pupils, parents,
school personnel and the extemal community (Hancock, 1982).

The Pupil/ Familv / Comunity : School intefice
Most school social workers have conceived of their role and social purpose to be
helping children develop age appropriate social cornpetence while influencing the school

to be more responsive to the needs of children. This role is identified by Germain (1982)

as helping chiiàren to reach out to the school while helping the school to reach out to the
children.

The school can be perceived of as a real life ecological unit and the school's

intimate interaction with the pupil is secondary in intensity to only the pupil's primary

family (Germain,1982). As the school social worker is located within the school, she is
physically at the interface between the school and the pupil (Germain, 1982). This is

integral to the successful interventions of the school social worker as this interface m e r s
from the interfke the pupil expexiences with a family agency worker or child welfare

worker (Germain,1 982).

The school social worker is not only at the interface of the child and the school
but is actually at the intedace between the f d y and school, and commmity and schooi
(Germaiq 1982). Thus &e is in a position to help children, parents, and the community

develop social cornpetence an4 at the same tirne, to help the school's respomiveness to
the ne&

and aspirations of children, parents and the community (Germain, 1982).
It is through the social worker's position that she can aid in the deveiopment of

coping strategies to aid in the primary prevention of stress. Typicdy the school social

worker strengthens coping by supporting self esteem and identity, rewarding motivation
and coping efforts, providing information, teachuig problern solving skills, and working
to relieve anxiety or other threatening affects that interfere in the development of the

pupil, the family and the community (Germain, 1982). It is through the strengthening of
positive coping skills and social support that the school social worker promotes adaptive

functioning and positive human development (Germain, 1982).

The School Social Worker / School Personnel Interface
The multiple skiiis that school social workers possess allow them to MfU their
professional duties fkom a position that ad& positively to the ecological homeostasis of

the current school system and its mident population ~ c o c k 1982).
,

When social worken enter a school setting to provide consultative or other seMces in a

traditional. problem-focused mode4 teachers often resist or reject the intervention W i y ,
1992). One way to overcome this confikt is to be understand that these interactions may

be viewed as unwanted input fcom the extemal environment. According to Early (1992),
information nom the extemal environment which may upset the current homeostasis of
the school setting is usuaiiy viewed negatively.
To overcome this negative perception, the school social worker must become part

of the working group of the school (Early, 1992). One method of adapîing and thus
becoming accepted within the ecology of the school sethg whde in a consultative role is
to ensure that the trmsactioas with teachen becorne mutual exchanges rather than

inmisive input (Early, 1992). This mutual transaction is more Likely to maintain rather
than threaten the balance of the work group. When the consultant and the consultee are

considered transacting sub-systems within the school, the focus will be on exchange of
information instead of deficits and power stniggies of the consultee (Early, 1992). By
using this transactional method, the concept of expertise is replaced by that of mutual

exchange (Early, 1992).
Conclusion

The school systern may be a bureaucratie and rigid system which is intended to
educate and socialize. The traditional role of the school social worker was to attend to
the childs performance in the classroom (Levine Br Mellor, 1988). Current problems

and issues presented by the population of the school has pressured both the school social
worker and the school administration to redefine the school social worker' s d e s .

Current role defitions have allowed the school social worker to intervene in a manner

consistent with the ecological approach. This r e d e f i t i o n of roles is reflected in the

statement of the National Association of School Social Workers that the school social
worker shall acquire and extend slolts that are appropnate to the ecological needs of
pupils, parents, school personnel and the exteruai community (Hancock, 1982). The

school social worker is in a position to provide a variety of social support, as s/he is

physically located at the interfixe of social transactions between the pupil and the school,
the family and the school, the school personnel and the school,and the cornmunity and

the school (Germain, 1982).

CHAPTER FIVE
Pracîicum Setting Evaluation and Supervision

Description of Practicum Site

The practicum took place within a Leamhg Assistance Centre classroom (L.A.C. )
fkom September 15, 1995 to Febniary 20, 1996 within a school in the inner city of
Winnipeg. Throughout the practicum 1was affiliated with the Child Guidance Clinic.
The staff of the L A C . classroom consisted of a teacher and two full time teaching

assistants. The students within this class were referred by other teachen within the
schoo1 division. The students were referred due to cousiderable behaviour and/or

leaming problems. The curriculum of the L.A.C. consisted of a momuig of academics
and an aftemoon of outings that were f'ed on teaching the students Me skills.

Ew logical Intervention Amroaches
The ecological intervention utilized many techniques and was impiemented at
many dEerent settuigs and through many ciiffereut Ievels. Interventions at the
individual, family, group and community levels were implemented. The interventions at
these multiple levels took place within the school, the clientsthomes, and the general

cornmunity.
hdividuaf tevel Intervention
Behavioral management and modification are currently the most widely used nonmedical interventions for controlling undesirable behaviours (Lahey, 1979). These

individually focused intervention techniques employ the presentation of positive
reinforcement contingent upon either the nowccurrence of inappropriate behavior, or
the occurrence of some alternate behavior, the withdrawai of positive reinforcement

foUowing the occurrence of inappropriate behavior; and the presentation of aversive

stimulation contingent upon inappropriate behavior (Lahey, 1979).
The alternate behavion which included learning self-controltechniques, were
taught during individual couoseiling. Self-control techniques are especially important as

it is usually impossible to monitor the youth at al1 rimes (Barkley, 1981). Other altemate

activities that were rewarded are, cornpliance, completion of designated tasks, arriving to
school on time, and general helping out in the classroom W e y , 1979).Behavior
modification was used as it is a relatively easy technique to l e m It also effective in
controfing a multitude of behaviors in a multitude of settings.
FamiIv Intervention

Although the critical role of parents in the school success of their children has
been widely recognized and acknowledged since the early 1920's (Algozzhe, Schmid, &
Mercer, 198 1), the school system has done Little to educate people for the role of parents.
The role of parents is M e r complicated when the child is considered to be high nsk.
As the knowledge of appropriate parenting techniques has been deemed important for

"norrnal" youths it couid be deemed imperative for the parents of high nsk youths. One
significant family Ievel intervention was the provision of parental and family

counselling. These counselling sessions were intended to teach the fmily alternative
COping

skills and better behaviod management techniques.
Three strategies for counselling and trainhg parents included infornational

strategies, psychotherapeutic strategies and parent training (Algozzine et al., 198 1).

These stmtegies are concerneci with teaching the parents better coping skills and they
were be taught in both individual and tamily sessions.

Informational strategies focused on providing the parents with knowledge
concerning the high risk behaviours of their child Psychotherapeutic strategies
concentrateci on heiping the parents undentand the conflicts and concomitant emotiond
difficulties that rnay emerge in both the parents and the youth. Many of the

psychotherapeirtic strategies involved helping the parents understand their feelings.
Some of these strategies are appropriate for individual parent counselling only, as there
may be extreme Merences amongst family situations and many of the parents may not
want to participate in fmily exercises (Algonine et al., 1981). Parent training programs
concentrated on teaching the parents effective techniques for dealing with the behaviors

of the high risk youth. in many instances the training consisteci of teaching the parents

some coping skills and behavior modification techniques that were consistent with the
SCho01

system's approach.

Gram Work Intervention

Eight group sessions were held within the classroom setting at the end of the
practicum period The main goal of the group work intervention was to develop

appropriate interpersonal skilis. The sessions were loosely struchired and content ofien

reflected the teaching staffs' concerns about the -dents'
stemmed fiom the students' day-t&y

behaviour. The concem

cclassroom interaction Another group worker's

goal was to comect the students and the staff within the context of the classroom.
As the treatment group utilized a fke flowing innovative process with hi& risk
youth, parameters for group interaction and the goais of the gmup were fùUy estabLished

prior to implementation. In an effort to reduce disniptive and aggressive behaviou. the
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group work intervention was implemented d e r a m g , co~l~tructive
relationship had

been fonned with both the teaching staff and the students.
gr ou^ Sessions Parameters

The following is a list of operational parameters that were part of the group
intervention:
Each penon within the group would have a chance to be heard and it would be
appreciated if oniy one person at a time spoke so that each student codd be clearly
understood
During the group sessions, the classroom was an environment in which some normal

rules of the class were not applicable. Some swearing was allowed if it was relevant
to the group session. Abuse of the swearing privilege would not be tolerated

It was expected that members of the classroom would provide the group with ideas

for role playing and modeiing.
The students were able to earn back classroom bonus marks if they applied what they

leamed in the group sessions. Further, if the student participated in the group
sessions and did not disnipt the class, a bonus money incentive would be paid in

accordance with the classroom management program.
Goals of the gr ou^ Sessions
The main goal of the sessions was to alter the students' affective functioning by
teaching the students some cognitive behaviouml controls on anger and aggression

2) A secondary goal was to teach the -dents

altemate responses to situations that may

occur in day to &y life. These situations may have recently taken place in the
classroom or they rnay have been part of what was happening in the youths' lives.
3) To teach the -dents

sorne life and street sumival skilIs.

4) To teach the students a dialogue in which there were more feelings than anger. The

group sessions were used to explain various feelings including confusion, sadness and
embarrasment It was a goal to have the youths iden*

these pdcular feelings and

respond appropnately to them. Many of these youths had only one response to many

Werent anxiety producing situations and this response was aggression.
Network Intervention
Network intervention at the neighborhood level wwisted of connecting clients to
effective people in the community, by obtainiag both forrnal and informal help (Fuchs,
1993). I attempted to obtain infonnal help and assistance to provide caretaking,

hendship and problem solving. Caretaking included such actïvities as providing
material assistance as well as helping out with household chores. Friendship included a
range of support fiom simply having someone to talk to, to providing emotional support
to someone with a problem. Informa1 helpers also gave direct advice and links to other
people in the informal network that could provide advice. The social worker sought out
severai types of informal helpers which included family, friends, neighbours, naturai
belpers, role-related helpers and people with similar problems.
Another networking intervention was to increase extemal formal agency help to

f k l i e s that were experiencing problems. The formal agency help provided both
counselling support, and structured safe and secure extra cmicular activities for the high

risk youth. Some of these extra-curridar activities incIuded going to a movie with an
agency worker and joining an athletic team. Herneld and Powell (1986) state that these
structured activities not only provide the parent with a momentary care provider but the

activities also provide a positive venue for the youth to reduce stress
Classroorn intervention
The hi& risk youth that participated in this practicum demomtrated considerable
problems in hctioning w i h the educational system. The problems existed because
the educationai setting requires the opposite of what these hi& risk youth presented,

namely dioiculties with restlesmess, attention span and impulse control (Barkley, 1981).

These hi& risk youth eequently disrupted the classroom by talking to other -dents,
generaily made noises whiie they worked and engaged in out of seat activity at
inappropriate times. They also ofteo displayed poor social skills in interaction with other
youths and they were fkequently aggressive to other çtudents and school staff.
The classroorn level intervention included k i n g a consultant for the teaching

staffon student behaviours, and the traiaing of the school sîa£î in the implementation of a
behavior modification prograrn. Within the guideLines of the token system, the teaching

naffwere taught how to dispense a ceriain amount of tokens or points for each desirable
activity in which the youth engaged. The teaching staff were also taught how and when
to take away a set amount of tokens or points for the emission of desirable behaviors.
Consistent with Barkley's (1981) token systems, tokens were then exchangeci by the

students for a reward that was chosen by the student.

There was a number of considerations in the development of this token system
within the educationai environment One aspect was teaching the teaching staff how to

use praise while simultaneously utilin'ng stringent d e s , commands and reprimands. It
was imperative that the teaching staff lemeci to not only focus on the negaîive bebavioo

of the youth. A second factor was to increase the quality and quantity of training the
teaching staff had in the use of the token system and other behavior modification

techniques. The teaching staff-

taught that peer group may at h e s be more

reinforcing than the current token system. Through the consultative process, the teaching

staff learned when and how to make effective program adjushnents. Another problem
the teaching staffencolmtered was the lack of support for the program by some parents.
Without the support of the parents involveci, the program WU
w e l y encounter problems
as the process will not be enwuraged at home (Barkley, 1981). The intewention dso

included a component which built a positive relationshipbetween the teachuig staff, the
students and the parents of the students.

During the practicum 1was invotved with nine d e *dents and their families to

varying degrees. AU clients involved in the practicum provided written consent prior to

any student involvement (see Appendk A). 1~ c e i v e dpre-test and pst-test data on five
of the students and they wûl be considered as the pnmary units of shiciy. The other four

midents, for a variety of reasons, either did not cornplete both the pre-test and pst-test
measurernent tools, or did not remain a member of the classroom for the entire year.
One comrnon feature of aII refeds is that the students demonstrated severe

behavioural and learning problems and were considered high risk youth. Placement in

this LAC. class was based on the severity of the presenting problems. If the student's
difficulties were very severe, he would be placed in this pdcular L.AC. classroom. The

students had a long history of problems within a number of systems and were referred

through the special education program. Most of the studentî had been diagnosed by a
Child Guidance Chic Psychiatrist with either Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder,

Conduct Disorder or Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.
A brief synopsis ofthe families (families 14)
that did not participate throughout
the entire practicurn process are provided in Appendix B. Additional demographic,

assesment, and multiple intervention information with five families (families 5-9) wïll
be discussed in detail in the following chapter. The oames used throughout the

praaicum report are pseudonyms.
Measurement Instruments
In concordance with the proposeci multiple interventions of the ecologicai
perspective, multiple measurement tools were employed The package was designed to

measure the dynamic and multiple behaviors of the youths. These behavion were
measured in both the home @y the parent or w e provider) and the school setMg @y a

member of the teaching staff). The youths involved also f i k d out self report measures
conceming their overail behavior and feelings of self esteem in both settings. The
purpose of using this self esteem rneasure was to ascertain whether or not the
interventions had a residuai positive effect. Ali measurement tools were £jlied out prior
to actuai intervention and upon completion of the intervention.

The Child Behaviour Checklist

The prirnary m e a s m e n t tool employed to measure the students' behaviours was
the CMd Bebavior Checklist developed by Achenbach and Edelbrock in 1983. This was
used as the primary measurement tooi because it is designed to measure the expected

changes in the behavior of the midents fiom the perspective of various individuals

involved (Bloom, Fischer, & &me, 1995). Furthemore, the Child Behaviour Checklist
has items which measure internalin'ng or extemalinng behavior problems and assess

social cornpetence (Achenbach, 1991a). Three foms o f the Chitd Behaviour Checklist
were used: the Parent Report Form (CBCL), the Tacher Report Fom (TRF)and the
Youth Self-Report Fonn (YSR).

The 199 1 edition of the CBCL (Achenbach, 199la) consists of 118 items and
takes approximately 15-20 minutes to complete. The checklist can be used to meanire
yout&sfbehavior between the ages of 4-18 years. The checklist has demonstrated

adequate test-retest reliability, interrater reliability, and intemal comistency. The

checklist demonstrates content and criterion-rektedvaiidity and is predictive and
treatment sensitive (Achenbach, 1991a; Barkiey, 1990).

The 1991 edition of the TRF (Achenbach, 199Ib) cowists of 118 items and takes

approximately 15-20 minutes to complete. The checkiia can be used to measure the

behaviour of youths between the ages of 5-18years of age. Although the checkiist has
good intemal consistency, it does not provide reliable data for intenater use. The

checkiist demonstrates content validity, criterion-related validity, and coostnict validity
(Achenbach, 1991b).
The YSR (Achenbach, 1991c) consists o f 119 items and can be completed by
youths fiom the ages of 11 to 18 yean old. It is similar in item content to both the parent

and the tacher rating scales. The self report version is separated into two different
scales, Cornpetence and Behavior Roblems. Acceptable test-retest reliability

coefficients have been reported for both referred and non-referred adolescents. Greater

reports of stability have been f o d in older adolescents (Achenbach, 1991~).The

checktist demonstrates content vdidity and criterion-related vaiidity (Achenbach, 199lc)
Anahsis of The Child Behaviour Checklists
Al1 three of the Child Behaviour Checklists provide a variety of information about

the student being meanired. Scores are provided for eight separate sub-scales
(Achenbach, 1991a). The eight different nib-scaies include; I) withdrawn, II) somatic
complaints, III) anxious/depressed, IV) social problems, V) thought problems, VI)
attention problems, VII) delinquent behavioun, and Vm) aggressive behavioun. Five of
these subscales contriiute to two separate problematic behavioural syndromes of
internaiization and exremaiization. The intemalization syndrome includes the three subscales of withdrawn, somatic complaints and anxious/depressed The externaking

syndrome includes the sub-scales of delinquent behaviour and aggressive behaviour. The
internalizing syndrome reflects behaviours that are amious and inhibited while the
extemalking syndrome reflects behaviours that are aggressive and anti-social. ïhe three
sub-scaies of social problems, thought problems and attention problems are not
considered to be significant contributors to either the intemalkation or extexnaiization
syndrome behaviour patterns.

The clinical cut-off scores for the total, intemal, and extemal T scores on the

CBCL, TRF and YSR were determined by an analysis which cornpared the distributions
of total problem scores in demographically matched refend and non-referred children,
separately for each sex and age range. As a result, scores in the normative samples

ranging fkom about the 82nd to die 90th percentile were found to produce the most

efficient discrimination for most sdage groups on the CBCL, TRF and the YSR

(Achenbach, 199la). Based on these percentiles, T scores of 60 to 63 demarcate the
borderline clinical range, scores above 63 demarcate the dinical range and scores beiow
60 demarcate the non-dinical range (Achenbach, 199la).
The borderiine range on the sub-scales was chosen to provide efficient
discrimination between demographicaily matched referred and non-referred samples.

Based on these samples, a T score above 70, it is considered to be at the clinical level, a
T score between 67-70 is considered in the borderline clinical range and a T score below
67 represents a non-dinicd level (Achenbach, 199 1a).

Self Control Ratina Scale (SCRS)
According to Bloom, Fischer, and Orme (1995), one should ernploy secondary
measures to increase confidence in the results. The SCRS (Kendall & Wilcox, 1979),
was one of the secondary measurement tools used in this practicum.

The SCRS is a 33 item measurement tool designed to measure the degree to
which a childs behaviour can be described as self-controlled (verses impulsive). The
SCRS is administered by an observer who rates the child In this practicum, the SCRS

was filled out by the parenwcare providers and one teaching assistant. The SCRS is
based on a cognitive-behavioual mode1 of selfiontrol (Kendall & Wilcox, 1979).
Boys tend to score significantly higher on the test than do girls and persons
scoring at or above 160-165 are said to be candidates for treatment for self-control
problems. The SCRS has excellent intemal consistency, with an alpha of .98and good
test stability with a test-retest correlation of .84.

The SCRS also has very good construct

validity with significant correlations or lack of correlations in predicted directions with

the Peabody Pichire Vocabulary Test, Matching Familiar Figures, Porteuos Mme, and

observer ratings of behaviours. The SCRS also has good hem-groups validity,
significantiy distinguishing between groups with high and low rata of off-task

behaviours (Kendall & Wilwx, 1979).

Hare Self- Esteem Scale W S )
One goal of the practicum, was to increase the s e b e e r n of the students

involved To masure this anticipateci change, the HSS (Hare, 1985) was employed The

HSS is a 30 item instnunent which measures the selfesteem of school age children 10
years old and above. The HSS has three subscales which provide information concerning

the self-esteem of the youth in the peer, school and home settings. Although there is no
interna1 consistency data available, the rneasure has demoustrateci good stability. It has
also demonmated good concurrent validity with the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory

and the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Hare, 1985).

Another tool that was used to assess the students' behaviour was of a non-

standardized nature. 1 had access to data on observations of the youths' behaviour which
was recorded to evaluate the effectiveness of a behaviour modification classroom

management program (see Appendixes C and D). The behavior modification program
was ongoing within the clasrroom and behaviours were monitored daily.
Operational definitions of the problern behaviors included.
1) Swearing (any common swear words)

2) Hitting (any type of physical hitting or aggressive physical contact, such as shoving).
3) Wandering around in the classrmm (getting out of their chair without permission).

4) Refusing to do required work (verbally stating that they wiU not do the work or just

sitting in their desk while not working on the required assignment).
5) General beiligerent and disruptive behavior (Le., throwing pends, rocking in theû

chairs, tbrowing papen, slamming locker doon, putting cigarettes into their mouths and

-

any other non-acceptable behavior that is disruptwe to the nmning of a classroorn)
Al1 of these behaviors were al1 or none in nature and thus were easily identified

by the teachùig

If the students emitted one of the undesirable behaviours they

wouid receive a check mark Once the student emitted thirteen check marks they were
asked to leave the classrmm for the rest of the &y. These behaviours were the

operationally defined behaviors that were to be reciuced in the classroorn. A reduction in

the fiequency of these behaviors indicated a successful intervention
The students were also provided with a monetary token for the emission of

positive behaviour. The following is a La
i of behavioun that were rewarded: arriving on
time for schooi, completing required schoolwork, participating in the group sessions,

using positive social skilis throughout the &y, and participating positiveiy in other school

related or home related activities.

Consumer Satisfaction
ï w o consumer feedback instruments were designed and implemented One

instrument (see Appendix E) was completed by the parents and the teaching W a n d the
other instrument (see Appendix F) was cornpleted by the students. The parent fonn
consisted of eleven Likert scale questions and six open ended questions. The student
form consisted of eight Likert scale questions.

Suoervision
The practicum committee consisted of three members:
1) Dr. Diane Hiebert-Murphy, advisor,

2) Professor Don Lugtig rnember of the University of Manitoba Faculty with expertise in

networking; and
3) Judy Tozeland, Social Work Clinician with expertise in providing social work

services in the school systern.
I met with the entire committee twice during the proposal and practicurn process.

Recording took the form of written notes that were prepared after each client contact

These notes were reviewed in weekly supe~sionwith Diane Hiebert-Murphy, the
primaxy advisor. If necessary, the other membea of the cornmittee were iwolved in the
rcview of the notes. I also consulted with Judy Tozeland and Don Lugtig as deemed

necessary.

CHAfTER SIX
Practicum Process
Case Studies of Hi& Risk Students and F a d e s Served
As the practicum was ecologically based, there were multiple interventions with

both the high risk youth, the student group, the family, the cornmunity, extemal agencies

and the school system Of the nine male students involved in the practicum four students

started at the beginning of the practicum and remained in the classroom mtil the end of
the practicum period. The interventions with these four students will provide the focus

of the write up. Notwithstanding, 1also had one student who entered the practicum in the
later stages of the intervention 1will include this student as his case dernonstrated the

impact of the classroom environment and the group intervention.
As each student had a unique life s p c e within the family, the school and the

community, each intervention was specific to his demands. There was bowever a similar

process for each intervention In the initial engagement process, the intervention focused
primarily on individually based intervention with the youth. The purpose of this
preliminaiy intervention was to provide coping skills through a supportive relationship

that would be able to withstand M e r intervention at different levels. After the

individual intervention and engagement process, intervention was focused on building
communication with the family rnembers or care providen. At this stage 1 was also

building bridges between the school and the family memben or care providea of the
adolescent.
Once the individual class membea were stabilized, the next stage was to provide

group sessions once a week on a variety of pextinent and relevant topics. The group

sessions need up time to deal with other extemal issues and obtain a variety of resources
for the students and their Families. niroughout the entire process, there was ongoing
traiuing for, and consultation with the school staff. Within the school setting I was also
required to resolve and negotiate a number of conflicts between the staff and the
midents. I also had a number of contacts with a varïety of outside agencies which will be
discussed within the context of each individual case,

In addition to the intervention with the individual stuclents and tbeu families, I
i
dextensive contact and interaction with the schwi staff and staff members at the Ctiild
Guidance C h i c . These contacts and interagency responsibiiities will be discussed

within the context of the client scenarios.
Process of Write-UP

The analysis of the assessments and interventions in each case include
information nom the individual, group, family and extemal environment levels.

Although my involvement with these h i l i e s was very exiensive, 1 have opted to
describe and analyre the most important interventions. These interventions will be
descnbed and titied, based on the level and type of interaction. Aithough dynamic

multiple levels of intervention were employed simultaneously, I will provide outhes of

the various levels of intervention separately. The reader wilI bave to determine the nonmuhial exclusivity of the information from the scenarios as they are identified from the
Merent Levels of intervention To attain full understanding, the reader must assume that
ali levels of intervention interact with each other, with the understanding that the

enviroments of the families were very complex and dynarnic. Through the write up, I

will demonstrate the interptay of the varions levels of intervention and the complexities
which arose from the utilization of an ecological approach
gr ou^ Work Intervention

1 wilt k t provide a description of the process of the eight p u p sessions to

provide an understanding of the youth's involvement and developmext at this level of
intervention.

Group Session # 1

This first session was used as an introduction to the concepts of anger and

aggression Rules for the remainder of the sessions were discussed and goals were
estabiished The guidelines and goals for the group intervention are described in Chapter
Five.
Group Session #2: Incident on Self Controt with Frank

The second session stemrned fiom self control that was displayed by the midents.
The session consisted of reinforcing the students' behaviour of self-control during an act
of aggression by Frank. On the way to an event Frank became very aggressive towards
the other members of the class. He spit on one student's head and hit a couple of them in
the back ofthe head The -dents

remained under control and exhibited exernplary self-

control.
During the session there was d e playing by both the teaching staff and the
students. These role plays consisted of other aggressive situations that had &sen The
role plays were used to demonstrate, in a concrete manner, effective methods of self-

control. These role plays led to a discussion about individual choice and the different
outcornes that may result from these choices.

gr ou^ Session #3: Develo~ingEmpathy

The inspiration for this session came as a resdt of rny vehicle being vmdalked
and the subsequent theft of my stereo system. By utilizing this misfornine, the group
session was intended to personalize the victim's perspective. lnitiaily the students had a

difficult tirne being serious and empathetic. This lack of empathy was more due to the
effects of the negative group culture and the cornmon belief that theft [s acceptable and

encouraged. To restructure this cornmon belief, the teacher made up this story about one
of the students lockers just king broken into. This intervention was effective and it
immediately brought the feeling of k i n g victimized to one of the students. Through this
session, the students had the opporhinity to luiderstand and nomalue a different set of

values.
Group Session #4: In Your Space and in Yow Face

This session stemmed out of the group's constant negative verbalkations towards

each other and other people during outings. The teacher requested another session on
seKcontrol. This session became an extension of the self-control session that evolved

£?cmFrank's aggression in session two.
During this session the students were asked to create and role play a number
situations in which problerns with aggression occurred. For example, I role played with

Joe methods of dealing with his brother and sisten who bother him while he plays video
games. Altemative methods of coping with the interruption were discussed and role

played. One method of coping was to use self-coping statements and these statements

were handed out to the students.

This was the fint session in which the group began to operate successfully. The
group members pahcipated in the role plays and began to develop a sense of how they
were to behave w i t h the contea of the group.
gr ou^ Session #5: Negotiation

During the fiRh session the students were having difficdty settling for the group
session. As a result, I decided to do something different to gain their attention. To
accomplish this 1 used the primaiy reinforcement of chocolate bars and sofi drinks to
teach negotiation skills. By using behaviour modification techniques we worked through

the process of negotiation. In an effort to reduce the negative group belief that
everythmg in their lives is unfair, this negotiation process was done in a very fair manner.
The last two students that participated in the negotiation had no check marks for
the day and thus were deemed to have successfully negotiated their way through the day.

For their ongoing self control, they were identified as already king successful
negotiaton. As a reward for their successful negotiation, these midents received their
treats immediately u p n asking. in this negotiation session the students with no check

marks leamed that successful ongoing negotiation will provide positive results.
During this particular sessioq I had to be very aware of group contagion as a few
members of the group were disruptive at the onset of the session. The positive
reinforcement of treats was strong enough to ovemde this negative effect of contagion.

Another issue that was considered was that the t h e for this particular group session was
shortened as the group members codd only maintain their atîention for a short period of
time.

Group Session #6: Racism

The sixth session was used to address the misconceptions associated with racism.

Many of the -dents

believed that because they were Aboriginal, they would not be

successful. To demonstrate the success of many minonties in a concrete method, 1 used

successful rnovie and sports stars from a number of minority races. It was explained to
the students that a number of successful people were of Abonginal heritage. The

teaching assistant reaffirmed this, as he p e r s o d y knew some film stars who were
Aboriginal. He also explained how they became famous. We ended the session by
explaining that not everyone becomes stars but everyone, regardless of their culture, has
the opportuniîy to be successful if they work hard, negotiate effectively and stay out of

troubleDuring this session, the group demonstrateci cohesion By discussing racism

through movie stars and professional ahletes that were familiar to al1 of the students, the
effect was open discussion and positive communicaîion
Group Session #7: Video Camera Interviews

With the objective of keeping the sessions innovative and interesting, I brought

my video camera to the classroom and conducted interviews with the students. The goal
of the session was to promote group integration through muhial understanding of the
purpose of the LAC classroom. Video taping was a novel medium w d as an incentive
to get the students to participate. The following is a list of the questions that were asked:
1) Why are you here?

2) What have you learned this year?

3) What would you change?
4) What do you like about the classroom?

5) What do you wam to leam?
6) What do you dislike about the classroorn?

7) Where do you want to go fiom here?

Ln this video session the student that provided the most introspective answers was
Glen. Glen d e h e d the noms of the class as follows:
1) 1 am in the classroom because I am ûehind in my schoolwork 1have to catch up to
other midents in my school work.
2) 1 have learned to respect other people and not to lie.
3) 1would change the way other people act like when they act like assholes.
4) 1like the outings and the ability to eam money to buy food on the outings.

5) 1would like to l e m more sports, like hockey or weightlifting.

6) 1dislike when the teachuig assistant pulls on rny ears.
7) 1would like to go to California to go to school because it d e s .

This session was very interactive, and the sirnilar answen that were provided by
the students indicated that they were assimilating the opinions and concerns of myself

and the teaching staff.
Group Session #8: Final Fun Session

In the eighth and final group session, the students requested that 1videotape some
role plays of their choice. They did some funny skits and role played some street people.
They also acted like rap stars, rapping songs fkom movies. The student.enjoyed this
closing session and were quite anxious to see themselves on television.

At this stage in the process, the students were able to set their own goals for the
group. They worked in cooperation through the video taping and in the developrnent of
the role plays and singing.

Conclusion of the G r o g Sessions
Although the group sessions had a çpecifïc purpose, operational parameters and
multiple goals, the topics for discussion were flexible, innovative and spontaneous.

Based on class enûy requirements the group's composition was relatively homogeneous.
As the requirements were behaviourai and leaming problems it was chailenging to

develop group cohesion and positive group culture. It was often difficult to maintain the
group's attention for more than twenty minutes, and often the t h e that was allotted for
group sessions was shortened To maintain the students' attention it was hperative to

use topics which were concrete yet exciting, relevant, and stimulating to the students. In

an effort to reduce the effects of negative contagion, I developed a positive working
relationship with the individual students prior to the implementation of the group
intervention. 1 feel that without this relationship the group sessions may have been a
complete disaster.
The overall outcome of the sessions was difficult to assess although some of the

students used the skills they learned in other classroom settings. As the students began to
participate more fully in the group sessions towards the eighth week 1also feel that they
had developed some positive group culture, and had integrated some concems and

opinions of others. They also began to cooperate with the teaching staff, myseif and
amongst themselves.

Case Studies

The first two adolescents and their families (the Browns and the Pemers) were
the most demanding of ali the fimilies, and they consumeci a majonty of my practicum
time. The write up of these two adolescents and their situations will be quite extensive in

cornparison to the other three client scenarios.

Family #5: The Browns

Frank Brown: Summarv Idormation

The main client of the interventioq Frank, a IS year old Abonginal male, was a
permanent ward of an Abonginal child welfare agency. At the time of initial assesment

Frank was Living in a proctor situation and there was no involvement with Frank's

biological fàmily. The proctor was an individual by the name of Don (age,
approximately 25 years of age) who, through another placement agency, provided a
twenty-four hour Living arrangement for Frank. Frank's home environment also included

Don's live in girlfiend.
F d s situation was extremely complex as he had severe behavioural problems

and learning disabilities. He had been officially diagnosed with ADHD, f d alcohol
syndrome, conduct disorder and mild retardation. He was currently taking stimulant
medication (Ritalin) for his ADHD-related symptom. Frank had been physicaily,
verbaily and sexudy assaulted by severai members of his biological family.

Ecological Assessment
Assessment of Frank's Home and Familv Environment
Don's Assessment of the Home Environment

Don stated that the home environment was stable and without conflict. He stated
that the acting out behaviour Frank exhibited in çchool was rarely seen at home. Don
could not understand why Frank was acting out so much in the classroom and he
uidicated that the school situation was causing rnuch stress between Frank and himself at

home. Don d e s m i . his communication and discipluie methods at home as

authoritarian in nature. To sumrnarize, his technique of discipline would be to increase
the amount of punishment when Frank wouid increase his acting out.
According to my assessment, this authoritarian approach did not seem to be
workuig. As Don increased his punishment, Frank increased his acting out. At initial
assessment, it was apparent that Don's authoritarian approach reflected his value and

Mief s y s ~ ~ s!3..k=3I&ed Don about his farnily's style of discipline, he stated that it
was authoritarian based. He also stated that the authontarian style was the only effective

method of discipline. He remarked that he was skeptical about the professional's ability
to assess and understand the situation any better than he did. He stated that the "do-

gooder professional approach" would not provide Frank with the stem discipline he
needed.
The proctor situation was M e r cornplicated as Frank had attempted to have

anal intercourse with a three year old child that Don's mother was baby-sitting. The
police bewne involved, and Frank was charged with sexual assault. As a condition of

the charges, Frank was required to undergo fifteen weeks of sexual offender group

therapy for adolescents
Frank's Assessment of His Home Environment

During the initial i n t e ~ e w
Frank was well behaved and seemed to understand his
situation. According to Frank, living with Don was not completely acceptable. Frank

was quite upset because he was seldom allowed to watch what he wanted to on

television He also explained that he did not like the way he was treated by Don, as it
was embarrassing to him.

The Teacbing; Staffs Assessment of F r d s Horne Environment
Both the teacher and the teaching assistant expressed concem about Don's
treatment of Frank They were concerned that Don was controlling Frank's food intake,

style of dress, and interpersonal interactions with othen. The teaching staff expressed a
need to teach Don some parenting skiils. The school staff were concerned because Frank

was often inadequately dressed for the season, and he often ate non-nutritious lunches.
Assessment of FranKs Schoot Situation

Teaching Staffs Assessment

The teaching staffdescribed Frank as an individual who displayed extreme levels

of acting out behaviours. These behaviours were descnbed as both chronic and extreme

in nature. It was assurned that the acting out was associated with Frank's multiple
difficulties as reflected in the diagnoses of fetal alcohol syndrome, hyperactivity, and
conduct disorder. During the assessrnent interviews, the teaching staff expressed their

concem about the difficulties

they had controlling Frank's behaviour in the classroom. They tried different approaches
but none seemed to be effective.

Assessrnent of Frank's Communi~Environment
At the time of initial assessment, Frank was not dlowed to interact with the
community unless he was nipervised by an adult. His community interactions were
restricted because of his sexual assault charges. Frank was considered at risk to reoffend
if not properly supervised.

Conclusion of the Ecological Assessrnent
The ecological assessment as dernonstrated in Figure 1, suggests that Frank was
experiencing extreme stress in d l of his environments. As he was acting inappropriately
in the classroorn s e t M g , his relationship with the school staff was ememely stressful.
Interactions with his peer group were both negative and stressful and he did not have the
social skills to interact effectively with the other classmates. His home environment did
not nurture Frank and was inundated with stress. The proctor placement was M e r
çtressed because of Frank's sexual assault perpetration and subsequent charges.

Don's limited coping skills, resources, experience, and training made it extrernely
difficult for him to provide effective care in such a complex case. The stress on the
proctor placement was exacerbated as Frank ofken coped in offensive and aggressive
ways.

At the outset of the intervention, the assessrnent of Frank's situation looked to be
hopeless. It entailed extreme stress in al1 environments, coupled with multiple
psychiatric diagnoses, and ineffective support systems. Further complications resulted
fiom the twenty-four hour adult s u p e ~ s i o nconditions imposed by the courts.

Figure 1
Frank Brown's Eco-Map
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Interventions of the School Social Worker
Individual Level Intervention

Based on the initial assessment, it was detemllned that individual level
intervention would be the initial level of intervention. The individual level intervention
consisted of social skill building through behaviour management and modification. The
goal of the individual intervention was to develop Frank's coping skills and self-esteem

through social skill development It was assumed that through the development of
positive social skills, Frank wodd be able to reduce stress in other extemal
environments. As Frank's support system was ineffective, 1 aiso provided emotional

support, counselling, and guidance. As Frank had limited self-control, and limited self
assessment abilities it was detennined that the individual level intervention would be
worker-managed.
Behavioural Management and Modification Intervention
Throughout the intervention I spent a considerable amount of tune with Frank in
the counselling room in an effort to develop a relationship and increase his level of
functioning. Many sessions consisted of playing car& and other games of Frank's
choice. Through constructive dialogue and the manipulation of the outcome of the
games there was a noticeable increase in Fraok's self esteem and frustration tolerance.
My role as supportive counsel was enjoyed by Frank and our meeting hrne
eventually became a key positive reinforcer. As Frank wanted to spend time in
counselling he became quite insistent and vocal that he be selected first for individual
sessions. By utilizing the counselling sessions as a positive reinforcer 1was able to
manage Frank's classroom outbursts while increasing his self-control.

We first discussed the reasons why Frank should not use me to disrupt the
classroorn. We also contracted that Frank would have a specific guaranteed time with
me if he was respectful while 1 was in the classroom. This arrangement served the
foliowing two behaviour modification purposes: a) as reinforcement, Frank was reassured

that we would spend time together and b) as punishment, Frank would have to wait
longer for our session if he codd not control himself
Problem Solvina: The Develo~mentof Positive Copinn Skills
Through the behaviour management process, parameters for the counselling
sessions were established, the stress related to the counselling time was reduceâ, and
Frank began to discuss his problems. It was through discussion of these problems that

Frank learned positive problem solving techniques and coping skills. We problem solved
issues conceming his home Iife, his classroom interaction, and his sexual offender
counselling.

The following is and example of an issue that was discussed Frank stated that he
had problems trusting his sexual abuser counsellor. Frank also explained that it was

embarrassing to talk about "sexual stdT" with a group of other kids. He said the group
sessions were embarrassing and he did not like attending. 1supported Frank in his
uneasiness with the group sessions but also ùiformed hirn that attending the sessions
meant staying out of the Youth Centre. Frank decided that he did not want to go to the

Youth Centre, and then decided to continue with the counselling. I supported Frank by
asking hm if he wanted me to discuss his concems with the sexual abuser counsellor.

Frank said that my talking to the other counsellor would be a good thing, if it would keep
him out of trouble with Don.

Frank's Coping Skills
Later in the intervention Frank was expenencing elevated levels of stress in both

his school and home environments. Frank demonstrated his metbod of coping with
extreme stress during one individual counselling session Dunng this session Frank

sexually acted out by shuffling the cards on his penis and his bum (with his clothing on).

Frank was very aggressive and his behaviour escdated as he continued to shuffle the
cards in a sexually explicit manner.
As the session took place within the rigid boudaries of the school 1felt pressure

to gain wntrol of Frank's escalating behaviour. 1evenhüilly informed hKn that I was

going to discontinue the session if he was not able to calm d o m in an effort to maintain
our relationship 1infomed him that 1was not going to get angry with him and physicalIy
remove hun. 1 instead infonned him that he would be responsible for deciding when to
leave the room. He told me he hated me and to "Fuck off"as he slafnmed the door on the
way out Although 1 was initially shocked, 1soon realized that this was Frank's method

of coping when 1 renimed to the classroom, and he h e d i a t e l y sought my attention.
As Frank's life situation was very cornplex and very stressed, and his behaviour
was consistently unstable, 1provided ongoing individual levei work through the duration

of the practicum. Not until the end of the practicum intervention and in concurrence
with his proctor piacement breakdown did sexuaily aggressive behavioun reappear.

When his envkonments became very stressed, Frank had difficulty maintahhg self-

ccrntrol, and wouid act out.

Familv Level Intervention
As there was stress in Frank's living environment, intervention at the family level

was necessary. Initial assessrnent led to a farnily level intervention which included

psychotherapeutic strategies, informational straegies and parent training.
Psvchotheraueutic Strategies
As the sexual assault perpetrated by Frank was causing Don extreme stress, and

Don was asking for sorneone to talk to, this scenario was utilized as an entry point for
discussion During this discussion, Don stated that this situation was placing undue
stress upoo him and his already stmined family relationships. He explained that he was
very upset about the recent disclosure of sexual abuse Frank had made about his uncles.

Frank had discIosed in a recent group session that his uncles had anal intercourse with
him on nurnerous occasions.
in an effort to reduce Don's stress, 1 reassured him that he was doing a "goodjob"

in a very difficuit situation. I dso informed him that 1would be available to talk about
anythmg he wished to discuss. 1 also toid Don that it was possible that Frank's behaviour

would continue to escdate as a result of the stress related to this recent disclosure.
[nfotmationalStratemes and Parent Training
I took a very nondireciive approach with Don as he had previously explained that

he was uncertain about the ability of trained professionals to facilitate change. The
teaching staff had also idormed me that he would be resistant to any nobauthoritarian

disciplinary approaches. The teaching staffs previous attempts to provide new
information had not been assimilated by Don.

Several cautious attempts to provide Don with new parenting information were
attempted without success. It quickly became apparent that he was quite resistant to
change. I then decided to contact Frank's proctor placement worker in an effort to
methods of teaching Don new parenting skills. Based on systems theoty,

strate*

information to family systems may corne fiom individuai members of the family or from
supra systems of community and environment (Nichols, 1984). 1was hoping that
consistent information fiom other extemai environments would be more effective. This
initiative is explaùied in the section on contact with the proctor placement worker.
petwork Intervention
As Frank was not allowed in the community without adult supervision, it was

~ c u ltot intervene at the informai network level. Network intervention and the
provision of support and information was thus brokered from the child welfare agency
and the proctor placement agency.
The Child Welfare Anencv
Several months into the practicum a regularly SCheduled individual Education

Plan (IEP) case management meeting for Frank was arranged with Frank's child welfare
worken. The individu& present included Frank, rnyself, the teacher, the teacher's
assistants and two workers fiom CFS. The proctor placement agency worker was not
present. During this meeting, scholastic goals were set and Frank's report card was
discussed

His progress within the cornrnunity and within group sessions for senial

offenders was dso discussed.

The teaching staff stated that Frank had been a real problem in the classrwm.

The social worken fiom CFS stated that his participation in the sexual offender group

sessions was acceptable, but he was still acting quite siUy a majority of the t h e . As 1
had observeci this trend to act silly within the class and prior group settings, 1suggested
to the CFS workers that Frank be provided with some one-twne sexual abuse offender

treatment The CFS workers noticed that Don was becoming extremeiy stressed and

stated that he may need some respite. Ali the participants in the meeting expressed their
concern about Don's ability to efféctively manage Frank's living arrangement

In an effort to broker appropriate senrices through this fomal netwok 1
explained that Frank may respond better in individuai therapy.

In another effort to

support Frank I also suggested that he may need a medication review, as he was
experiencing a lot of stress, and may be acting out as a resuit of extreme anxiety. A plan
to address the issue of appropriate medication was discussed and later implemented.

One other IEP meeting was held during the second school semester. This meeting
was similar in nature to the fist meeting and addressed other issues of case management

and the provision of various formai agency supports.

The Proctor Placement Agencv Worker
As 1 was quite concerned with the home interaction between Don and Frank and

Don's refusal to adapt his discipline style, 1 initiated contact with the proctor placement
worker. The purpose was to gain, and possibly share, information about Frank and his

situation both within the school and at home. I was also hoping to gain support for Frank
through this worker. Awther goal of this intervention was to discuss the possibiiity o f

working together in an effort to provide Don with new parenthg information.
This attempt to work joiatly in the provision of support was utlsuccessfhi. The

proctor placement worker was not willing to work collaboratively and infonned me h t 1

should stick to my job at the school, as the home environment and

was happening

within the proctor placement was none of my business. As 1was not willing to give up, a

long conversation ensued and she eveotually agreed to meet with Don and myself with

the goal of discwing possible b e h a v i o d management methods. This hostile
conversation led me to believe that the stress in the home environment was the result of
problems in multiple systems. The proctor placement worker never followed through on
the meeting and these issues were never resolved comtmctivety. Without success, other

attempts to consmictively resolve issues with the proctor placement agency were

initiated.

Breakdown in the Proctor Placement
As Frank's school and home environments were quite stresseci, the proctor

placement eventually broke d o m The stress in Frank's and Don's f d l y situation
escaiated and they had an aggressive incident which involved the police. An allegation

of abuse was made by Frank and the police took him into protective custody for a short
p e n d of t h e . Frank responded by nuuiing away on two occasions. He went to his

biologicai mother's home and indulged in some sort of intoxicant. He then went to the
school program and became quite abusive both verbally and p h y s i d y towards the
teaching staff and the other members of the class. As a result, this proctor placement
with Don was iastantly terminated and Frank was quickly tmosferred to a different

proctor and was transferred to another school in another area.
Conclusion of Overail Ecologjcai intervention

Fmnk was an individual who presented a very complex environment-behaviourpenoa whole. As a result, the professionals involved in his care became stressed a d

confused. This complexity led to a scattered, rmfocused, hgmented and jnefféctive
intervention When Frank's formai support systems broke dowu his home environment

became over stressed, aod evenNally broke down.
The stress of Frank's Iife situation wodd be difficult for a "normal"youth to
handle. Frank's diagnosed disabilities of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, ADHD and mental

retardation likely made the stress he was undergoing extremely unbearable. These
difficulties were M e r challengeci by his history of semal and physical abuse.

The breakdown in this case demonstrates the need for multiple enviromeut case

management, and worker cooperatioe The importance of a cornpiete systemic
assessrnent and clear mdtileveled intervention can not be overstated The resuit of this
fhgmented intervention was extreme acting out, s e d y inappropriate behaviour,
aggressioq confusion and eventually disaster for Frank If the ecological approach was
M y utilized and rnanaged effectively, the intementions at the many levels may have

k e n consistent, relevant and effective.
1was dishirbed that the failure of the intervention may have been due to

professional mismanagement of the case. Frank had the ability, and at moments,
demonstrated an individual willingness and detemination to succeed. This ability was
clearly facilitated when he was provided with an appropriate nurhuuig, supportive and
understanding environment. This ability was also clearly subverted when he was

provided with a negative, conflict laden, unsupportive extemal environment in which he
felt stressed and powerless.

Familv # 6: The Penners

Pete Penner: Summarv Information
The Penner famiiy consisted of the identified student, Pete a fifteen year old
Caucasian male, and his mother. Pete had been diagnosed with wnduct disorder and

displayed behaviours characteristic of ADHD. Pete's father lived next door to the
mother in another townhouse. Other family memben, atthough not close emotionally,

were aiso in close proximity. Pete's mother's sister lived in the lower level apxtment and
one of Pete's cousins lived across the Street.
Ecological Assessrnent

The Home Visit
Pete's mother was descnbed as hard to reach by the school staff. As a result, I
determined that a home visit would demonstrate my willingness to develop an open

relationship with her. 1 also wanted to meet with her in a place where she was in control.
1M e r determined that the home visit would provide the opportunity to gain some

insight into the familis bounciaries aad Living arrangement
Aithough Pete's home was located within a very poor, hi& risk, neighborhood,
the home presented a warm and family oriented atmosphere. The house was in c l a n

order and condition, and there were family photos in the living area Pete's mother was
friendIy and following the initial greeting, she offered me coffee.
At this initial meeting, Pete's mother expressed her tendency to parenhfy Pete and

she explained that she sometimes confideci in him about adult issues. She aiso explained
that she allowed Pete to smoke marihuana and consume alcohol within the house if she

was present to supervise.

In fact they had smoked marihuana together on several

occasions.
Kaplin (1986) explains that it is unproductive for the worker to dictate the family

treatment goals. Kagan and Schiosberg (1989) state that it is very important to engage

the client at wtiatever stage the client is at, thus 1asked Pete's mother what her desired
outcorne would be followuig the year of intervention. She explained that Pete does not

talk about his feelings. She indicated that she could use assistance in helping Pete as he
develops into a male adolescent and she wanted Pete to undentand the problematic
relationship he has with his father. Pete's mother was very motivated to keep him in

school and out of trouble. She understd that this year would be crucial to Pete's life as

he would smn be making a transition to vocational school. She was concemed that his
involvement with the law may increase ifhe did not alter bis current life path.
During the home visit, 1 used what is referred to as commoo sense. Klein and

Cnaan (1995) explain "commonsense" as something which is not only b w d on good
judgment and professional knowledpe, and practice skills, but also on insights and "street

srnarts". An example of this common sense was to understand the usage of marihuana
within the household and not oveneact. The professional laiowledge provided me with

an understanding of parenfification and my street knowledge allowed me to understand
that I was k i n g tested on my personal reaction to this statement on dmg use. I assumed

that Pete's mother was testuig me to see what type of social worker I was and how 1
would handle myseE

Assessment of Pete's Home Environment

Based on disclosures h m Pete's mother about their relationship, I ascertained
that their relationship had role confusion and many power issues. The communication
and interaction patterns indicated a mother/son sub-system which sometimes wavered

&ominfantilization to parentification Pete's fbthedson boundaries were also coafusing

and confiictuaI. This confusion may have been related to the father's emotionai distance,
coupled with his close physicai proximity. Tt was apparent to me that Pete's parents were
fiendly to each other, but communiMted ineffectiveiy. Pete's father's primary role was
to provide shelter for him when his mother was unavaiiable.

The father was also

disciplinhg Pete using methods that were authontarian These approaches were in
contrast with the mother's permissive disciplinary approach

Assessment of Pete's School Environment
Pete's Child Guidance C h i c file indicated that other professiods had minimal
success in workmg with him and his family. Numerous single level interventions had

been tried but were unsuccessful. Through direct classroom observations and initial
interviews with the teaching staffPete could be descriid as a youth with serious impulse

control problems.
Direct observation reveded that Pete cunstantly talked out loua walked around in
the classroom and disturbed other students. At times, Pete was quite belligerent to the

staffand verbally aggressive to the other students. The teachers stated t h . it was a
constant effort to have Pete stay at his desk for even short periods of time and they were
hstratedas they could not fuid an effective method of discipline. Pete was a student

who consumed a majority of the teaching staffs emotional energy. As Pete was

preparing himseîf to enter a vocationai high school program in the following year, this
was a criticai schwt year for him.
Assessment of Pete's Community Involvement

At the tirne of initiai intervention, Pete was not involved in any groups or extra-

curricular activities within the community. His recreational activities mainly consisted of
wandering the streets with his only firiend, his cousin Bob. He would dso spend some
time in the commuaity with his mother. This time was usually destructive and it had
been nimored that his mother was with hirn during a previous car theft.
Conclusion of the Ecolo&d Assessment
The ecological assessrnent as demonstrated in Figure 2, suggests that most of
Pete's contact within his environments were either tenuou or stressful. His family life
was complicated by his parents' divorce and M e r complicated by their current Living

arrangements. His opinion of his extended family members was negative and he openly
expressed his dislike for them. Despite his dislike for his extended family members and
his father, with the exception of his mother, they were his only source of social support.
His family Me was M e r complicated as his mother wanted him to maintain the roles of
both mal1child and aduit fhend
Pete's school life was stressfid as he was unable to confonn to the classroorn

program and was always in conflict with the teaching M.His hadequate social skills,
inability to control his urges, and low frustration tolerance made it difficult for him to

befnend classrnates. Pete gained interpersonal power by builying the other students.
Pete's recreational activities and his extemal involvement with the community were
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either nowxïstent or negative in nature. His most recent community participation ended
up with Pete facing car thefi charges.
Interventions of the School Social Worker

Individual Level Intervention
Based on the initial assessrnent of Pete's behaviour it was detennined that
intensive, social worker managed, individual intervention would be necessary. The

intkention at the individual level consisted of social skin development within the
context of a behaviour management and behaviour modification program. 1also acted as
a positive male role mode1 for Pete. Although Pete had positive support fkom his mother,

her parenting techniques may have been hinderingPete's adolescent development, and his
cunent relationship with the school.

Behaviourai Management and Modification Intervention

Intervention with Pete employed the constant presentation of positive

reinforcement contingent upon either the non-occurrence of inappropriate behavior, or
the occurrence of some alternate behavior, the withdrawal of positive reinforcement

foUowing the occurrence of inappropriate behavior, and the presentation of aversive
stimulation contingent upon inappropnate behavior (Lahey, 1979).
Pete leamed many alternate behaviors through the behaviour management

program. These included the application of anger management and self-control
techniques. Self-control techniques were especially important as it was impossible to
monitor Pete at al1 times. Other altemate activities that were rewarded were cornpliance,
completion of designated tasks, arriving to school on tune, and generally helping out in
the classroorn.

The following is an example of a specific behaviour modification process. m e r
some time of verbally rewarding Pete's positive behaviour and verbally punishing his

negative behaviow, he demonstrated to the teaching staff a pend of positive behaviour.
To further reinforce Pete's behaviour, he was positively reioforced with a reward lunch.
This lunch was a powemil reinforcer, and 1 used it to reward Pete for his past positive

behaviour and to m a t e an opportunity to mode1 cooperative, positive problern solving
techniques.

Social Skill and Relationship Building
As Pete expressed that he did not trust people, the majore of the individual

sessions concentrated on engagement and relationship building. Through positive

interaction, which consisted of general client focused conversation and game playing' a
positive and bnisang relatiooçhip developed Through this penod, I remained very
patient and supportive in an effort to gain his tnist. Although a relationship developed

Pete refused to discuss any serious family issues or criminal activities.

Auger Management Intervention
Pete was a very angry youth and wouid quite often express his anger in

destructive and inappropriate ways. This destructive aggressive behaviour provided
ample opportunity to taik about alternative methods of dealing with anger and associated
feelings. Many of the counselling sessions utilized a cognitive behavioural approach to

behaviour management
Pete leamed how to self observe his anger and to develop a new dialogue from
which to leam new skills for the management of his anger. Through these anger

management techniques, Pete understood that his behaviours may be hurtful to othen.

Morganett (1990) states that it is important for the client to leam new skiUs to replace

destructive ones, and to have the o p p o h t y to practice these new skills until they
replace old skills. During one particular session we talked about Pete vandalizing a

penon's vehicle. During this session, Pete explained that vandaiism of propeq was the
way he reacted to situations that were out of his control. Pete believed that he did not

have the power or position to confiont issues in a constructive positive manner. He
stated that if he could not take his anger out on someone, he would direct his anger at the
person's property.
We discussed the need to leam and incorporate new constructive methods for

controlling anger in various situations. I informed him that with a few changes in his

behaviour these negative outcornes would not aiways be the resdt. We discwsed
physical and mental warning signs of anger, self

a coping statements, and methods of

confIict resolution. G r a d d y Pete began taking respoasibility for bis anger and he begm
to react differently in anger provoking situations.

Throughout the individual level of intewention there were numerous, daily

opportunities to intervene and demonstrate positive methods of dealing with social
situations and aggressive feelings. There was also numerous oppominities to implement
behaviour management techniques. By the end of the intervention Pete was able to

understand the ciifference between negative and positive behaviour, and when his
negative behaviour was identified, he wouid acknowledge this behaviour and then

attempt to change it.

Famih Level Intervention
Based on a request nom Pete's mother and direct observation.intervention at the
family level consisted of idormational strategies, psychotherapeutic strategies and parent
training. Information strategies and parent training included parent driven behaviour

management techniques, and information periaining to Pete's developrnental age.
Psychotherapeutic stmtegies iacluded co~sellingwith reference to*familyboandaries,

family sub-systems, family d e s , h i l y loyaes, and family communication.
Pete'sCharges of Sexual Assauit: The Catalyst for Familv Level Intervention
As Kaplin (1 986) suggesis that an e f f i i v e social worker will be available 10 the

vuherable f;imily twenty-Four hours per &y, 1 had informeci the teachïng staff at the
school that 1wodd take c a s at home. As a result, Pete's mother phoned me conceming
a serioas issue and family-level intewention began with her initiation. She was in a state

of crisis and asked me h m to get Pete some counsellingfor sexual assauh charges that
had just been laid agamst him.

In an effort to dernonstrate my willingness to extend myself beyond the usual
office setting, a meeting was set up at Pete's house with his-motherand hunself to
discuss the charges and the appropriate action to be taken During this meeting the

following areas for intervention were asse&

parentification, infantilizatioa, family

bomdanes, f d y nib-systems, family des, and family loyalties. As Pete7sfamily was
experiencing many systemic problems it was important to detemine h m to effectiveky
inteme within each of these areas simultaneously.

Idormational, Parent Training Sessions
Pete's mother infomed me that she was very concerned about the way that Pete
expresses his feelings. She was also concemed that Pete would resort to aggressive

methoci of coping with stress. We had a discussion about the anger management
techniques that 1was cunently teaching Pete. 1also explained to Pete and his mother

that anger and the reactioos to anger are based on choices and consequences (Morganett,
1990). Pete told his mother that that he should think before he reacts to an event. He

also undemood that if he did something aggressive the= would be negative

consequences. Throughout the intervention with Pete's mother, numerous discussions
took place of an Uifocmational nature.

Quite some tirne into the intervention, Pete's mother noticed some drarnatic
irnprovements at home, as Pete was taking responsibility for his own behaviour and was

respecting household d e s and a curfew. She stated that through these improvement in
Pete, she was realizing that he was growing up. She also stated that she sometimes
treated him tike he was a child She then asked for some information pertaining to age

appropriate parenting. We discussed methods to help Pete think before he reacts in both
school and home. We also discussed her need to help Pete develop age appropriate skills

and participate in age appropriate conversations and activities. We discussed some of
her parenting techniques, such as her permissive approach in allowing Pete to drink
alwhol and smoke marihuana in the houe, and her protection of Pete when he was in
trouble with the school or other government systems.

Through these meetings she a g r d that Pete should not be involved with either
alcohol or the marihuana. She also stopped asking Pete for help with her marital issues

and her adult problems. She stated that she understood she often protected Pete and
made excuses for him when he got in trouble at school. Based on this understanding, she

offered to build a positive relationship with the teaching staff in an effort to support
Pete's school placement To M e r support this placement, she offered to qend hme in
the classroom with Pete, to help elinhate bis aggressive behaviour.

Family assessrnent suggested that Pete's vuinerabk famiiy had many problems.
Through M e r discussion with Pete, his mother and his Mer, fbeled by the sexual

abuse allegations, it was ascertained that Pet& family had problems defining appropriate
family boundaries within different sub-systems. Psychotherapuetic suategies, which
comisted of counsellulg the parents on the negative impact their relationship was having

on Pete, were utilized to diminish the stresses between the mothedfather sub-system and
the motherlchild sub-system and the father/child sub-system. Clear boundary
expectations were also established within these subsystems. The disciphary d e s of
both parents were clarified and new d e s for communication aad consistency were

established For example, Pete's parents agreed to commrmicate with each other in a
respectful manner. They dso agreed to becorne more consistent with their disciplinaxy

approaches.

The key intervention was the developmeiit of new communication patterns
between the sub-systems. It was identified that although Pete's rnother wanted his father

to provide better discipline, she comtantly lmdermined his abilities. She wanted him to

be effective in his discipline but she wodd ident@ him as stupid and incompetent in

h n t of Pete. The effect of this cornmimication pattern was a mother/son stable

coalition.
Through this new process of communication Pete and his family created open
boundaRes for dialogue which allowed for an influx of extemal mformation and the
development of new coping skills. By utilizing the coping skius, of effective
communication and conflict rnediation, the family confronted many problems and
successfidly adapted to many life stressors. This intervention helped Pete's mother

discuss with me M e r famiy issues, the school's demands, and the interventions of
previous social service agencies.
Network Intervention

Pete had many problems with the following formal support systems: the school
system, formal govemment systems, and the child welfare system. As the school social

worker operates at the interface with many formal systems,1 was able to help Pete and

his family with many of their problems with these formal support systems. Jones and
Jones (1974) state that when working with vulnerable families it is important that the

practitioner contact other agencies that are involved with the family to ensure a
cwrdinated interventioa
The School Systern and Intewention
Pete's conduct disorder and hyperacàve behaviours often got him in troubie
within the school setting The school stafT team was fhsûated with Pete and would

constantly cal1 Pete's mother. Pete's mother at the time of initial intervention had

become quite adversarial with the school as she was having problems supporting Pete in
his school placement.

1was able to rnediate many transactions between Pete and the school and between

Pete's mother and the school. The mediaiion between the school's staff team and Pete

often consisted of resolving aggressive disputes between Pete and staff rnernben. Many
consultative meetings with the school staff fwused on specific changes to the classroom

behaviour management Through family Ievel intervention Pete's mother eventually
spent time within the classroom to help discipline Pete. Mer many discussions with
Pete's mother she worked cooperatively with the school. At the end of the intervention
Pete' s mother asked me to see if I could a m g e a psychiatrie assessment, through the
Child Guidance CIüUc, of Pete in an effort to deal with the stress from the sexual assault
allegations.

M n g the period of the intervention, Pete was accused and charged with a sexual

offense against a minor. 1acted as a bufKer at the interface between Pete's family and the
criminal proceedings. As Pete's mother was unable to access and fdly understand many
of the govemment system procedures, she asked me if 1would attend the meetings on her

behalf. After I attendeci these meetings, we wouid discw strategies on how to work with
the systems. The followùig is a brief list of the systems in which I acted as a buEer:
a) acted as a liason between the Child and Family Services worker and Pete's family

b) acted as a liasun between the Child Abuse Registry Committee and Pete's family,and
c) acted as a liason between the Chld Guidance Clinic staff and Pete's fàmily.

The Chiid Welfare Svstem
The social worker must advocate with and prepare both the family and the service

provider prior to brokering services (Kaplin, 1986). In an effort to deal with the

possibility that Pete was the perpetrator of the sexual abuse 1 proceeded with an effort to
broker counselling fiom Child and Family Services. I fint discussed this possibility with
Pete's rnother and then arranged for a meeting with the child welfare worker to obtain the
treatrnent Although Pete's mother and Pete were willing to proceed, the CFS worker
stated her extrerne skepticisrn about getting Pete into counselling.

The following is a synopsis of the meeting. nie CFS worker presented her side o f
the issue while Pete and his mother listened intently. Pete's mother was very patient and

listened intentty while the CFS worker talked Pete's mother was then allowed to have

ber tum in the discussion and she entering into a constructive dialogue with the CFS
worker. She clearly explained her position and Pete's denial of the charges. At the end

of the meeting she agreed to enroll Pete in counselling, as provided by CFS, if it would
help her son. Pete's rnother coped exceptionally well in this meeting after a long
advenarial relationship with CFS. With support, she was empowered to clearly articulate

both her needs and the needs of her son.
Conclusion of the EcoIogjcal Intervention
The Pemer family was t d y a vulnerable family. They were a highly stressed
family lacking in both physical resources and constructive coping skiIls. This family was
in perpetual crisis in many environments which included fights with their neighbors,

fights with their extended family, fights within th& nuclear family, hassles fiom child
protection services, hassles fiom the school and concems that the child may corne into
trouble with the law.

It was very important for me to first clarify many of the issues and then to work
simultaneously on many different systems with many dinerent levels of intervention.

Through thc individuai Icvcl, Pctc k m d ncw positive copùig skills. With these coping

skills he began to replace his aggressive behaviom with positive ones. As a remit, the

nurnbcr of çtressful interactions within the school environment, and the community
decreased,
Pete's mother weded information and support. Through the process of

intzwcntiûz, 1 k l p d hcr i d e n e her problems with her family, the school çystem, the
child protection system and the legai system. I also helped her to become empwercd a
she approached each of thesc issues. 1also acted as a broker for counselling and
assessrnent services.

The multiple problems that Pete and his mother expe~encedwere relatively
extrsme and perpehlal in nature. Although 1 invested a copious arnount of time and

energy at the start o f the intervention, at the conclusion of my intervention this family
sti!l necded long t e m intervention. The problems they exhibited at rny initial contact
had been somewhat resolved through the multi-leveled eculogical intervention, bat tiey

still presented a number of systemic problems. Of all the clients in the classroorn, this

was the only family that was assessed as needing ongoing school social work services.

This problem with me leeving was that this family who took so long to trust,
would now have to engage in the process with a new social worker. Nthough this case
comumed an enornous amormt of energy and time, with patience and persistence, the
family overcame misbnist, anger, and resistance. Empowenneat happeried at dl levels of
thc ccol~gicallJLmd inteïwatiori, and both Pete and his mother developed a numbcr of

wping skills to aid in friture self-directed problem solving.

Bud Johnson: Surnmarv Infonnatiori
At initial contact, the Johnson family consisted of the identifiecl adolescent Buci, a

twelve year old Abonginal male, and his mother. When 1 initially met Bud he was very
quiet and polite. When 1 met Bu& mother for the first time, she presented hemlf as an

in&iiduôl ~ i t ahrcïj plcasant demeanor. When I asked her to cornpletc the

questionnaires she waç initially unwiliing. ûniy afler I prmided her with the option of

mysetf a s h g the questions and herçelf answering thern, did she agree to completing the
questionnaire. It was discovered shortiy &ter that Bud's mother was illiterate and codd
neither read or A t e .
Ecological Assessment
Assessrnent of Bud's Home and Farnilv Environment

Upon initial contact Bud's mother demonstrated limited concentration and
cognitiv;: abilities. During the initial interview, her conversation was ofken offtopic. It

was also difficult for her to easily understand rnany of the questious ou the fams.

B d s mother stated that she had an extremeiy difficult time caring for Bud
Although she was the prirnary care provider for Bud, she only had minimal specific
infornation abou: him. She stated that she had absolutely no contrd over him.
During this interview it was disclosed that Bud had been living with fiends recently and
this mas the o d y reason for his cuiicnt regular school attendance. Bud's mother's main

concem was that Bu& fiend's living situation had changed recently and that Bud had nût

k e n able to stay there lately. The mother seemed quite frustrated with Bud and stated

that '? am more happy when he is not living at home". She aiso stated that 'Tve enough
work just taking care of rnyself".
Assessment of Bud's School Environment

This was Bud's fint year in the L A C . class, therefore the current teaching staff
had minimal information. Bud's file at the Child Guidance Clinic identified Bud as a

child that could become very violent very quickly. This assessrnent was opposite to the
self<ontrol that Bud dernomtmted withùi the classroorn sening. It was also discovered
that Bud had a severe attendance problem. In the last school year, Bud attended only 12
days.

Upon direct observation, Bud rarely uiteracted ~ i t any
h of the other students,
hourver, whsn hc w w directeci bj the teaching staff, he was quite eager to please. Bud

presented hunself as a quiet cornplacent mident who fias willing to w i k vzry hsrd at
school related tasks.
Assessment of Bud's Communitv Involvement

Bud was thc only d e n t in the class who was actively involved with a
community group. He was a member of a church group that provided recreational

services for h e r city youth.
Conclusion of Ecologcal Assessment
As described in Figure 3, mith the exception of his relationship with his mother,
Bud's ecological enviroments seemed to be under minimal stress a: the o u ~oft the

pcticum. Akhough his living situation was tentative, he did not rnake any statements
about his home life k i n g disruptive. He was also a member of a community youth

group. Nthough his past histq with the school system suggested a severe attendance
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problem, he was cunently cornplacent in the classroom. His presenting behaviour was in
contrast with his self assessment questionnaires. In these questionnaires Bud described
himseif as a youth who had many aggressive behavioural issues. This issues may have
been due to his stressfui relationship with his mother and his lack of involvement with

any extended family rnembers. At the tirne of initial assessment these questionnaires
suggested some environmental stress. As I was unnue what the stressors were, conscious
assessment was ongoing.
Interventions of the School Social Worker

Based on the initial assessment I determined that Bud may require individual
level intervention to increase his social skills and some family level intervention in
parenting techniques.
Individual intervention

For the fint six weeks of the intervention I spent approximately one hour pet
week with Bud in the counselling room. This time was spent building a relationship with

Bud by playuig either cards, or a game of his choice. Through this play, Bud
demonstrated his ability to maintain both good concentration and attention. 1also
utilized this play time to negotiate boudaries and the expectations of our interaction
Through this play, Bud was taught appropriate methods of forrning relationships with
others. As a result of this play and social ski11 building, Bud began to interact with other

members of the class.
Farnih Level Intervention
M e r approximately six weeks into the intervention 1was infomed that Bud had

k e n involved in a break and enter and had been setting several fies in the neighborhood

When 1 asked Bud about this he stated that he had set a number of fires in the part 1 was
concerned about this fire setting behaviour, some literature I had read, stated that fie
setters are children who are chronically angry with their mothen for not loving them,
having deprived them emotionally, and having cast them away (Sakheim, Osborn and
Abrams, 199 1). Sakheim et al. (1991) also state that intervention should be directed
towards not only the tire setcing behaviour but also the unexpressed anger that is resolved
through fire setting. The conclusion of this study stated that fire-setters possess: poor
judgment in social situations; weak social anticipation, poor planning and cornpetence;

and they are u s d y impulsive with poor self control. Although a conclusion based on
this type of direct mother blaming literature may be ha*,

it caused the scope of my

wessment and intervention to change àramatically.
Through several interviews with Bud's mother, it was apparent that Bud did not
spend much time at his mother's house but was always living somewhere else. 1then
decided to speak further with his mother to detemine her feelings about her ability to
maaage the current situation 1also gained M e r information about her support system
to determine if it was realistic to intervene and create some stability in this living
arrangement.
Bud's mother stated that she had a difficultenough time taking care of herself.

She a h made it very clear that she always had a difficult tirne taking care of Bud, and
that she would be unable to take care of him in the future. As Bud was enduring

potential negiect and extreme stress while in the care of his mother, it was necessary to
focus my intervention on obtaining a stable living arrangement for him.

Through M e r interviews with Bud's mother it was ascertained that when he
was living with his "fiiends"he did not present any major problems within the classroom

or the commmity. As a resulc I decided to support Bud's mother in an effort to locate
new living arrangements for Bud It was assumed that a permanent living arrangement

may result in dramatic, long term positive behavioural change.
1asked her if she wanted me to broker services fiom Chiid and Family Services in

loolang for a housing placement for Bud She told me that she did not want this to
happen as she did not like or trust CFS. 1 then explored with her the possibility oPBud
conhnuing to live with ber fnend for a longer period of time. She concluded that she
would ask her fnend to see if Bud could stay there.

Network Intervention

Informa1 Social Supwrt
Approxùnately eleven weeks into the intervention, Bud was permanently living
with his mother's fi-iend ("foster mothertt). Bud's mother and the "foster mother" had
made arrangements and the fkïend had agreed to provide housing for Bud When I

phoned the "foster mother" to express m y thanks and to offer my support, she stated that
she did not mind taking Bud in, but she would need some financial assistance. 1asked

her about past finances for Bud and she stated that Bu& mother used to provide her with
a portion of her social assistance. The "foster mother"then informed me that this tramfer

of rnoney would no longer occur as Bud's mother had already phoned the Provincial
Welfue worker to have her fiuiding for Bud discontinued Bud's mother was apparently

afriiid of getting in trouble with the weifare office.

Through my own informal support network 1 was able to locate winter apparel
and other clothuig for Bud 1 located a coat for Bud through a local group home and one
of the teaching assistants supplied a number of second hand clothing items. Kaplin
(1986) States that intervention should emphasize the present, the here and now. As the

vulnerable family is ofien in need of basic needs such as food, clothing, housing and
health care, achievement of these needs is an excellent area for intervention (Kaplin,
1986).

The "foster mother" also provided me with some important information. She
explained that she did not mind providing a home for Bu& as Bud has had a very difficult

life thus far. She told me that his mother would constmtiy reject Bud and could not
provide for him. She also told me that other people that lived with Bud's mother would
constantly verbally abuse Bud. She said that Bud literally hated his mother and did not

want to have anything to do with her.
The "foster mother" was prepared to provide for Bud with the condition that he
discontinue his excessive street h g use and attend school regularly. She also required
that he do his share of chores around the house. The "foster mother" infonned me that
Bud was absolutely no problem around her house, as he seemed to make an effort to
please her.
Formal Social Supwrts
In order to resolve the financial issue, I was required to gain information fiom

both the provincial and city w e k e offices. 1first contacted Bud's rnotheis welfare
worker and she explained to me that the provincial welfare office would no longer
provide funding for Bud's mother for Bud if he was no longer living with her. She then

informed me that ci@welfare would be mponsible for the fiinding of Bud. Through a
personal contact at city welfare 1 contacted a welfare worker to obtain information about
how one would attain funding for Bud According to the city welfare worker, Bud would

not be h d e d as he was not living with his mother. 1 then calleci CFS to detemine if
they could provide some emergency fûnding for Bud. CFS infonned me that they did not
have the money in their budget to provide for this type of situation

The only f a i b l e method of attaining hancial assistance for Bud was to have the
"foster mother" become his legal pardian. Another option was for her to become a legai

foster parent to Bu& but this wouid take a long t h e due to the necessary bureaucratic
process. The "fostermother" decided that she would attempt to attaio legal guardianship
as this was the quickest method to obtaui sufScient finiding so that she could provide

basic needs for Bud,

Conclusion of the Intervention
At the beginning of the school year Bud was a pleasmt but very quiet and

withdrawn youth. His social sMls were extrernely lacking and he did not interact with

the other students or

These personality characteristics may have been the result of

the extreme deprivation in emotionai, economic and psychological support he had to

endure as a child. Although he had a history of fm starting, his behaviour was never
especially problematic in the clasmom. He would take direction fiom the teacher and

when he did act ouf consequemes for his behaviour were accepted without incident.

Through the process of individual intervention and the provision of a supportive,
stable home environment, Bud quickly eliminated his illegal h g habit and fire starting
problems. He attended schml for 101 days out of a possible 190 as opposed to his

p e ~ o u yeafs
s
attendance of 12 days in schwl. To my knowledge, Bud did not become
re-invoIved in crimioal activity throughout the duration of the intervention. According to
the teaching M,Bud made substantial progress in his ability to interact with other
signifiant people, and he leamed how to obtain hîs needs by using positive and socially
acceptable methods. This particular intervention demonstrates the drarnatic systemic
effect that a positive home environment can have on a youth. It also demonstrates how a
change in one environment can effect a person and al1 the variables related to that person
(Nichols, 1984).

Familv #8 The Jones
Glen Jones: Summarv Idormation
At initial contact the identified student Glen, a thirteen year old Aboriginal male,

lived in a foster placement. This foster placement demonstrated long term stability as he

had been with this foster placement since he was as baby. His foster parents, Mr. and

Mn. Jones both worked in social s e ~ c capacities.
e
The father was a group home
worker for one agency and the mother worked within a different social senrice family
centre. Glen had three other foster siblings.

One sïbling was a younger male child who

had severe fetal alcohol syndrome. Another male foster sibling was the sarne age as Glen
and had been both physicdy and sexually abused for an extensive p e r i d The other
foster sibling was a five year old femafe.
According to Glen's rnother everythng was "undercontrol" at home. This

assessrnent was disputed by the CFS social worker who sbted that the house was a
relatively chaotic environment Notwiuistanding, Glen was well provided for and was
generally happy. The foster mother's main concem at the initial stages of intervention

was to have Glen improve his academic ababiiities and to reduce his negative impulsive

behaviour.
Ecolonical Assessment
Assessment of Glen's Home and Family Enviromnent

Although Glen's CFS worker described the home as chotic, the family seemed to
fhction effectively. Both parents seerned to be adequate in their ability to work,

maintain the house, and foster four children. Glen's appearance was always acceptable
and it was obvious that he was well provided for. Throughout the practicum 1never met

the father although 1talked to him over the phone on numerous occasions. The mother
was always available for meetings and school contact.

It was assessed that due to the complex composition of his foster family, Glen's
parents spent minimal quaiity t - e with him. After coosultation with my supervisor, it
was assurned that the acting out behaviour may be a method for Glen to gain much

needed attention fiorn the school SZE
Assessment of Glen's Scho01 Environment

GLen was enrolled in the LAC class to control his behavioural problems
associated with Fetal Alcohol Effect (FAE). Glen displayed behavioun that were both
impulsive and hyperactive. He also had difficulty understanding the long tem
consequences of his disruptive classroom behaviour. According to the teaching staff,

Glen made a joke about everything. One example of this acting out behaviour was his

sporadic fding down on the floor. It became apparent that Glen would emit this type of
behaviour to gain attention from the teaching stafE It was also apparent upon direct

observation,that although the teaching staff did not appreciate Glen's disniptive
behaviour, they always laughed or smiied wtiile they were disciplining him.
Glen was also delayed in his academic skills. Consistent with FAE, Glen had
diminished capacity in mernory, and his academic learning capacity Parr, Sampson, &
Streissguth, 1992). Thus another intervention was to increase Glen's academic skills.

Mthough Glen had distinct leaming disabilities, he was the least problematic of the four
long term clients. Glen was inherently kind, and he was not violent, or destructive.
When Glen was disruptive it was usually based on impulse and not vindictiveness.
Assessment of Glen's Community Involvernent

At the tirne of initial involvement, Glen was spending some of his evenings at a
drop in centre. Through his involvement with this agency he participated in pool, weight
training and other recreatiod activities.
Conclusion of the Eco foracal Assessment
As demonstrated in Figure 4, Glen's environments were relatively positive and

stable. His family Me, although described by his parents as tenuous at times, was

relatively stable. He was well provided for both emotionally and matenally. He had

access to a number of recreational activities within the household and parents that
supported him in his interactions with the broader community.

His problems in school could be am'buted to Fetal Alcohol Effect. He was well
liked by both the teaching staff and the other students. This affection was well deserved

as Glen presented himself as a happy and loving individual. The problems he
encountered within the class were usually due to his frustration with the required
academic work, or his tendency to foliow the poor judgment of other midents.

Figure 4
Glen Jones' Eco-Map
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As both his parents worked in the social service fieid, they were famiiiar with

Glen's need for consistent structure. Fischer and Gochros (1975) state that caretalcers
who have established clear, consistent expectations and behavioural consequences are the
ones who have the least problems and whose children appear to have done the best

socialiy. For a child within the LAC class, Glen was rather wefl adjusted.

Interventions of the School Socid Worker
Individual Level Intervention
As Glen did not present major problems within the classroom or within his home

environment, the majority of the intervention was directed at the individual level. During
the initial assesment it was deerned that Glen did not receive enough attention at home
and this may be one of the rasons he was acting out. 1 therefore provided him with

attention in individual counselling sessions.
Throughout the dmtion of the practicum, 1spent one-tmne time with Glen in

the counselling room mostly in play situations. We played a number of card and board
games. Glen also seemed to enjoy the time he was allowed to talk about topics of his
choice,
One of the main problems Glen had was his incessant streîching of the tnith.

During the initial sessions he was constantly makhg up stories that were either
entertaining or were just plain silly. I used these stories and times together to slowly

infonn Glen that he did not always have to act foolish in order to gain my attention. 1
would then further discourage this type of behaviour in the classrwm. I would employ

the behaviour modification technique of ignoring the ridiculou behaviour and rewarding
the positive behaviour. As Glen's behaviour did not present any need for crisis

intervention, these behaviour modification techniques and play interventions were
provided with a consistent approach throughout the entire process of the intervention.
Classrmm Level intervention
As Glen's mother wanted him to attain better impulse control and academic skills,

specific initiatives were implemented via the classroom behaviour modification program.
During an educatiod planning meeting, it was decided that we couid employ the

classroom management program to increase Glen's on-task behaviour and impulse
control while reducing his disruptive behaviour.

One problem the teaching staffencountered, was Glen's disruption of the class
when he did not want to do his required academic work. Many t h e s he would state that
he did not want to do his work and d l he wanted to do was sleep. If the staff insisted that

he complete the work Glen's disruptive behaviour would escalate to a point where Glen
would not be required to cornplete his work Many times he was sent to the time out
room for his behaviour. This was very ineffective as Glen would sleep while in the time
out room.

What I proposed the staff do was to allow Glen to take a voluntary time out if he
did not feel like doing his required work. As a consequeme he would have to do hs lefi

over work at home. We fint conîacted his mother and she agreed to this plan This
parental contact was done in an effort to maintain consistency between the classroom
management progmm and the home environment

This process solved many of the problems that Glen was causing in the
classroom. FUstly, Glen was not receiving any resistance fiom the staff for not
complethg his work in class. This resistance served as negative attention for Glen.

Secondly, Glen was given the choice to complete his work in the classroom, or to take it

home and complete it under the supe~sionof his mother. It did not take long before
Glen made the choice to complete the work in class as he did not want to do homework.
Through this arrangement the teaching staffwere also able to slowly increase the
academic workload and have Glen choose to do it in the classroom without disniption.
Conclusion of the Intervention
Although Glen's home life could have been very complicated due to his FAE, he
was the long tem foster child of two trained foster parents. Both parents had the

organizationai ability to work and simultaneously provide a n d n g and supportive
environment for Glen. As Glen did not present any major crises, the intervention process

with him was fairly uncomplicated At the individuai level, the provision of one-twne
communication seemed to provide Glen with the positive attention he needed. At the
classroorn level, Glen was provided with a program with consistent rewards and
consequences. The intervention was effective as Glen's disruptive behaviour decreased

and he made the decision to work in the classroorn.

Familv #9 The Whites

Joe White: Summaw Information
Upon initial assessment, the Whites consisted of the identified student Joe a
twelve year old Aboriginal male, his mother and father, two younger sisters and one
younger brother. Both of Jm's parents attended the school intake. Both the mother and
father were very quiet, yet responsive to the questions that were asked of them. One
interesting physical feature of the two parents was that they both had many home made

Indian ink tattoos. These tanoos are cornmon among the "streeî crowd. The main
identified problem was Joe's aggressioo within the school and at home.
Ecological Assessment
Assessrnent of Joe's Home Environment
A number of observations were made at the initial home visit with Joe's parents.

Both the father and the mother were more talkative in their own homes. They told me
that they were both feeling very lonely as they had just recentiy moved to the city from a

remote reservation. They had ais0 recently reconciled They gave birth to Joe and the

other children when they were much younger, but due to a number of issues the rnarriage
dissolved After the breakup, Joe's father became very distraught and tumed to alcohol

for dace. He began to drink heavily and at times became quite violent. On one

occasion he seriously assaulted a man and was sentenced to jail t h e in a minimum
security prison The marital reconciliation began upon his release from prison.
Joe's father had spent time in anger management therapy with a local Aboriginal

agency. Through this therapy and with the support of his wife he had made some senous
life changes. Although he no Longer abused alcohol or fights, he said that he sometimes
misses that portion of his life. He said that sometimes his family and fiends think he is a

"sissy".
Joe's mother did not speak very much during the entire home visit She often
giggled and agreed with the father about the sequence of events. Although the father was
lonely and wanted to move back to the reservatiok the mother was very content with her
city living amangement. They were currently looking for a new housing within the city.

Her main concem was that her children were fighting in the house.

Assessment of Joe 's Schooi Environment
Joe was transferred to the LAC classroom fkom an alternate class at the end of
November. He was not a participant in the practicum fiom the onset. Joe was
transfened to the LAC class as he was becoming aggressive and probiematic in the less
stnictured altemate classroorn. It was decided by the principal, the altemate classroom

teacher, and the placement officer h m special education, that the LAC class would be

an appropriate alternative. This placement within the LAC class was to be on a
temporary assessment basis.
The altemate class teacher explained that Joe was not ody becoming physicaily
aggressive towards other memben of the class, but he was also becorning vindictive.

The teacher stated that he would build up anger and then take it out on uosuspecting
students. It was the teacher's belief that Joe would plan to attack the other students if
they were bothering or embamsing him. The teacher felt that a better understanding of

anger may help Joe control his aggressionAssessment of Joe's Cornmunitv Involvement
Joe and his father belonged to a boys club. The father explained that he enjoyed

going to play floor hockey with his son once a week. Joe had also made use of a
neighborhood &op in centre. The father wanted to participate in other activities but he
was currently without transportation

Conclusion of Eco1oe;ical Assessment
As dernonstrateci in Figure 5, Joe's environments were al1 tenuous or stressful

with the exception of his community involvernent My initial assessment was that this
stress was mainly due Joe's problem controllhg anger and aggression. Based on the

Figure 5
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information provideci by his father, 1assumed that he had a legacy of family violence.
His parents were currently in a very stressfid situation as they were trying to decide
where to live, how resolve their marital problems, and how to deal with the father's issues
of anger. During the home visit, the father explained that it was difficult to effectively
discipline his children when there was so many other issues to deal with.
loe was cognitively able to understand a number of issues and codd be reasoned
with. He had respect for adults and was not aggressive towards authonty figures. It was

assumed that the transition into a more structureci LAC class with some one-twne
individual level anger management and social ski11 training may improve his individual
behaviour. As there was a history of family violence, intervention at the farnily level was

also necessary.
interventions of the Schwl Social Worker
Individual Level Intervention
As Joe entered the practicurn process midstream and was oot presenting severe

control problems, minimal individual level intervention was needed. 1 spent a few initial
sessions discussing anger and methods of self control. In the fist session Joe told me
that he was in the LAC to l e m how to control his anger. He knew that he was violent to
both the students in the alternative class and his younger siblings. When 1asked him if

he knew what it meant to take a "time-out", he had never heard of the concept. He told
me that when other students in the school, or his brothers and sisters bothered him, he
would bully them in order to be respected or to resolve disputes. This was the only

m e W of negotiation tbat Joe was farniliar with. He quickly undentood the concepts of
the anger management process and how to integrate thern into his Iife. Through the

individual sessions Joe: a) became aware of behaviours that were hurtfid to others; b)

learned new skilis and techniques to replace those destructive behaviours; and c)
practiced the new positive skills until he was able to replace the old negative aggressive
slulls in practical real life situations. He leamed that hitting other people was h d .

He also learned the positive slalls of self coping statements and self calming procedures.
Once he was calm Joe was able to employ diflerent methods of sharing and negotiating
with his siblings.

Farnilv Level Intervention
Joe's family was very difficult to access after rny initial home visit On numerous
occasions attempts were made to contact Joe's father in an effort to provide supports. At
the first home visit, Joe's father stated that he wanted to get involved with an agency in

the neighborhood that provided services, and a group, for men When it was time to pick
Joe's father up he was not home. On another occasion, he had to tend to a relative who

was ill, and on another occasion he had to go to a fhend's home to fix his car.
Group Level Intervention

The main intervention that Joe participatecl in was the group sessions. Joe
participated in dl the eight group sessions that were offered in the classroorn.
Throughout the group sessions, Joe was willing to participate in the role plays. He was
also one of the few students who offered scenarios to role play. Through his active
participation in the group sessions, Joe learned new techniques for resolving aggressive
situations. Consistent with the individual level intervention, Joe was taught to reduce
aggressive behaviour through the use of self coping statements and self calming

procedures. Within the group se!tting, Joe was able to practice his new skills with other
students.

Classrmm Management htervention
Joe responded both quickly and positively to the structure of the classroom
behaviour management program. Once he fully understood the pammeters of the
program he became the highest money earner in the class. He liked the positive
reinforcement of money and did not iike the punishment of losing money and outings.

He quickly became positively influenced by this structureci environment
Conclusion of htervention

loe presented a major problem in a less strucnired classroom. He was referred to
the LAC class in order to gain control over his anger and to Learn positive methods of
interacting with other students. The class behaviour management program, and

individual and group sessions that f'used on relative anger management techniques,
effectively taught Joe selficontrol. The results section demonstrates how drarnatic the
results actually were. Joe never became physically aggressive during his placement in
the LAC classroom. He also stated that he ignored his brother and sisters instead of
getting into fights with them.

htervention With the Teachui~Staff
The multiple skills that school social workers possess allow them to Mfill their
professional duties from a position that adds positively to the ecology of the curent
school system and its population (Hancock, 1982). In an effort to perform multiple
professionai duties 1had to becorne part of the working group of the school and had to
become part of the adaptive fit (Early, 1992). One of my professional duties was to be a

behavioral consultant for the teaching staff. As 1had previously designed the classroom
behavioural management program, I was constantly required to provide direction on its
use. I also fulfilled the role of consultant and mediator during classroom school staÆ
meetings.
At the request of the tacher, the teachùig staff and myself had meetings to

discuss the staff's understanding of student progress. These meetings were used as a
forum for the teaching staff to create and maintain solutions for specific student
behavioural problems. These meeting were Unportant as they ailowed the teaching
assistants valuable time to provide input on the direction ofthe classroom (Winnipeg

School Division # 1, 1994).
The following is an example of questions addressed at one meeting and the

discussions which ensued.
1) How could the teaching staff contain the movements and behavioun of the students

duing the lunch period?
2) How could Frank's escalating behaviour within the classroom be controlled?

3) When was it most effective to pay money out to the students for the behavioural

management program?

In order to resolve these issues, open discussions ensued with each member of the
teaching staff providing their perspective on the issue, and a possible solution. From this
open discussion, mutual workable solutions were developed and agreed upon.

Although there was some initial concern about meeting every Monday af€er
school, the staffagreed tbat they would continue until they were cornfortable with the
classroom management program. It was also agreed that if there was a major concem,

the meetings would resume as a format for resolution Within the teaching staff, meta
d e s , or d e s to f o m des, had k e n formed through the process of these meetings.

hvolvement With the School Svstem and the Child Guidance Clinic

In addition to the regular meetings with the teaching staff, there were also
meefings with the special education support staff, the principal of the school, and schwl

social workers fiom other school divisions.
Throughout the year I was involved in meetings with the special education
support staff to help with student placement. I was in constant contact with these other

professionais regarchg placement meetings for the students in families one, two, three
and four. We were in contact through IEP meetings to collectively &cide upon
appropriate scholastic plans for the midents in families five, six, seven, eight and nine.
For example, with family number one, Jim was referreâ to another school social
worker. i was required to facilitate this process by providing prelirninary information to
the teaching staff at the new school, the mother of Jim,Jim, and the new school social

worker.
U p n the cornpletion of my practicum 1 was required to meet with the head of
special education and the area manager of the Child Guidance C h i c to determine which

students would require on-going social work services. According to the teaching staff,
the behavioural management program that was in place and the ecologicdly based

interventions, stabilized most of the midents. It was deteRnined that the teaching staff

had developed the necessary skills and resources to comfortably manage the class for the
rest of the school year with minimal school social worker support At the end of the

practicum it was decided that Pete was the only student requiring on-going services.

CHAPTER SEVEN
Finai Results and Evaiuation
Evduation Resdts on the Students in Families fC5.6.7 and 8
The snidents in Families 5,6,7and 8 paaicipated in the entire practicum process.
Both pre-test and pst-test information was completed on the students on ail the
measurement tools. The measurement tools that were completed were: the Youth Self
Report (YSR); the Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL);the Teachers Report Form (TRF);

the Self Control Rating Scale (SCRS); and the Hare Self Esteem Scale (HSS). Please
refer to chapter six for a more detailed explanation of these measurement tools.
Process of Analvsis

In analyzing the information provided by the meanirement tools, a table will be
provided with the raw scores and the T scores for both the pre-tests and post-tests of the
Auchenbach scales. This table will also provide results for the secondary measurement

tools. The tables will be accompanied with an analysis of the information provided as

well as an overall summary of the results.
#5 Frank Brown

Self Report
As displayed in Table 1, Frank showed a negligible increase in scores on the YSR

h m pre-test to pst-test. At both pre-test and pst-test his total T score, intemal T score
and extemal T score were in the clinical range. On the sub-scale anxiouddepressed
Frank scored in the borderlineclinical range on both the pre-test and post-test. On the
sub-scales assessing sornatic compiaints and delinquent behaviour Frank demonstrated an
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Measurement Results for Frank Brown
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increase in problem behaviour fkom the borderline-clinical range to the clinical range. ui
the social problems and aggressive behaviour sub-scales,

Frank demonstrated an

increase in problem behaviour from the non-clinical range to the borderline-clinical
range. On the withdrawu, thought problems and attention problems sub-scale Frank
remained consistent from pre-test to pst-test with his scores remaining in the nonclinical range.

This increase in negative feelings was supported by the information provided by
the other self-report meanires. Frank's total scores on the HSS test went fkom 88 to 82
indicating a slight reduction in his selfdeem. His scores on the peer self-esteem scale

went from 30 to 23, his scores on the home selfesteem scale went from 3 1 to 32, and his
school self-esteem scale remained constant at 27.
Parent / Caregiver Rewrt
As displayed in Table 1, Don's assessment of Frank at pre-test and pst-test on the

CBCL indicates a slight increase in problem behaviours over the duration of the
practicum. He was identified as in the clinical range on his total T score, intemal T
score and extemal T score at both pre-test and pst-test.
The social problems sub-scale showed an increase in negative behaviour h m the
borderline-clinical range to the clinical range. On the somatic cornplaints sub-scale,

there was an increase in negative behaviour nom the non-clinicai range to the bordedineclinical range. On the withdrawn, anxious/depressed, thought problems, attention
problems, delinquent bebaviour and aggressive behaviour sub-scales scores remained
consistent, with the pre-test and pst-test falling in the clinical range.

This increase in problematic behaviour was consistent with the information
provided by the SCRS. Don's assessment of Frank on the SCRS test went nom 185 at the
pre-test to 191 at the pst-test indicating a siight decrease in Frank's self-control.
Teachinn Staff Report
As displayed in Table 1, the TRF as assessed by the classrmm teacher

dernonstrates a slight increase in problem behaviours over the duration of the practicum.

Frank was identified in the clinical range on his total T score, interna1 T score and
extemal T score at both pre-test and pst-test.

On the somatic cornplaints sub-scde the teacher reported an hcrease in behaviour
f?om the non-clinical range to the borderlineclinical range. On the withdrawn sub-scale,

Frank remained in the borderlineclinical range. On the social problems, thought
problems, atîention problems, delinquent behaviour and aggressive behaviour sub-scales
the teachefs assessment of Frank remained consistent with pre-test and pst-test
assessments falling in the dinical range. The teacher reported a positive change fiom the
clinicai range to border1ine-clinical range on the anxious/depressed sub-scale.
This increase in problem behaviour was however not supported by the

infornation provided by the SCRS. The teaching assistant's assessment of Frank on the

SCRS test went from 176 at the pre-test to 163 at the pst-test indicating a slight increase
in his self-control.
Summarv of the Evaluation Data
Throughout the practicum Frank's situation presented many challenges. While
Frank was dealing with the stress related to his sexual offending and his own sexual
abuse, his home environment was extremely unsupportive. In fact his home environment

became so stressfitl that the proctor situation eventually dissolved. As a d

t of the

extreme stress on Frank,it is not surprising that his negative behaviours continued to

increase. The increase in the somatic wmplaint sub-scaie in al1 three emrironments was

another possible indicator of the extreme stress that Frank experienced Frank was stifled
in his extenial expression of needs and was unable to express hunself positively. It cm

be hypothesized that his unexpressed need may have manifested itself in somatic
symptoms. Due to many extenuating circumstances, it appean that the
ecological/systemic intervention was not effective in reducing or even s t a b i l b g Frank's

tumdhious multi-problematic life situation.
#6 Pete Pemer

Self Rewrt
As displayed in Table 2 Pete showed a slight increase in scores on the YSR from

pre-test to post-test He scored within the borderline-clinicai range on both his pre-test
and pst-test total T scores. At pre-test he scored in the non-dinical range and at psttest within the borderline clinical range on the intemal T score. H e scored within the
borderline-dinical range at pre-test and within the dinical range at pst-test on the
extemai T scores.

On the somatic cornplaints sub-scale Pete demonstrateci an increase in
negative behaviour fiom a pre-test score witbin the borderlineslinical range to a pst-test
score in the cIinical range. In the delinquent problem sub-de, Pete remained in the
borderline clinical range. Pete remained in the non-clinicai range on the withdrawn,
awiouddepressed, thought problems, attention problems, and aggressive behaviour su&

sales. Pete had a decrease in negative behaviours on the social problems sub-scale from

Table 2
Measurement Results For Pete Penner
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a pre-test score in the borderline-clinicd range to a pst-test score in the non-clinical

range.

This decrease in social problems was supported by the information provided by

the other self-report measures. Pete's total scores on the HSS test went fiom 77 to 81
indicating a slight increase in his selfesteem. His scores on the peer self-esteem scale

went fiom 25 to 24, his scores on the home self-esteem scale went fiom 24 to 30, and his
school self-esteem scde went fiom 28 to 27.
Parent / Careaiver Report
As displayed in Table 2, Pete's mother's assessrnent of Pete indicates almost no

change in her perception of his behaviour problems over the duration of the practicum.

She scored him in the dinical range on his total T scores, intemal T scores and extemal T
scores at both his pre-test and pst-test.

The withdrawn sub-scale showed an increase in problem behaviour £komthe

borderline-clinical range to the c l i n i d range. On the thought problems sub-scde there
was an increase fiom the non-clinical range to the borderline-clinicai range. On the

surnatic cornplaints and delinquent behaviour sub-scales scores remained consistent,
scoring in the clinical range at both pre-test and pst-test The social problems and

attention problems sub-scales also remained consistent with scores remaining in the
borderline-clinical range. Scores remained in the nonclinical range on the

anxious/depressed sub-scale.
A slight increase in problem behaviours was ascertained from the SCRS.Pete's

mother's assessrnent of him on the SCRS test went fiom 139 at pre-test to 147 at pst-

test. Both scores on the SCRS were betow the clinical cut off score- These scores
indicate a slight decrease in Pete's selfconaol.

Teachinp;Staff Remrt
As displayed in Table 2, the TRF as completed by the classroom teacher,

demonstrates an increase in problem behaviours over the duration of the practicum. Pete
was identified in the clinical range on his total T score, intemal T score and extemal T

score at pre-test and pst-test.
On the withdrawu and social problem sub-scales the teacher reported an increase

in problem behaviour fiom the borderlinetlinical range to the dinical range. On the
somatic cornplaints sub-scale, Pete remaineci in the borderline-clinical range. On the
anxious/depressed, thought problems, attention problems, delinquent behaviour and
agressive behaviour nib-scales, Pete remained in the clinical range from pre-test to posttest.

This increase in negative behaviour was supported by idormation provided by the

SCRS. The teaching assistant's assessrnent of Pete on the SCRS test went fiom 171 to
179 indicating a slight decrease in ~el~control.

Summarv of the Evaluative Data

In both the school and home environment, Pete was assessed with clinically
significant behaviour problems at pre-test and pst-test C o n s i d e ~ Pete's
g
extreme

number of negative behaviours it may have k e n dificult for the classroom teacher,
Pete's mother, and myself to identiS any significant positive change in behaviour within
the parameters of the forma1 measurements.

Given the increase in stressors over the course of the practicum, the increase in
the oumber of Pete's negative copuig behavioun was understandable. Although the

number of behaviom increased, it was believed that the severity of the behaviour
decreased. The negative behavioun were aiso often exhibited in safe and controlled
environments. Despite sexual abuse charges and ongoing conflict with the school, Pete's
behaviours did not get him into any new trouble with the le@ system. ui fact, Pete felt
that his self-control and self esteem increased. Pete's mother aIso indicated that she felt
more confident to deal with crises since the intervention It cm be assumed, that through
the praaicum, Pete and his mother developed and implemented a number of adaptive
skills necessary to overcome a number of crisis situations.

#7 Bud Johnson
Self Rewrt
As displayed in Table 3, Bud showed a slight increase in scores on the YSR from

pre-test to pst-test. At pre-test he scored within the non-clhical range and at post-test
total he scored within the borderlineîlinical range on the total T score. There was a

change from the non-dinical range to the borderline-clinical range on the interna1 T
score. The extemal T score remauied consistent within the borderlineclinical range.

Bud demonstrated a change fiom the nonclinical range to the borderline-clinical
range on the social problems sub-scale. On the delinquent behaviour sub-scale Bud
scored within the borderlineclinical range at the pre-test and pst-test. On the

withdrawn, somatic cornplallits, anxiouddepressed, thought problems, attention
problems, and aggressive behaviour sub-scales he scored within the non-clinical range at
pre-test and pst-test.

Table 3
Measurement Resdts for Bud Johnson
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These minimal changes were consistent with information provided by the other selfreport mesures. Bud's total scores on the HSS test went fkom 83 to 75 indicating a slight

decrease in self-esteem. His scores on the peer self-esteem scale went fiom 29 to
24; his scores on the home self-esteem scale went fkom 28 to 27; and his school self-

esteem scale went fkom 26 to 24.
Parent / Carekver Report
As displayed in Table 3, Bud's mother's assessment of Bud at pre-test and his

"foster mother's" pst-test of the CBCL indicates a possible positive change in his
behaviours over the duration of the pradcum. At pre-test he obtained a score
in the clinical range on his total T score, a score in the bordedine-dinical range on his
interna1 T score and a score in the clinical range on his external T score. At pst-test Bud
scored in the non-dinical range on the total T score, the intemal T score and the external

T score.
On the somatic cornplaints and delinquent behaviour sub-scales Bud was assessed
in the borderline-clinicai range on the pre-test. On the remaining sub-scales, Bud's scores
were in the non-clinicd range at the pre-test stage. Upon completion of the practicum

intervention, Bud was identified in the non-clinical range on al1 sub-scales.

This positive result was consistent wiîh the information provided by the SCRS.
Bud's mother's assessrnent of him on the SCRS pre-test was 1 15. His "fosterrnotheh"
pst-test assessment of him on the SCRS was 87. These scores indicate a slight increase
in his self control. Although the scores indicate an Uicrease in positive behaviour from

pre-test to post-test, comparisoas must be made with caution as the testing was
cornpleted by two different people.

Teachinn StafTRemrt
As displayed in Table 3, the TRF as assessed by the classroom tacher,

demonstrated an increase in behaviou.problems over the duration of the practicum. He
was identified as non-dinical on his totd T score, interna1 T score and extemal T score at

pre-test. At pst-test he was scored in the clinical range on the total T score and internai

T score, and was within the borderlineclinical range on his extemal T score.
The pre-test scores were al1 in the non-clinicd range on al1 sub-scdes. At pst-

test Bud scored in the borderlineclinical range on the withdrawu, somatic cornplaints
and delinquent sub-scaies. The tacher's assessment remained in the non-clinical range
on the anxious/depressed, social problems, thought problems, attention problems and

aggressive behaviour sub-scales.

This increase in negaiive behaviour was consistent with the results of the SCRS.
The teaching assistant's assessment of Bud on the SCRS test went from 54 at pst-test to
129.5 at post-test indicating a dramatic decrease in his self-control.

Sumrnaw of the Evaluative Data

The ecological intervention impacted on two of Bud's three environments. Bud's

assessment of himself remained rather constant from pre-test to pst-test. What changed
positively was his behaviour in the home.
Although the CBCL was filled out by two different people, the intervention of
locating a new living arrangement for Bud seemed to have positive behavioural
outcornes. He had a pre-test CBCL total T in the clinical range when he was living with

his rnother, but when he lived with his "foster rnother" he was assessed to be in the nondinical range. According to Bud and his "foster mothert'. Bud was no longer using dmgs

and he was no longer starting fires. AIthough many of the behaviours Bud exhibited

within the classrmm were consistent with the negative cdture and values of the -dents,
many of the life and social skitls he developed helped him to change from an adolescent
who did not interact socially, to one who did. As there was a decrease in negative
behaviours within the home environment, an increase in social behaviour and a dramatic
increase in SCho01 attendance fiom 12 to L O L days, the ecological intervention COuld be
considered somewhat successful.
#8 Glen Jones
Self Report
As displayed in Table 4 Glen showed some minor positive changes in scores on

the YSR from pre-test to pst-test. He reported a score within the clinical range on Iiis
pre-test total T score, but scored within the borderline-clinical range on his pst-test total

T score. At both pre-test and pst-test he remained within the non-clinical range on the
interna1 T score. There was also a change from a score in the clinical range on the pretest to a pst-test score in the non-clinical range on the extemal T score.

Glen changed fkom a pre-test score in the borderlineclinical range to a pst-test
score in the nonclinical range on the thought problem sub-scale. He also changed from a
pre-test score in the clhical range to a post-test score in the non-clinical range on the
delinquent behaviour sub-scale.
On the sub-scales assessing withdrawn, somatic complaints, anxiouddepressed,
social problems and aggressive behaviour Glen maintained a score in the non-dinical

range. Glen however did experience a negative change fiom a pre-test score in the

Table 4
Measurement Results for Glen Jones
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borderlineclinical range to a post-test score in the clinical range on the attention problem
sub-sale.
The other self-report measure demonstrated almoa no change. His total scores on
the HSS test went fiom 71 to 70 indicating almost no change in self-esteem. His scores

on the peer self-esteem scale went from 3 1 to 23; his scores on the home self-esteem
scale went h m 14 to 17; and his school self-esteem scale went fiom 26 to 30.
Parent / Caregiver Rewrt
As displayed in Table 4, Glen's foster mother's assessment of Glen at pre-testing

and post-test on the CBCL indicates a siight decrease in negative behaviours over the
duration of the practicum. At pre-test he was identified in the clinical range on his total

T score, internal T and extenial T score. At pst-test, Glen was in the clinical range on

his total T score, in the bordedine-dinical range on his internal T score, and in the
clinical range on his extenial T score.
The biggest positive change for Glen was the change fiom a pre-test score in the
clinical range to a post-test score in the borderlineclinical range on the sociai problem
and aggressive behaviour sub-scales. Glen's scores at pre-test and pst-test for the

thought problems, attention problems and delinquent behaviour sub-scales remained
withui the clinical range. Glentssomatic cornplaint sub-scale also remained within the

borderline-clinical range. Glen was scored in the non-dinical range at pre-test and pst-

test on the withdrawn and anxious/depressed sub-scales.
This positive outcome was consistent with the information provided by the SCRS.

Glentsfoster mother's assessment of him on the SCRS went fiom a pre-test of 194 to a
pst test of 182. These scores indicate a slight i n c m e in his selfcontrol.

Teaching Staff Report
As displayed in Table 4, the tacher report as assesseci by the TRF demonstrates a

slight decrease in negaàve behaviours over the duration of the practicum. At pre-test he
scored withn the clinical range on his total T score, interna1 T score and extemai T
score. At pst-test he was scored within the clinical range on his total T score, within the
borderline-clinical range on his intemal T score and within the clinical range on his
externat T score .
Positive changes were identified in the change fkom a pre-test score in the clinical
range to a pst-test score in the non-dinical range for the withdrawn sub-scale and within
the borderline-clinicai range on the attention problerns and delinquent behaviour sub-

scales. Glen also attained positive results while changing his pre-test borderlinetlinical
range score to a pst-test non-dinical range score on the somatic cornplaints and anxious
depressed sub-scales. Glen maintained scores in the clinical range on the thought
problems sub-scale, in the borderline4nical range on the aggressive behaviour sub-scale
and withh the non-clinical range on the social problems sub-scale.

This decrease in negative behaviour was supporteci by information proovided by
the SCRS. The teaching assistant's assessrnent of Glen on the SCRS test went nom 150
to 143 indicating an increase in hs seif-control.

Surnmary of the Evaluative Data
Aithough Glen was not provided with an extremely intense intervention he
showed improvement on all three primary measurement tools. Glen was in the LAC
class as he had FAE and the behaviours associated with i t Glen had a stable foster home

and through the duration of the practicum was never in crisis. The interventions of
individual therapy, group therapy coupied with a few changes in the classroom behaviour

management program, seemed to positively affect Glen's behaviour.
#9 Joe White

Self Report
As displayed in Table 5, Joe showed a small positive change in scores on the YSR

from pre-test to pst-test At both pre-test and pst-test, his total T score fell within the
non-clinical range. He remained within the non-clinicai range on the pre-test and posttest interna1 T scores. Joe scored a pre-test within the borderlineclinical range and a
pst-test within the non-dinical range on the external T score.
Although al1 pre-test and pst-test scores on the sub-scales fell within the
non-clinical range there were some noticeable improvements in the delinquent behaviour
and aggressive behavior sub-scales.

This positive change was supported by the information provided by the HSS.
Joe's total score on the HSS test went from 78 to 87. His score on the peer ~el~esteern
scale went fiom 30 to 29; his score on the home self-esteem scale went from 25 to 30;

and his school self-esteem scale went fiom 23 to 28.

Teaching, Staff Rewrt
As displayed in Table 5 the teacher report as assessed by the TRF demonstrates a

positive change in behaviour over the duration ofthe practicum. At pre-test, he was
within the clinical range on the total T score, internat T score and external T score. At
pst-test he fell within the borderIine-cIinical range on the total T score, within the
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clinical range on the intemal T score and within the non-clinical range on his extemal T
score.
Positive changes were demonstrated frorn a pre-test score within the borderlineclinical range to a pst-test score within the non-clinical range for the thought problems,
aggressive behaviour and delinquent sub-scales. One area of concem was Joe's increase

from a pre-test score within the borderline-dinical range to a post-test score within the
clinical range on the withdrawn subscale. loe remained withùi the non-clinical range on
the somatic complaints, anxious/depressed and attention problem sub-scales.
This decrease in negative behaviour was supported by the SCRS. The alteniate
classroom teacher's assessment of Joe on the SCRS pre-test was 134. The L.A.C.
teachïng assistant's assessment of Joe on the SCRS pst-test was 80. This seemed to
indicate a dramatic increase in his self control. It must however be noted that there were
different people rating Joe at pre-test and at pst-test.

Surnmarv of the Evaluation Data
loe was in the L.A.C. classroom for obsewation as he was aggressively acting out

in his altemate classroom placement. Aithough Joe only participated for a portion of the
practicum, he demonstrated a decrease in delinquent and aggressive bebaviour on both

hs YSR and TRF. The results of the measurement suggest that Joe benefited from the
anger management skills acquired during individual sessions, the group sessions, and the
structure of the classroom management program. The change nom pre-test to pst-test

on the TRF must however take into consideration the rating by different teachers.

Summarv of Client Feedback, Results and Evaiuation
Clients were asked to anonymously fill out feedback forms which were used to
evaluate the intervention. The parents, the teaching staff, and the students filled out a
questionnaire (see Appendixes E and F). Based on the responses fiom the consumer
feedback surveys, it could be concluded that their was a high level of satisfaction with
the senices received One of the fmilies felt they overcame many problems as a direct
result of the practicum intervention. The teaching staR also indicated that the training
they received, and the information that was provided, was very hetpful. Based on the
client feed back foms, it c m be assumed that the practicum intervention was delivered

in a satisfactory and appropriate marner. The following are some responses: a) Ron has
been very heipful to my family with deals in and out of the school. 1think wouid not

have gotten the help I needed if not for him; b) Ron improved, communication between
the school and the home, the token system, and general student behaviour within the
classroom; c) It was good to have someoue with the t h e to work in homes and with

parents and other agencies; d) Ike been more aware of the problems at hand with rny
child; and e) I would not change anything except him spending more time with my child.
Conclusion
As the -dents'

Child Guidaace C h i c files described many pnor ineffective

interventions, the minor reduction in negative behaviour for most clients may be
significant. The seventy of the students' behavioural and learning problems, and the
constant crises within their vulnerable families, may have contributed to ineffectiveness

of these previous interventions. Although only a minor reduction in negative behaviour
was indicated by the standardized maures, there were other promising improvements.

The teaching staff noticed an increase in class attendance, and a reduction in the number
of suspensions. They also noticed a decrease in extreme aggressive behaviour and an
increase in positive social behaviour. Some of the parents stated that they had developed

a better understsurding of their child, and had developed skills to wpe with the negative
behavioun. Pete's mother in padcular, made a clear effort to open her penonat

boundanes to include extemal government agencies. nirough these efforts she was able
to successfully resolve many long term issues. The key indicator of a successfül

intervention was the teaching staff's ability to continue through the remainder of the year
with minimal social work support. The staff felt that they had obtained the family links

and the skills to successfully manage the classrwrn behaviour management program.
With the exception of Pete, the staff also expressed confidence in their ability to manage
the students' problematic behaviours.

CaAPTER EIGHT
Major Themes

Throughout the process of the p d c u m , a number of themes emerged These
themes are central to the overall understanding of the need for multiple roles and

interventions employed by the school social worker. The following are common themes
which emerged: (a) theoretical issues of the vuinerable population and the school social

worker, (b) the culture of the vulnerable family and implications for engagement and
intervention, and (c) the complexities of building relationships with other agencies and
colleagues.

The Role of the School Social Worker with Vulnerable Families
The school social worker is in an excellent position to work ecologically with
minerable families. The diverse roIes of the school social worker alfows for the
assessrnent of multiple problems and the ability to implement multiple interventions in
multiple environments.
For example, Frank Brown had problems within multiple environments, and with
multiple agencies, and multiple workers. Within the role of the school social worker I
attempted to coordinate a consistent ecologically oriented approach with dl of the
systems involved. Although my practicurn intervention was unsuccessful in significantly
changing F r d s behaviour, 1 f i d y believe that the school social worker could have
managed the case to a more positive outcorne. In retrospect, the failure of Frank's
intervention may have been due to the inability of workers from other agencies to assume
diverse roles.

Another example of the need for diverse roles was the problems presented by Pete
Pemer and his family. This vulnerable Family had problems such as poverty, sexual
abuse, h g and alcohol abuse, tniancy, and a munber of vulnerable family members. By

utilizing my diverse roles, 1 was able to intervene at many different levels using many
different techniques. I began at the individual level, providing Pete with some
counselling on anger management and self control. I then provided parent counselling
and information sessions to increase communication and effective discipline. 1 was also
able to provide support for the family through the process of sexual abuse allegations and

subsequent involvement with the Child Abuse Registry. To support the school
placement, 1 intervened at the interface between the school and the family to establish a

relationship between Pete 's mother and the school.
The fiÿnily of Bud Johnson also experienced a number of different problems.

Bud's home environment was very unstable and he was constantiy mure of where and
when his physical needs wodd be fulfilled 1 was able to facilitate a new Living

anangement and access information necessary to aid in financial support. 1 was able to
provide some concrete physical resources. By utiliziag the diverse roles of the school
social worker I was also able deliver both individual, family and classroom intervention.
As a school social worker 1 was allowed the flexibility and had to develop the

skills necessary to address the constant crises of the vulnerable families. Through my
diverse roles I was abIe to intervene using multiple methods that were designed to
maintain a M e r match between the families' ne&,
physical and social realities.

and the circumstances of their

In considering the intervention, it is important to note that 1am a male
practitioner and d l of the midents who pticipated in the practicum were aiso male.
Gender should not be overlooked as a factor shaping both the nature of the students'
presenting problems and the context in which those problerns existed. As well gender
may have been an important variable in how 1 was perceived and the roles I performed
within the intervention The experience of k i n g a female practitioner and/or working
with femde snidents may be quite different fiom what occurred in this pracûcurn.

Engagement and Intervention with Vulnerable Families
The school sociai worker must be extremely patient while understanding the

culture of vuherable families. Through an understanding of this culture, the social
worker can remain foc&

on the larger therapeutic intervention and not becorne

overwhelmed by the families' interactions and value systems. To be effective, the social
worker should undentand that treatment goals will be ascertained and canied out in a
environment that is wrought with family noms of chaos and crisis.
According to Kagan and Schlosberg (1989), assessrnent and intervention of

vulnerable families must begin where the clients are at. It is a h important that the

school social worker vaiidate and respond to family concerns as they &se. As many
vulnerable families have been involved negatively with sociai service agencies it is
extcemely important to approach the engagement process with caution.
Vulnerable families have a belief systern in which they expect to be blamed. This
is because they have a long history of negative involvement with multiple agencies,

courts,hospitals, schools and child protective placements. In many situations,

professionals are believed to be uncaring intimidating figures that threaten the stability

and integrity of the family (Kagan & Schlosberg, 1989).
As a result of this belief system, the social worker must be forthright in al1

interactions with the families to gain their trust and respect One of the most important
engagement procedures to demonstrate a willingness to respect the family is the home
visit. Through the home visits 1 had the opportunity to portray myself as a professional
who was both caring and open to new settings and ideas. During these home visits and
conversations however, it was important to be constantly aware of the different values
inherent in langoage, dress and social interaction. Once the families' trust was obtained,
communication proceeded in a relaxed, open and casual rnanner.

in engagement with the students, it was extremely important to do so fiom their
perspective. During the initial stages of the intervention, the -dents

would test the

limits of my authority with them. For example, they wouid use inappropriate language or
smoke in front of me to see what kind of response 1would have. I was not initially
concemed with their testing as I understood this behaviour to be part of their value
system and social noms.
Through an understanding of their Street level values, my response was to not
overreact It was more important to gain their trust than it was to provide discipline. 1
assumed that once the trust and respect were gaine4 the students would reduce their
testing behavioun. This is in fact what happened during the group sessions. As a
parameter of the group sessions, the students were allowed to swear and become

aggressive if the scenarh demanded it. At the beginning of the group sessions, the

students enjoyed t e h g the tirnits but when they received no disciplinq responses, they

began to interact without the swearing and comments. In fa@ d u ~ the
g group session
on "in your face and in your space", I wanted the students to swear at me so that I could

exhibit an appropriate response, and they would not do i t This change in behaviour may
have demonstrated the influence of the newly developed group culture.

The main goal of tbis particuiar practicum was the reduction of the students'
negative behaviours within the classrmm and the larger social environment. By

understanding the sociwconornic status, and the families' experiences of inadequacy, I
realized I had to resolve a nurnber of concrete issues before focusing my energies on the

main goal. The following are a few examples of the concrete interventions that were
implemented: a) 1 bad to get a taxiride for Jim Smith to and fiom school in order to have

him attend on a regular basis, b) 1had to facilitate Bud Johnson in his attainment of
suitable housing, clothing and bus access to the school, and c) I had to spend an
enormous amount of time in casual conversation with Pete Pemeis mother before
proceeding with parent training.
The importance of gaining mutual respect h m the students and their families

cannot be overemphasized. I honestly do not thùik I would have been effective if this
respect was not gained during the engagement process and rnaintained throughout the
practicum. However, to be an effective professional social worker, it was important to
sirnultaneously maintain my focus on the multi-leveled intervention. It was integral to
the success of the intervention that the families tnisted me as a fiend and helper, while
respecting rny role as a school social worker.

Buildinp Relationships with Other Amcies. School Staff and Colleagues

The school social worker is in the unique position of k i n g able to hcilitate
change in a number of environments while working within a large and powemil
bureaucratic system. The schwl social worker is in key position to influence the
teachng staff and the multiple agencies that are involved with the students and their
families. To be effective in these interactions the school social worker must understand
that f i e may be perceived as an extemal force which may intempt the homeostasis of a

number of other bureaucratic systems.
It is important that the school social worker becomes an integral part of these

other systems in order to help anain new homeostasis. The most effective methoci of

doing this is to have the school social worker interact fkom the framework of munial

information exchange rather than that of expert (Early, 1992).
If the school social worker presents him/heaelf as a neuhzil individual with the
intention of working fiom a mutual exchange h e w o r k within the school sening, it is

important that she attain knowledge of the professionaIs/paraprofessionals with whom

f i e will be working. if the school m i a l worker does not Mly understand the
perspective of the others involved, and does not operate fiom the perspective of other
coIleagues, then s/he may unintentionally intempt the current homeostasis in a negative

mamer. To collaborate with other colleagues, school social workers should approach
them fiom the same perspective as they would the vulnerable farnily. The school social
worker should approach other colleagues nom a non-intrusive, non-threatening, nondirective manner. School social workers must also assess their colleagues' abilities, level
of training, coping skills and stress before initiating multiple agency intervention.

According to a publication by the Winnipeg School Division # 1 (1994) on

working with teacher assistants, there are a number of factors to consider if the schooi
social worker is going to be effective with teaching assistants. The main factor (which

subsequentiy affects the rest of the sub-factors) is the lack of formal training these
paraprofessionals obtain prior to employment As a result of this limited formal training,
teaching assistants experieace bm-out h m the following tkctors: a) misconceptions

about the roles of othen, b) poor salaries, c) lack of career advancement, d) lack of

recognition, e) isolation, t)undefineci role descriptions, and g) stagnation (Winnipeg
School Division # 1, 1994).

To reduce the stress associated with these factors, I involved the teaching
assistants through the process of joint meetings and role definition. Through these
meetings the teaching assistants were encouraged to fully participate in the decisions that
would affect their &y to day operating procedures. They were encouraged to partake in
the discussions and inservice &y to increase their understanding of the decision making

process. Through these inseMces 1 provided valuable training on intervention methods
for working with special needs youth.

During the course of the practïcurn, 1had the pleasure of interacting with a

number of colleagues, &om a number of different agencies. 1 experienced a number of
very positive interactions but aiso a few confusing and very difficult situations.

The interaction with "non-profitagencies"that were s e ~ c oriented
e
generally
provided the most positive interaction These agencies were always willing to provide

information about their service, and to help with the client intake process.

As was previously d m k d in the practicum process portion, I encountered a

major problem with an agency worker that provided senrices to Frank Brown, and a

potentially senous issue with the Child Abuse Registry.
During rny intervention with Frank's case, 1had extreme difficuity working

effectively with an agency worker. From our first conversation is was apparent that this
was going to be a very difficult process. The worker was very stressed about the situation

and did not allow any outside information to upset her position. 1 had more difficulty

maintaining a positive and constructive dialogue with this particular worker than I did
with many of my vulnerable clients. Each and every interaction was hostile and non-

productive. This particular worker had fomed very rigid bomdaries with respect to

Fmnk's therapy and living environment. The caregiver had serious trouble in his
interaction with this particular worker, the teacher had trouble with his interaction, and 1
encountered hostility with my interaction. Further, when I attended a multi-disciplinary
meeting, Frank's sexual abuser couosellor indicated that I shouid attempt to reduce the

animosity and stress that was noticed between the proctor placement worker and Don.
While acting as an advocate for Pete and his mother, I unknowingly entered into a
precarious and potentially career damaging situation. Some of the problem was due to
my naiveté and lack of understanding about the purposes and procedures of the Child

Abuse Registry Comminee and my lack of knowledge of sexual offending. Some of this

problem was also the result of the perspectives of the members of the Child Abuse

Registry Committee and the lack of information that was provided by the Child and
Family SeMces worker.

My intention of attending the meeting was to gain information about the evidence
the committee had on Pete. 1 expected to be a relatively silem yet noticeable presence,

during the course of the meeting. What happened was extremely different. 1 was asked

my perspective on Pete's situation, and then was required to ask specific questions about
the sexual abuse evidence in pmticular. Mer presenting my perspective of the client

and his situation, 1was instantly ovemiled Further, when I asked the questions about the

evidence that was available 1 was reprimanded for not aslong it in a "victirnoriented
mamer".

This interaction was mistrating, as the idormation I provideci was o v e d e d and
had absolutely no impact on the proceedings of the committee. The importance of this
obsemation cannot be overstated. To be an effective ecologicaily based school social

worker, one must realize that there are many people in the social seMces field that have
Merent motivations and perspectives. Ifone is to be effective. f i e must redize that

many other colleagues have very different opinions and pradces c o n c e d g the roles of
social workers. Although one professional social worker has a certain goal for, or
understanding of, his/her client, there are often many professional and paraprofessional

colleagues that have a different understanding. It is important that clear communication
of intentions and outcornes be mutuaily established.

CHAPTER NINE
Critique of Practicum

Evaluation of Professional Leaming
I feel that my professional leaming goals were met by the following: clinical
supervision, exberne co-operation iÏom schooi staff, support from the Child Guidance

C h i c and cwperative agencies, families and -dents.
Having a very skilled and eclectic clinical s u p e ~ s i o team
n
provided me with

ongoing insight and clinicai ùiformatioa My primary advisor challenged me in a manner
b t helped me to develop my skills that were consistent with rny own beliefs as a

profeuional social worker. Her continual support and impeccable, professional,
thetapeutic persona were coupled with theoretical advice and personal example.

Through this dinical supervision, 1 leamed a number of rnethods for assessing and
intervening in a ûuly ecological manner.
Whenever there was a difficult issue, I was provided withjust enough information
to gain insight and thus formulate my own approaches to intervention. This approach to

clinical supervision will long be integrated in my own development as an individual and
a thempist Through my clinicai supervision, 1leamed how to not ody be a therapist but

how it feels to be a client of a tme professional.
The skdl to be completely understanding and open to new approaches and
perspectives was the most important skiIl1 learned through the practicum process. My
clinical s u p e ~ s o runderstood where 1 was coming fiom and guided me through the

process. This guidance facilitateci my understanding of the clients and the importance of
b e g i e g the intervention process fkom their perspective and position in life.

1was extremely forninate to having a teaching staff and school administration

that were extremely supportive and open to new direction and the implementation of new

techniques for classroom management Through the calculated modification of the
overall classroom behaviourai program I was able to use some behaviourai modification
techniques with a number of students and their families. 1 was also able to provide the
teaching staff with tiaining sessions on the appropriate and effective use of positive, and
effective behavioural control techniques. Through the constant modification of the
classroom behavioural management pro-

1 was continuously challenged to discover

new ways to apply the same program to a number of behavioural issues.
The teaching staff were also very supportive in my unconventionai approach to
group therapy. They were dways willing to provide valuable information for the daily
sessions. They also assisteci me in motivating a very unmotivated group of students. The
teaching staff provided insight and a number of very interesting perspectives throughout
these group sessions.

By utilizing the ecological approach, it was necessary to access a number of
agencies and worken £iomthose agencies. By employing the ecological approach I was
required to provide accurate assessments of families and their ne&. Through this

process, 1developed my ability to communicate my needs and the needs of my clients to
a number of agencies within the city. Through this interaction and dialogue with a

number of agency workea,1developed a good working knowledge of the agencies that

are available within the city. 1also leamed a number of skills that were necessary to
access these services.

Another important skill I developed through my interaction with a number of

agencies was the attaiament ofvarious profwional temiinology. 1 Ieamed how to speak

as a professiod social worker, with numerous mernbers of the social services
community.

Through my contact with CFS I gained knowledge of the power that a large
mmdated agency can have. I also learned about the importance of cooperation between

the legal system, the school system, the social assistance system and the child welfare
system. I now understand that these govemment agencies can be complicated, confusing
and sometirnes very fiustrating

In assessing my own personai development, 1saw many changes in my penod
perspectives and some interactions in my own personal life became quite different
Throughout the process I was required to challenge many of my own prejudices and pre-

conceived generaiizations about human behaviour. Through my clidcal supervision, I

leamed tu have a basic respect for al1 people because they are human beings and we ail
have a number of shortwrnings. The only ciifference between "us and them" is that we
are all at different stages of development in our humanity. If one is to be tnily effective
as a social worker, dhe must attain the abiIity to gain new objective perspectives of life

and the human race. 1 learned that in order to change another personk perspective we

m u t first go through a process of introspection and change ounelves.
Strennths and Shortcornings of the Ewloaicd A ~ ~ r o a c h

1found the flexibility of the ecological approach to be integral in worlang with

vulnerable families. As vulnerable families have multiple problems with a nurnber of

crises and long temi issues, the ecological approach ailows the practitioner to work on
multiple issues as they arise.
As the extensive files on these students consistently documented resistance to

change, rny method of applying the ecological approach seemed to motivate the students

to change some of their behaviour. At the conclusion of the practicum, o d y one of the
most severe cases was deemed in need of ongoing social work intervention. Although
many of the measwement twls did not dernonstrate a ciramatic change in the students'

behavioun, the subjective feelings of both the teaching staff and the parents
demoostrated tbat the intervention was effective. Many parents expressed that through

social support fkom a number of interventions in a number of environmeats, they gained
the emotional strength to change many of theu long term coping patterns. One of the
most noticeable changes was the positive and ongoing communication between parents
and the school system.

The flexibility of assessrnent and intervention was not ouly the ecological
epproach's greatest strength, it was alw, its greatest shortcoming. The ecological
approach, although very effective, is extrernely t h e consuming. in order to be effective,
the school social worker must £ k tassess a number of environrnents for each client and

then must develop a number of interventions, on a number of levels, to provide

comprehensive intervention.
As was demonstrated in the case with Fra&

the effectiveness or thoroughness of

your assessments and interventions may still fail due to factors that are beyond your
control. In order to provide ecologically orienteci seMces to students,they would have to
remain within the classrmm and under the jurisdiction of the school division. Once the

students lave the school or the jurisdiction ofthe school sewices, the social worker is
not be able to provide services mder the auspices of the Child Guidance Clinic.

The ecological approach couid also be interrupted by the loss of the client to
another area school social worker. Thus, the major shortcoming using the ecological
approach within the school system, especially with vulnerable clients, is the inability to

use the approach over a long period with a transient population I had encountered this
problem with almost haif of the classroom members. To be effective with vulnerable
fimilies, the h i l i e s must be committed to a long term intervention, or the syçtem needs
to be set up to track families. In the d u d o n of my practicum, a number of life

c i r c ~ m ~ t ~ ~and
l c ecrises
s
prevented some wlnerable families &om benefiting nom a long
terrn, school based ecological intervention.
Overall Critique of the Practicum Process

By using the Child Guidance Clinic and the school system as a location for my
intewention, I was able to utilize the authority that came with an agency. Through this
position with the school board, 1 was able to Mly a&

d l of my learning objectives. I

was provided legitirnate access to a nurnber of agencies, and was able to attain their co-

operation with my practicum.

I was fortunate enough to be in the Company of such an exceptional supenisory
complement, which allowed me the guided freedom to ascertain many of my own
theories on human development The teaching staff was also exceptional in the provision

of a venue to perform and integrate many of my own theones on behavioural control.

The fàmilies that I worked with fiirthered my belief that there is good in al1
people. The vulnerable families that 1worked with were resilient and kind enough to

participate in such a n s b endeavor. The true heroes of this practicum were the families,

as they were the ones that provided most of the effort. They solidified my belief that

humans cm solve almost any problern and can overcome most obstacles if they are
provided with the necessary resources and support.
This practicum was a very difficult and time consurning process through which I

leamed an enonnous amount about vulnerable people, a number ofother professionais

and l a d y my own values and prejudices.
Conclusion

Ln rny concluding remarks on the use of the ecological approach, I will sum up the
major themes and ideas that most shaped my learning.
The ecological approach is a very difficult approach to employ within the school

system. 1also believe that it would be a very difficult intervention in any circumstance.
The difficulty of utilizing the ecological approach is detennined by the number of issues

facing a farnily or target of intervention.
By definition, the vulnerable farnily experknces continual crises coupled with a

number of very difficult underlying issues. Thus, to eflectively employ the ecologica1
approach, the social worker must become very slcilled in various intervention techniques.
It is dso important for any social worker to realize his/her dinical shll limitations, and

hisher limitations in effecting change at more rnacro levels. As 1have previously
mentioned, 1was not adequately prepared for intervention in certain areas. In some

circumstances, overestimating one's ability could cause irreparable damage to the clients

and the overail intervention.

Notwithstanding, 1 feel tbat the intense multi-level ecological intervention that
was utilized in this practicum had a positive efféct on different levels for dl that

participated. Further, if the ecologicaVsysteMc approach is employed successfully, the

families that receive this p ~ c u l a intervention
r
will have less stress, will feel more
confident, and will be able to change long term patterns of behaviour. The overdl result,
was a classroom that required ongoing social work intervention for only one mident.
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Appendix A
Consent Fom

Dear Parent/Guardian,

My name is Ron Morrice and I am working on a Mastea degree in social work. 1 will be
doing a practicum in the Isaac Newton classroom throughout the next school year.
During the practicum 1wiu be s u p e ~ s e dby two professors fiom the University of

Manitoba as well as a staffmember &om the Child Guidance Chic of Winnipeg I will
be working with families where the= is a child who has problems associated with

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. I will be helping children and parents deai
with the difficulties associated with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.
Throughout the practicum. ody my supervison

have access to the

lnfonnation obtained in order to provide accurate guidance for myself. The final resuits
of the practicum will be presenteà in a report. This report will be witten in such a

manner as to eusure client confidentiality.

Ifyou agree to participate, 1 will ask that yoy your child and the teachen i11 out
some questionnaires throughout the process. The information that is obtained from these
questionnaires will also be confidential in nature.

Your participation in this practicum would be greatly appreciated and I feel that
we may al1 leam something in the process.

1

agree to have both my child and myself

involved in this practicum fiom the time of September 101 1995 to the end of Febniary or
beginning of March 1996. 1 also understand that I can withdraw, without consequences,
at any time.

Appendix B

Other Participating Families

Familv # 1:The Smiths

The Smith farnily consisted of the identified mident lim, a twelve year old
adolescent, hs younger brother Tom (three yean of age), and his mother. The father of
Jim was not currently living in the same household as he had a history of physically

abusing the children and the rnother. Jirn had just been transfmed fiom another
elementary L A C . class. The reason for referrai was leaming disabilities and
behavioural difficuities attributed to ADHD. Jim also had a history of being strongly
affiliated with one of the more prominent youth street gangs.
The mother requested intervention to remove Jim from serious street gang activity

and to eliminate his severe temper outbursts. The gang activities were quite serious and
threats of dnve by shootings from a rival gang were also an issue. The temper outbursts
led to Jirn hitting both his younger sibling and his mother. His mother was also quite

concemed about the father's violence and the possibility of it reoccurring even though he
was not living in the same house.

On one occasion, the mother phoned while intoxicated and expressed her extrane
fear about the possibility of Jim being shot in gang related activities. It was during this
time that she disclosed that the father and her brothers were heavily entrenched in a more

organized, violent adult street gang
Jirn was not attending school regularly. It was discovered that Jirn had to walk

through rival gang M i n order to corne to school each day and this was why he was not
attending. It was then arranged that Jim be driven to and from school in a taxi or by one

of the teachers. This initiative was effective in increasing J a s school attendance, but
was not effective at reducing his t h e spent in rival gang turf during school hum.

Other intewention with Jim involved addressing the gang issues and safety issues.
I also helped Jim deal with issues of anger control and respect. Jim was making some
progress in the classrwm and his behaviour was Unpmvùig with regards to his temper
both at home and within the cIassroom.
This progress was quickly halted when one &y in Physical Education ctass he
became involved in an altercation with a rival gang member. M e r the fight, one of his
uucles came to the school with bloody knuckies and wearing his gang colours,

demanding safety for his nephew. The school could not supply a sunicient plan for Jim
and thus he did not return to school. The lack of a safety plan for Jim was M e r
complicated by the lack of a safety plan within the school. In essence the school had not
been s ~ ~ c i e n tprepared
ly
for any gang related activity. The school prùiciple was
extremely apprehensive about allowing Jim to return to the school under the current
circumstances. Tbese two factors eventually led to Jim beuig transferred to a school

withn his own gang turf. The case was then referred to the school social worker for that
area.
Farnily #2: The Sammons.
The Sampsons consisted of the identified student, Dick, a 14 year old adolescent,

and his mother and father. He was referred to the class more for behavioural issues than
leaming disabilities. Dick had been in this class for the prior year and thus was weU

known to the teaching staff. Dick sped the majority of the school year in the Manitoba

Youth Centre, a youth pnson When he was out of prison, the main concern of his

mother was that he attend school. She however was not penodly enforcing this. Diclc's

probation officer eventually became responsible for getting Dick to class. As Dick only
entered the program Later in the year and was barely ever in school, I had oniy minimal

contact with him.
Familv #3 : The Hurtigs

The Kurtigs consisted of the identified studenî, Sam, a thirteen year old
adolescent, and his mother. Dunng my limited contact with Sam there was absolutely no

contact with the father. Sam was referred to the LAC. classroorn mainly for behavioural
difficulties. Prior to Sam's admittance to the ciass he was in the Manitoba Youth Centre.
It was apparent fiom the beginning that Sam's academic skills were above that of the

other students in the class. Sam only stayed a short pend of time in the class as his

behaviour settled enough to be transfemed to a higher level L.AC. class.
Familv #4: The Blacks
The Blacks consisted of the identified student, George, a thirteen year old
adolescent, and his mother. At the time of refend, George was living in a group home.

His mother was in a program offered by Child and Family SeMces for family
reunification George came to the L.AC. program at alrnost the same time as 1 was

finishing my involvement. He presented as an individual who had both learning and
behavioural issues. As a direct result of my in volve men^ George was also diagnosed by a

Child Guidance Clinic Psychiatrist as ha-

ADHD. He was then put on stimulant

medication which it tum helped to resolve some of the attention span and behavioural

problems.

Appenduc C

Behaviour Monitoring Chart
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Appendix E
CLIENT FEEDBACK
Beiow is a lia of questions concemllig the services you have receivd Could you please
answer these questions as honestly as possible as they wiil help to provide better seMces
in the future. Negative answers to these questions wiii not &kt future services.
Pfemecircle the must q p p ~ o p n ~itumber
te
h e d on y o w suthfiaclion of semices!
1 ) Did the counsellor effectively attend meetings and follow through on time

commitments?
1

2

3

-4

5

6

Never

Sometimes

Alwarj

7

2) Was the counseilor clear in their communications?
1

2

3

-4

5

6

Sometimes

Always

7

Never

3) Was the counsellor easy to access if necessary?
1

2

3

-4

5

6

Sornetimes

Always

4) Did the counsellor demonstrate a "domto earth" approach?
1

2

3

-4

5

6

Sometimes

Always

7
Never

5) Did the counsellor demonstrate conceni about the presenting problems?

I
Alwarj

2

3

-4

5

Sometimes

6

7
Never

Please Answer the Following Questions in the Space Provided
1) What do you feel has changed over the Iast year as a r e d t of the counsellon

involvement?

2) What did you find to be the most helpful in the services you received?

3) What did you find to be the least helpfui in the services that were provided?

4) What wouid you change?

What would you have remain the same?

6) Any other comments.

Appendix F
CLIENT FEEDBACK
Please answer the questions with the appropriate answer.

1) My coaoseiior was helpful.
1) Not True

2) Sornetimes Tme

3) Very Tme

2) My counsellor listened to me when 1had a problem.
1) Not True

2) Sometimes True

3) Very True

3) My counsellor made learning about things fun and interesthg

1) Not True

2) Sometimes Tme

3) Very True

4) My counsellor taiked about s W that was important to me.
1) Not Tme

2) Sometirnes Tme

3) Very True

5) My counsellor helped me to think about things differently.
1) Not True

2) Sometimes T m

3) Very True

6 ) I got along well with my counsellor.

1) Not Tme

2) Sometimes True

3) Very Tme

7) My counselIor got along well with my teachers.

1) Not True

2) Sometirnes Tme

3) Very Tme

8) My counseUor got dong well with my parents or guardians.

1) Not True

2) Sometimes True

3) Very Tme
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